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Yards and Residence ot IT. Wlion, Ingersoll. Ont.“ Homewood ” Foul try

On the front part of the lot there are a large 
number of sugar maple and hemlock trees of 
magnificent growth, always giving shade for 
the growing chicks during the hot summer 
months, while the lawns contain the finest 
shrub and ornamental trees to be found. The 
spruce and cedar hedges are fine and well 
kept, and the whole grounds show much culti
vated taste on the part Of Mr. Wixon. We 
saw some fine Brahmas, Leghorns and Spanish 
fowls when there, that will likely give a good 
record at the coming fall and winter shows. 
The Brahmas and Leghorns seem to be the 
favorite varieties of Mr. Wixon. See ground 
plan and interior view, page 269.

The best and highest-priced butter In the 
United States (96 cte. per pound,) is made 
from “scrub” cows.

cold winter months. The outside runs are 7x20 
feet. Two large grass runs, to which each pen 
has access in turn, while in front there are 
three runs, 20x22 feet, for young chicks.

Poultry House.
Having been frequently asked to give an 

illustration of a poultry house, we have plea- 
in introducing to our readers, in this issue, 

of the finest in the Dominion. It is owned 
by Mr. F. Wixon, of the town of Ingersoll, 
established in 1883, but only recently finished. 
The main building, No. 1, is 14x26 feet, 
one and-a-half stories. The front part of the 
first floor is used as an office, shipping room, 
and feed bins ; the back part is used for spare 
stock birds during the breeding season, and the 
upper story is used for a hatchery and brooder 
for young chicks. Building No. 2 is used for 
breeding pens, is 14x64 feet, and contains nine 
beautifully arranged breeding pens. These are 
7x11 feet, each with double glass windows 4x5 
feet, giving plenty of light and heat during the

sure
No. 3 is a building 12x22 feet, and is used 

for surplus stock for sale, with single coops for 
show birds, very conveniently arranged.

There is also a capacious building that is used 
for setting hens, and an open shed for fowls 
and chicks during cold and stormy weather, 
where they have free access. The large grass 

beautifully shaded with walnut and

one

runs are
butternut trees, and a fine spring creek with 
gravel bottom runs across the yard, always 
giving plenty of pure fresh water, which is 

to the health of chicks and fowls,necessary
especially where large numbers are kept to
gether,
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rolling around in snowy whiteness below us} 
we see openings in valleys below where many 
may be, but the distança is so great that man 
could not be seen by the naked eye. The 
grandeur, the sublimity, and the beauty are so 

This is an organized body, having its Presi- I blended together that no artist nor writer can 
WIWIAM WELD, Proprietor I dent, Secretary and Executive Committee, its convey to you correct ideas of such a scene.

*_________ I rules and by-laws. Nearly all the newspaper I The sight alone can convey to the most thought-
_ _ .. .__TAnTT,«i Pnb- and periodical publishers are connected with it. ful the magnificence of such a spectacle. Once
The Leading 8“ Dominion I There are no secret oaths or pledges imposed up- geen it can never be forgotten, and should tend

® ^ on its members. One of its leading objects is I to lead the thoughtful beholder from nature to
The Farmer's Advocate is published on or about the I the removal of political asperities, and the nature’s God. We are digressing from agricul- 

lst of each month. nai directing of the public mind into worthier ture, some may say, therefore we leave much of
engnArintrsl’and furnishes the most profitable, praotloal I channels. It is claimed that the pen has I the description of this trip for the Home Maga-

I more power than the sword. When such a zîne Department, 

body unites annually in taking their holiday, I New Hampshire surpasses Ontario in the 
WEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION : I Md travel to distant, interesting and im- I grandeur of its mountain scenery, but we could

1" rented"advanet: 81-25 ^ anetm' SlDgle portant parts of the country together, it but pity the poor farmers that were struggling 
°°2.^Subscriptions can commence with ‘unless I tends to harmonize ideas and gives the partici- I to obtain an existence on the buckwheat crop,
made^by'regietored letter or money order. I pants opportunities of forming more correct I They cannot raise the grains and fruits we can,

4. Subsorihere^whodedre^to^ohange their P. O. address I 0p|nionB tkan ^ be otherwise obtained. It although the apple crop appeared more abund- 
mg8tThe "farmer's Advocate is continued until I has been suggested that by uniting on some | ant than with us, and these apples should be of
^^tot^th'the^rpromptitîîZlîral^cascB'that it is I definite line more good might be accomplished, good quality and good keepers, 
put on, provided pStofflœ! «"wen but it has been considered best to leave all as We were met courteously and kindly by the
î?Bi»tPofPthesubecriber°'ssent tous. I free and untrammelled in any way as possible. Boston editors, but perhaps the most important

6.1 The address label shows when your su P on i subject of importance was brought up part of the trip was the entertainment pro-
**** at the last annual meeting on which there ap- I vided by Mr. Wiman, who invited mem-

ADVERTISING RATES: I & nnfmimons opinion, that is, the ex- bers of the New York Press Association to join
Bates*for*ccm?r*<rt*advertisements furnished on appli- I feting libel law, which, as it now stands, leaves us in a dinner provided by him at Man- 

°îïl0n’TnT^toSn^truori^^eHring I editors liable to have actions brought against hattan. The expressions of New York and
medium. ----- ■- . . .1 them by any worthless thief who can find an Canadian editors were such that one would
mentaat heVJf’^h'mtomn. “ unprincipled, briefless lawyer to enter an action hardly think that fifteen hundred miles of

Farmer's Advocate has the against a publisher for publishing facts. The | custom house officers could be much longer
are reliable and are read. I publisher, although he may be quite correct in | submitted to.

Addreee~THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE, I statements and gain the verdict, is still liable
360 ootÎ’Oanada to be mulcted in the costs. We think that no

Lhonest legislature could object to remedy the 
I evil complained of.

THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE ©biforiaL

On the Wing.
THE CANADIAN PRESS ASSOCIATION.
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HThe Exhibitions.

Great demonstrations and displays are ex
pected at the Provincial and Dominion Exhi- 

This year our trip was to the top of Mount I bition to be held in London, Sept. 7-12. 
Washington, in New Hampshire, and from | Governor General is to visit this Exhibition.

The Industrial Exhibition in Toronto offers

-

hi.: %Examine your address label, and if
your subscription has expired

or is about to expire, please

BSTXI

si
::4 The|
« -i.'1

I there to Boston, New York and Niagara Falls.
Mount Washington is the highest mountain in I a very large and varied list of attractions and

. . — . Veen vs. I the eastern part of this continent, being 6,279 amusements, the largest and most varied of any
Our Montlliy ... I feet high. We ascended by means of a rail- I exhibition ever held in this Dominion.

Our prize of $5.00 for the best origina essay I the cars being forced up the mountain by I exhibition will be held from Sept. 7th to 19th.
on How Should Farmers Spend their Evenings. I cog wheel This road has an elevation of one | A new and large exhibition is to be held in
has been awarded to Miss Jessie Robertson^ ^ ^ and .g three mîleg long It take8 sherbrooke, P. Q., 6th, 7th and 8th October.
Strabane, Ont. The essay appears in this issue, I tw0 hours to make the ascent, and the At these exhibitions the majority of the best

A prize of $5 will be given for the best on I -g one dollar per mile, with free return to I stock, implements, machinery, etc., will be 
ginal essay on How could the Middlesex Agri- ^ base Qf the mountains, for Mt. Washington exhibited, and those desiring a holiday will be 
cultural Council utilize an Experiment Ground ^ ^ Qne of the higheat peaka of a serfeB 8ure to find much that will amuse and instruct, 
for the best interests of the Farmers ? Essays to ^ mountains nearly as high. At the foot and now the crops are harvested, the indus- 
be handed in not later than Sept. 15. I 0f the mountain maple, cherry, and other trions workers that have toiled hard through

A prize of $5 will be given or t e es I (jecj(juou8 ^reea are growing, many to a I the year richly deserve a few holidays. The
original essay on Advantages and Disadvan- We noticed that the black knot was young gain knowledge and experience that

qf the Proposed Model Fa,rm for the spreading Qn the wild cherry here. As we as- should be of value to them in after years. All 
Essays to be handed m not a er | hemlock trees are seen interspersed, and I work and no play, etc. It is good to be merry

We grad- I and wise. Let the young folks go, and go

% T ONCEii

This

l

.i *

f
tages
Dominion.
than October 15th.

i

trees of a large size are numerous.
ually leave the deciduous trees; birch and hem- I yourselves. Enjoy your harvest home with 
lock hold the sway for a time, then gradually | gladness and thankfulness, 
they become smaller, and the most gnarly,

Good till December 1st only. I twisted, scraggy growth is only seen until we I parts of the Dominion. A great holiday time 
In consequence of some of our old subscribers pass the tree limit, and mosses, dwarf grass is in preparation, 

complaining that we have given greater advan- I and a few small flowers continue their growth 

tages to our new, and in order to advance your to the summit of the mountain, where any 
interests and increase our circulation, we make ledge affords a chance for a root on a rock. We I The beautiful and convenient grounds on 
you the following offer passed through the clouds, which were cold and which the Dominion and Provincial Exhibition

For two new subscribers’ names, accompanied | wet; the air was oppressive, and to some I is held this year, in London, are to be disposed
could I of. The farmers have long contended for the

UNPRECEDENTED OFFER!
Single fares are arranged for from nearly all8

i
?

n The London Exhibition Grounds.
« iI

1

1 with $2.00 cash, we will send you the Far- I sound is affected ; only a few
mer’s Advocate free for the year 1886. You | whistle in this air. It freezes in the night, I retention of these grounds and their control of 

permitted to give the remainder of 1885 I and fires are always kept up to warm the hotel the exhibition, but after years of trial and
at the summit. Here we attain the highest | manipulation the citizens have by uniting and

means and influence, succeeded in garn
it is questionable, in fact im-

i-||
t are

! free to each new subscriber.
This offer is made solely to our present | standing point; we see the rising sun tinting the I using

clouds and mountain tops ; we view the clouds I ing their way.

I ■
r subscribers.
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probable, that the farmers will ever regain 
their lost power and influence over this exhibi
tion and grounds, which have been admitted to 
be the best in the Dominion. Farmer fairly 
competed with farmer, and all contended for 
the honors. Other influences now overrule the 
farmers in this their stronghold. This should 
tend to arouse farmers to take particular care 
to hold the title of their own exhibition 
grounds in their own hands. There may be 
some that consider this step advantageous to the 
farmer and to the citizens, but we have not 
been able to see it in that light, neither have 
the leading farmers of this county. We opposed 
it as long as we thought it of any use, and now 
only hope for the best, as what cannot be cured 
must be endured.

“ An honest yeomanry ie our country’s pride—
When once destroyed can never be supplied.”

I methods, and unless some dsoheme be
below us ; 

rhere many 
it that man 
eye. The 

sauty are so 
1 writer can 
ich a scene. 
>st thought- 
acle. Once 
should tend 
m nature to 
rom agricul- 
ave much of 
lome Maga-

our public schools,
The51 as to employing the students 

” we take to mean that the pro
bation is to be for farmers’ eons.

a
ï

M
i, and there is no ground for hope that the 
ae will work at any other centre. The 
s are also to be * ‘self-sustaining, ” and

a
■ m

ITwo thousand dollars have also been voted 
r another batch of Lynch’s pamphlets on 
drying. The same scandalous imposition

m

I
mario in the 

iut we could 
e struggling 
wheat crop, 
uits we can, 
more abund- 
should be of

l we fully exposed in our last issue, 
y thousand copies are to be broadcasted 
the Dominion, presumably in the inte- 
of dairying, but virtually -for entirely

«
m
m

Caution.
The Farmer’s Advocate has always strongly 

opposed unnecessary taxation. That has given 
offence to some office holders and office seekers, 

• some of whom, we regret to say, have, by various 
unscrupulous means, unsuccessfully attempted 
to check the circulation and influence of the 
Advocate. Look with great caution upon men 
who despise your Advocate, or who fail to give 
credit for what good it may have done or at
tempted to do. If any plead ignorance with 
regard to your requirements or what good the 
Advocate may have done, you may infer they 
are not friends of the farmer. Your Advocate 
has endeavored to advance your interest in 
every legitimate manner, and has ever been on 
the alert to detect any impositions which 
might be perpetrated on the farmer.

Fruits as Food and Medicine.
Now is the time to think about fruit culture, 
the ground is not ready for planting this 

,11, it must now be prepared for next spring. 
We recently asked one of our leading fruit 
rowers why their association did not dis-

-
1

hdly by the 
st important 
inment pro- 
vited mem- 
iation to join 
m at Man- 
7 York and 
k one would 
■ed miles of 
much longer

1

i i, as well as
at He

eject was too dry, not- , 
rent juiciness of bruits.
’, physiology, and other

iI
m

Fruit Growers* Association is iour!
,te whether fruits are Intended to be eaten 
a food or as luxury. Farmers should first 
taught what they can consume with the 

ntest profit. Some farm products are in

lays are ex
minion Exhi- 
7-12. The 

i Exhibition. 
Toronto offers 
iractions and 
varied of any 
inion.
. 7th to 19th. 
bo be held in 
th October, 
y of the best 
ate., will be 
aliday will be 
and instruct, 
i, the indus- 
lard through 
didays. The 
>erience that 
ir years. All 
1 to be merry 
3 go, and go 
t home with

the Dominion Government.
It would require an accountant to keej: 

track of all the systems of farming that ar< 
springing into existence. W e have practica 
farming, scientific farming, book farming, 
business farming, and now political farming 

to be gaining such popularity that al 
the other systems are threatened with ex 
tinction.

During the recent session of the Dominioi 
Parliament $20,000 were granted for agricul 
tural purposes. A model farm is to be selectee 
in a çentral point of the Dominion, where then 
is an average climate, where the soil is neithe 
too rich nor too poor, and on which somethin] 
is to be erected “more or less akin to an agri 
cultural college.” Pupils are to be employe 
“profitably” on the farm, and their labor is t 
be “self-sustaining.” The concern is to b 
conducted on “scientific principles,” unde

I
,1I The word luxury may have a double mean- 

g ; it may imply something nutritious and 
holesome, but scarce and consequently ex- 
msive ; or it may include those articles of 
insumption which are mere appetizers, and on 

it of their stimulating or enticing effects, 
act injuriously, as they deprave the 
tl appetite, causing the victim to con- 
more than nature has made provision 
inch, for example, as spiced foods. In 
et case, fruits cannot be regarded as a 
r, for they are universally plentiful and 

Some plants are valued for their 
ive qualities ; some merely possess medl- 
rirtues, while others are partly nutritive 
artly medicinal. The latter is the dis-

I
This

seems

I<

Y
:

I

Some people can flourish on vegetables and 
fruits, while others' seem to require a mixed 
diet, and every person most be his own judge 
with regard to the quantity of fruit he can 
enjoy and upon which he can keep up his 
vitality. Fruits contain all the elements of 
nutrition, but not in so concentrated a form ae 
many other articles of diet. An objection has 
been raised against fruits because they contain 
so much water ; but this is one of their greatest 
advantages. No part of their juices exist a* 
water, but is so chemically united with the 
acids and other constituents as to form a 
cooling, nutritive, tind corrective mixture. The

im nearly all 
holiday time practical matruuuiuu am 

of veterinary science, 
vanced in support of the carving out of 
gricultural elephant is that heaps of pi 

being squandered on objects

-I The argument
?

Grounds.
; grounds on 
ial Exhibition 
;o be disposed 
mded for the 
leir control of 
of trial and 

y uniting and 
eded in garn
ie, in fact im-

a
money are 
times less valuable.

It;
a bonanza agricultural elephant at Y\ asmng 

Some members displayed their familiarity t 
our agricultural affairs by the suggestion t 
in their candid opinion, the sum grai 
would hardly be sufficient, until it was

u

1

/.

v

I plained that this was a mere preliminary grant, I * 
I the greater portion of which would be expended I * 
I in the purchasing of a site. Then the real ex- I a 
I penditures were to follow. The Washington I 0 
I model costs about $300,000 a year for varnish I ® 
I alone. I 6
I No opposition to the scheme havingbeen raised I 
I in the House of Commons, it will be the first I P 
I policy of the Government to avert the oppo- I ^ 
I sition of the farmers. Maps indicating an out- I f 
I line of the Dominion will be drawn and sub- I 81 
I mitted to mathematicians to find out on whose I P 
I farm this point falls, and it will be found that I h 
I this does not tally with the climatic centre, I 
I which will necessitate the employment of a I ^ 
I meteorological expert. Besides, the geological I 
I centre will be somewhat remote, and when I 
I greater accuracy is employed, it will be found I v 
I that the wanting term in the ratios of these I ^ 
I centres will fall on a line fence, on neither side I 0 
I of which will the soil be suitable for exper- I r 
I imental purposes, and the owners will be I ^ 
I obscure farmers who have never been known I 
I to put their shoulders to the political wheel. I 
I An attempt will then be made to keep the j 
I political centre out of the question; but some I I 
I will clamor for the practical centre, some for I f
I the scientific centre, and the press will have no I
I difficulty in proving that the political is more I $ 
I accurate than the mathematical centre. Solen- I e 
I tists will reason thus : “ As the farm is to be I c 
I conducted on scientific principles, therefore, it I i 
I ia the scientific centre that must be found.” If I « 
I farmers become organized by this time, they 11 
I will succeed in carrying the agricultural I 1 
I centre. 11
I Some hundreds of thousands having thus 11 
I been expended and placed in the pockets of 11 

I prospective applicants for office on the coming 11 

’ I model farm, the matter will be brought before 11 

I Parliament, when it will be urged that, unless I 
) I the institution is proceeded with, these expen-1 
3 ditures will be utterly lost to the farmers. Ob- I
II jectionswill be raised against its establishment, |
, I but seventy-five per cent, of this sum will be I 
r I cast into the bribery box to carry the coming I 
1 election, and the model farm expenditures I
- I worth speaking of will then commence—from I

I the political centre. I
i I Even if it could be hoped that these expen- I
- I ditures were in the real interests of agriculture, I 
1 I and not for the benefit of the rapidly increas- I 
e I ing horde of office-seekers, the farmers of this I 
r I Province will object to the establishment of I 
g I the concern on the ground that, if a model I 
i- I farm is indispensable, it will cost millions of I 
d I dollars less in the end to reform the one I 
o I already established in the Province, and make I 
e I it suitable to their requirements. Quebec has I 
ir I become almost bankrupt in her misguided I 
n I efforts to improve agriculture; New Brunswick I 
>r I has an agricultural elephant on her shoulders I 
it I heavier than she is able to bear ; and our I 
1- I Northwest is clamoring for a similar burden in I 
is I the hope that expenditure diverted in this di- I 
ic I rection may prove less corrupt than if allowed I 
in I to continue in the existing channels.

Ontario farmers will see at a glance that the 
ie I promises made in obtaining the grant of $20,000 
n. I cannot possibly be satisfactorily fulfilled, 
th I “Competent professors,” no doubt, can be had, 
,t, I but they must come from other lands, and will 
;d I be men who do not understand our agricultural 
x- I circumstances and requirements. Our popula- j

v
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;■ If*i: sources of this spirit of democracy, but with 

little avail, and our policy has always been : If 
we cannot be truthful we will be silent. One 
party accuses the other of inciting a rebellious 
spirit amongst the settlers for political pur
poses, but how far this is true we are not pre
pared to say. One thing may be safely affirmed, 
that the rising generation of Canadians will 
not tamely submit to inflicted wrongs to the 
same degree as their forefathers. Their edu
cation, their circumstances, the inhaled air of 
freedom—all is different.

Land sharks appear to be indigenous in 
every new country. Beware of them ; they 
are of the same breed wherever found.

adds stimulate the mucous membrane, aid the 
digestive process, and so are highly bénéficia 
for people who are biliously and dyspeptically 
inclined. It has been said that apples (when 
eaten leisurely and thoroughly masticated) are 
better than pills. This is undoubtedly so, and 
the orchard should therefore be regarded as 
the poor man’s drug store. Of course there is 
considerable difference in the composition of 
the various kinds of fruits, some being more 
nutritive, more medicinal, or more wholesome 
than others ; but we cannot discuss their 
merits in this article, merely mentioning that 
all have the same general tendency.

Considering the way fruit is ordinarily con
sumed by farmers, it must be regarded as a 
luxury. During the flush season it is eaten in 
too large quantities and in all methods of pre
paration. It is quite desirable to eat large 
quantities, providing they be consumed regular
ly all the year round, and takeji as a food, not 

„as a luxury. The distinctive characteristic of 
fruit is its large percentage of sugar, which, in 
conjunction with the acids, gives it its whole
some qualities. Cooking destroys the acids of 
many fruits, rendering them insipid, and there
by creating an appetite for the admixture 
of artificial sugar. This sugar is purely con- 
dimental, fittjng the fruit for a luxury only, 
and should then only be eaten in small 
quantities. Nature cannot be improved on, 
ripe fruits being in their best condition for 
consumption without any artificial process 
of manufacture, and any person who has 
not a depraved appetite needs no spices or 
condiments to relish fruits in that delicious 
form prepared by the hand of Nature. But 
fruits are deficient in the nitrogenous or 
muscle building element, so that they should 
be eaten with concentrated foods rich in this 
material, such as green peas and beans in 
summer, and meat in winter.

Much has yet to be accomplished in the 
methods of preserving fruits in such 
as will fit them for a cheap article of diet. In 
the evaporating business much has been done, 
and evaporators are already within the reach of 
every farmer ; but in the canning business 
much has yet to be learned. It is canning 
factories that should be encouraged, not 
evaporators, although the latter are profitable 
where fruits would spoil for want of a market. 
Fruits preserved as near as possible in their 
natural state are to be eaten ; dried fruits, or 
those otherwise artificially prepared, are to be 
sold.
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Commentators on the “Scrub” 

Ifcuestlon.
We have received some communications re

lating to our position on the “scrub” affair, the 
length of some being out of proportion to the 
conclusions reached and the size of our columns. 
The statements we published relating to the 
Model Farm tests are absolutely correct, as any 
farmer can see by sending for a copy of the re
port. The table of tests is too voluminous and 
unimportant for our columns. One correspon
dent insinuates that we made assertions at 
which stockmen have taken offence. We can 
answer many of the statements by saying that 
unless the farmers themselves enforce such 
municipal laws as the thistle and pound acts, 
then they must either suffer the consequences 
of their timidity and neglect, or the Province 
must become flooded with government officials 
armed with power to enforce the laws. The 
latter state would be infinitely worse than the 
first, although we believe there are thousands 
of office-seekers—men who are too high-toned 
to make a living by independent exertions— 
who would rejoice in scouring the country on 
a political pilgrimage.

We desire our readers to understand our 
position thoroughly. In one respect we go 
further than our stockmen, for we believe that 
every breed from the goat to the buffalo has a 
legitimate sphere in some part of our Dominion; 
and we admire those enterprising men who come 
forward with honest records and performances; 
we will strain our nerves to build up such men 
and such private enterprises. We also feel it 
our duty to see that no agricultural industry 
receives undue prominence. Live stock is not 
everything, as its boomers are vainly attempting 
to prove. There are other branches of farming 
which should be perfected before blooded stock 
is thought of. We have endeavored to divide 
the space in the departments of the Advocate 
in such a manner as would give each industry 
its relative importance in conformity with the 
ever-changing times, and if, after twenty years 
of studious devotion to ouragricultural interests, 
we have been delinquent in any important par
ticular, then we call upon the honest, sturdy, 
independent farmer to be our judge.
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Our North West. 1
A great deal of speculation is being indulged 

in with regard to the effects which the recent 
troubles in the North-West will have on agri
culture and immigration. No reliance can be 
placed on the assertions of the political

i

1;
press,

for every sentence bears the impress, directly 
or by insinuation, of political motives. The 
out-party is resolved upon damaging the ins at 
all hazards, utterly reckless as to the welfare 
of the country, while the in-party, to have re
venge on the outs, have adopted the policy of 
ultra-laudation, both with regard to the 
bilities of the country and the wisdom 
rulers.

i:
J
:f

There is no question about the greatly 
superior durability and firmness of wood cut 
during summer, especially if stripped of the 
bark so that it may dry all the more rapidly. 
If the trees are not cut up until the leaves have 
withered after exhausting much of the sap, so 
much the better,
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It is a crying disgrace to’us as a people 
that we should tolerate such a state of affairs 
especially in a matter of such great magnitude
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in which the future well-being of the farming 
community is so deeply involved. Here are 
acres fertile enough for many millions of 
peaceful and happy families ; a false step 
made now will blight the prospects for all time 
to come, and there is no department of our 
affairs in which truthfulti^tements are in more 
urgent demand. There is no reason why the 
recent troubles should check the tide of immi
gration. In fact the reverse effect should 
rather be expected. Our gallant volunteers 
have so effectually quelled the Indian uprising, 
and the offenders have been so peremptorily 
brought to justice, a repetition of the farce is 
extremely improbable, especially when it is 
borne in mind that the Mounted Police have 
been greatly reinforced. Considered from the 
most rational standpoint, the number of immi
grants should rapidly increase, for the distur
bance has excited interest in portions of the 
world where our Northwest was previously 
unknown, and if truthful statements become 
disseminated with regard to its climate and 
natural productiveness, they will be perused 
with greater interest by intending immigrants 

'everywhere.
But other influences are at work, which may 

tend to greater mischief and loss than the 
Indian uprising. A new country is built up 
by the many poor, not by the few ri .-h. A 
million of capital in the hands of a thousand 
sturdy, honest yeomen will have a hundred 
fold more productive power than the same 
amount in the hands of a score of speculators, 
although the latter can wield a hundred fold 
more political power, which is at least a dead 
loss to the community, if not a positive injury. 
It will now be unnecessary to state which of 
these two classes deserves the greater encourage
ment. It has been estimated that the greater 
proportion of the Ontario settlers in Manitoba 
and the Northwest is from the section formerly 
known as the “Huron Tract. ” This land was 
owned by a set of speculators known as the 
Canada Company, and this is plausibly the 
reason why so many farmers from this fertile 
tract were compelled to “go west.” The 
land policy of speculators is the same all 
the world over, and it is now being strikingly 
exemplified in many of the Western States. 
Their whole gospel may be written in three 
little words, viz. : Grab ! Oral ! ! Grab ! ! ! 
They arrange their dupes around their domains 
in such a manner as will most speedily and 
effectually enhance the price of their remaining 
lands, and there prosperity is in ratio with the 
servility of the duped. This is the main source 
of scattered settlements, by means whereof 
security of life and property becomes pre
carious, and the increased cost of the adminis
tration of affairs becomes a burdensome tax 
upon the struggling people, from the shock of 
which many never recover. The practice can 
only be defended on the ground that the pro
curing of lucrative and sinecure offices for 
political hucksters is the crowning glory of a 
government. But there is a feeling of relief in 
the reflection that there are still millions of 
acres of fertile lands which are not inclosed 
within these Chinese walls.

That there has been a great deal of dis
satisfaction amongst the settlers of Manitoba 
and the Northwest can no longer be denied. 
We have endeavored to ascertain the true
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know is how he can most successfully grow 
fall wheat on light soils. It is not the heavim 
of the soil that causes the wheat to flourish, 
but because heavy soils are apt to contain that 
particular form of plant food upon which this 
cereal delights to feed, and which is almost 
invariably lacking in light soils. The remedy, 
therefore, lies more in the selection of the 
fertilizer than in the selection of the soil.

The question now is, How does wheat feed?
If we examine the composition of wheat,, we 
find that it is rich in phosphates—a form of 
plant food which is usually abundant in olay 
soils, and especially in the subsoil, where it 
can be reached by the deep roots of winter 
wheat. This cereal likes nitrogen in a dainty 
form, that is, in the form of nitrates, so that the 
vegetable matter of the manure or the decaying 
vegetation must be thoroughly decomposed be
fore the plant can feed on its nitrogen. But 
all the decaying vegetable matter must not be 
in the same stage of decomposition, else large 
quantities of the nitrogen will be lost by 
drainage before it can be used by the crop. 
Wheat also requires a fine and firm seed bed, 
which cannot bo attained if the manure is 
rough. It is also a matter of vital importance 
that the vegetable matter be thoroughly mixed 
with the soil This is best accomplished by 
cultivator and harrow.

On light soils, naturally or artificially well 
drained, we would advise every fanner to test 
the worth of fine bone dust or superphosphate.
Try it on at least one acre and compare the 
results with those of the remaining portion of 
the field. It may be applied at the rate of 
200 to 300 pounds per acre in addition to a 
fairly liberal supply of farmyard manure. If 
the bone dust is used, it should be harrowed 
into the soil before the wheat is sown, or with 
the wheat if sown broadcast. The superphos
phate, being soluble, is best sown in spring. 
Any one of these fertilizers will supply the 
plant food almost invariably lacking in such 
soils and in the farmyard manure under the 
ordinary system of curing. Unless fertilisers 
are skilfully applied, success in their use will 
be purely accidental.

Of the many new varieties of fall when r 
introduced, we know of none that has given 
snch general satisfaction as the Martin Amber, 
and the Landreth (Bonnell).

In sections where the Hessian fly has been 
committing ravages, the wheat should be sown 
as late as practicable ; if the wheat is up be
fore the appearance of the first frost, look out 
for the eggs of this insect.
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■■L'SSm% Farm Drainage.
NO. I.

We purpose presenting our readers with a 
series of articles on farm drainage, which we 
hope will be useful and pleasant reading for 
the coming long winter evenings.

Drainage, as a source of soil improvement, 
should be studied in connection with other ques
tions having the same end;—such as manuring, 
tillage, rotation of crops, and tree-planting. 
The very first question for every farmer to con
sider is, By which one or more of these means 
can he most profitably improve his soil? No one 
answer may be serviceable to an two farmers; 
indeed, a system of soil improvement which 
would be applicable to a given field might prove 
a failure with reference to an adjacent field. 
Last winter we published a series of articles on 
soil improvement by means of the different 
modes of manuring,—not that we considered 
this the most important means in a majority 
of instances, but because it can, and should be, 
profitably employed by every-farmer under all 
circumstances; whereas drainage is not always 
advisable, and besides, every- farmer has not 
the necessary capital to carry ilTon to any con
siderable extent. But as an objection to this 
view it may be urged that manures cannot pro
duce their best effects on undrained soils, and 
this is a valid objection.

With regard to soil improvement, the system 
by means of rotation of crops is the most im
portant in many cases; of all the agricultural 
sciences it is the most difficult to comprehend, 
and in practice it is the most difficult to carry 
out; but as a true system of rotation is only 
advantageous on a drained soil, we give drain
age the preference, leaving the rotation problem 
for a future series of articles.

In the practical carrying out of all farm 
operations, the first question to be determined 
is,\Are we aiding or subverting nature’s laws ? 
It does not always follow that we should assist 
nature; for many domestic plants and animals 
are artificial things, although having originally 
flourished in a state of nature, and if treated in 
accordance with their primeval habits, they 
would rapidly become extinct. With regard 
to drainage, however, our object is, in a manner, 
to assist nature. In the aspiring wilderness 
the waving trees acting upon the roots open 
the soil for the percolation of water to great 
depths, and hence we find that the rains for 
the most part descend into the subsoil instead 
of washing over the surface, as is mostly the 
case in the artificial state of our lands. The 
same laws work in the ascent as in the descent 
of soil water. As a rule the practical question 
is, Shall the water percolate through the soil or 
be removed by surface washing ? If then the 
subsoil is not of such a character as will remove 
the surplus water with due rapidity by perco
lation, the question of drainage becomes ex
ceedingly practical. These observations lead 
to the question as to the effects produced by 
surface overflow compared with those produced 
by percolation. But before giving an answer, 
it will be necessary to explain the different 
sources of water and the conditions in which it 
may be found in the soil.

It is of great importance to consider whether
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How to Destroy Grasshoppers.
Prof. Coquillet, of the U. 8. Department of 

Agriculture, was recently sent to California to 
investigate the locust plague, and has reported 
the results of his experiments to the Sacra
mento “Bee.” The following is the only one of 
his remedies which has proved a complete suc
cess :

“It consists of a mash composed of bran, 
arsenic, sugar and water, the proportions being 
one part of sugar, one and one-half parts of 
arsenic and four parts of bran, to which is 
added a sufficient quantity of water to make a 
wet mash. A common washtubful of this mash 
is sufficient for about five acres of grapevines. 
Fill the washtub about three-fourths full of
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the superfluous water is from rain, from over
flowing of brooks or adjacent fields, or from 
underlying springs oozing to the surface. Again, 
it is important to know whether the water is 
in motion or at rest. If a pinch of soil were 
examined by a powerful microscope, it would 
look like a heap of stones of irregular shapes 
and sizes, and each stone may be compared to a 
sponge. But we shall call each stone a particle 
of soil. Now it is plain that three conditions 
may exist viz: (1) both the particles and the 
interspaces may be filled with water ; (2) the 
particles may be saturated, and the spaces be
tween them may be open for the free admission 
of air ; (3) both the particles and the inter
spaces may be freb from water, and filled with 
air. As growing crops require both air and 
moisture, it will now be plainly seen that the 
second condition is the one to be aimed at. 
Visible water which is free to flow off or sink 
down is called hydrostatic. Bottom water is 
permanently hydrostatic. If a well or hole be 
dug in the ground, and water be found therein, 
the level of this water will correspond with the 
bottom water in the soil. This depth should, 
on the average, be beyond the ordinary reach 
of the roots of the crops. Capillary water is a 
name given to the water held in the particles 
of soil, andin ordinary language is designated 
“moisture.” This is not visible as a liquid, 
but may be recognized by the dark color of the 
soil. Capillary water, when the particles are 
completely saturated with it, makes the soil 
too wet for most plants. It does not obey the 
laws of gravity, like hydrostatic water, but is 
held by the surface attraction of the soil par
ticles. The capillary power of the various soils 
ditiers very widely, being greater for fine than 
for coarse soils. Take a portion of soil and ex
pose it in a dry atmosphere, and it will still be 
found to contain some moisture, for if heated 
tp boiling point it will be found to lose in 
weight, and vapor will be given off. Moisture 
thus expelled is called hygroscopic water. This 
quantity varies with the temperature of the air 
and the character of the soil, ranging from 0.5 
to 12 per cent. These distinctions are import
ant in expressing the degrees of moisture in a 
soil, as well as from the fact that our agricul
tural plants derive their equal from the capill
ary and hygroscopic water.

Fall Wheat.
There are circumstances which will lead to 

the continued raising of fall wheat, even 
though the direct profit be inconsiderable. It 
is usually raised on the summer fallow, which 
affords work for man and team when they 
would otherwise have little to do ; it is a con
venient means of seeding down,and of disposing 
of a large portion of the manure at a season 
most suitable for its manipulation, and wheat 
can be kept within a small compass for higher 
prices with minimum risk of deterioration. 
Most all the work is done by machinery, and 
the crop can be harvested before the busy 
season fairly sets in.

It is the custom of writers to insist that fall 
wheat should be grown on a clayey soil. 
While it is true that wheat will flourish better 
on a heavy than on a light soil, yet this piece 
of news is of very little practical use to the 
farmer, for he must sow on all fields that re
quire fallowing. What the farmer wants to
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r to the question as Ik, the dis- belette whom it concerns

thoroughly, and add as much water as is neces- I is, Will the yield pay for the threshing? In farmers 1 US Vkto Jtto mea^f^er foth1 
gary to thoroughly saturate the mixture, and most sections, where steam-power is used, the broadest sense, taking it to m^n fanner fo 
£2 ready for usZ Throw about a tablespoon- thresher’s price is $10 per day, and the other in general, that is, farmers, their wives, sons 

f„l of this mixture under each vine infested expenses will be $14 at the very lowest esta, and daughters.
short time the | mate. Calculating good wheat at 80 ots. per It is admitted by all that, taking the annual fg

2400 t 80=30, meaning that 30 I average, farmers have more leisure than those

\ m

HISS JESSIE ROBERTSON, STRABANB, ONT.
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7
our

in its
!SI:-SK s1 Afiv
j-L üter SSïïhe’Xe «^collect upon the I bushel, we get 2400^-80=30, meaning urns »v . average, larmere m.,„

hrm and soon commence feeding upon it. bushels must be set aside to pay the cost of each m other occupations. It is indeed true that
Those which are upon the ground six (height day’s threshing; or, if the shrunken wheat is farmers’ hours, during the harvest season, are

------ - - - -1 "- ~ " *“ “ S 3SKUSSTJïï."shrunken wheat at 50 to 60 cts. in the market I golden sheaves to the caprice of the weather,
is more profitable for feeding than for selling. I and thus the intense physical exertion de-
In fact, its feeding properties never deteriorate | manded during the day renders farmers incap-

near so much as the market price does.

I I

n1.
h 1'! «feet from the bran will soon find their way to .......

it, apparently guided by their sense of smell, | 60 bushels to pay for a day s threshing.

as those to the leeward of the bran have been 
observed to come to it from a greater distance 
than those which were on the side of the bran

$
'M
: ; I, .. . , i hlnwinff After eat- I near so muon as me marneu pnuo uw» It is I able of any mental exertion during the short

from which the wmd was blowmg. ea I e piumpest grain that has the highest Lvenings; early retiring in the summer
mg as much of the bran as they desire, ^e, for it contains more starch and months, I do not think, could be matenaUy un-

th. cost will be con-1 tow for leedfog >d .bcddfog purport il h. Lo symp.th,

so*.b»to. on, T to +zz:e!£Zjejirss w.trzfsssrs=L ~
it fo dgh. „ ton MfoL!r™.,«d m . dny. ^ totoL, I. on tb.S J, “pen th. tototato of to. or dolto

Spring Wheat Rust. I without cutting, first running thejroller over it they always find work to do, wholly neglectful
We have recently received several communi- and plowing around the field to keep the fire of social orfme,n^, 

cations from subscribers, with specimens of from spreading. In such cases, we regard the blame a boy for.d,silking his fathers_ protest 
. ■ . . J mlr nninion is ogked as I straw as having no profitable feeding virtue, I if to him it means only unendmg toil. Can atohow’iuihould bl disposed oh The samples I and only 60 per cent, of its manorial value workman be blamed if he seeks an employer in 

3 whit Îe muth sZten, and the Jted wUl be lost; indeed, if the soil is rich in vege- whose service he may have his evening^ 

straw presents a dry, wilted appearance. One table matter no loss may be said to accrue, for to himself t In not a few farmers ho
respondent intiLn OountyTI that the it is only the organic matter of the straw that the following routine be fomnd g
. „ , - hia iocaiitv (Constance) I is burnt and wasted in smoke—a substance that early—early enough to feed the cattle by lan

SJÎTfo ” ... ™,tod fo fo» Hob 1» tato O. tb, tern-light, btototfog I w.rking tnth «to.

L brtofog ont el th, hot ,un .Iter th, tow- .to tod, if th, gto will pny for.th, tosh- Ul ) to. foppcr, 4“^ttoMfo^S

caused the rust, but the heat and moisture have I threshing, first puttmg the sheaves through a the fa er won ers y
Teen favorable ^ its development. Rust is a cutter, and using the chopped stuff in small interest in the farm Who can teU hm.™
parasitic plant, the seeds or spores of which I quantities with other foods. The whole sheaf t is c s, owever, ^ higher
must be in^ the ’soil before they can affect the need not be run through, if the.straw is bad* indeed, 1ey come tile,^
growth of the crop. Rust spores, like weed rusted. But in this way o ^ing of the paths ^ping t y
seeds, may possibly be found in all soils, but crop, some precautions are necessary The re- venture to suggest
certain seasons are not favorable to their de- fuse must be thoroughly fermented m the j will ^ the

tion arises, Does the rust injure the straw for rust from being propagated in future crops, which, I am sorry tojay, mnmy ^

Tto toi üs it a. .p,~ h, »d to,. -i*

that straw is improved for food by being rust- perish. ______ i0Unge a sturdy youth is stretched; alternatesppi I * -- xtæ sr\rr:
Sto-thuï”?.Itodit. hi lb,., Swfot V.™i: wh.„,fod,lm,,fo Ptotito Ol to-Uto
toi. L digtobto to tomtofotm, h. k. U lb., White Cl.t.r, 5 lb,., to to» befog ~v«- >=-“«* 
may be sustained, and part of the juices which the quantity to be sown per acre. But an ex- head resting on the back « 
may have been intended for the grain may also cellent lawn grass may be made with white nods and yawns. ^e ™er y mischmvous fo
have been absorbed by the rust. But this is a clover and Blue grass in the proportion of one of a schoolboy is seen at the ta .
weak argument, when it is well-known that all pound of the former to seven of the latter, and intelligent, expressive an r g y :»
parasites weaken the vitality of the plant on I 40 lbs. of the mixture will be sufficient fop an “hidden treasures in t a y P®

which they feed, thereby checking its growth, acre. I mind. The mother, of course, is knitting or
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should literally aAoveZ his food to his mouth. It when spent thus. If indulged in solely to pass 

a book or turner I « painful at times to observe the total lack of the time, then that which is in Itself innooent,
Such is future of a farmers’ home enjoy- culture in a gathering of country youths. In Wmes sinful. I-proof ‘“j

ment, not, indeed, as it is always found, nor intellectual endowment (lackmg only m de- Redeeming the Time. Each sunset ttat 
vet an ideal one- yet, albeit, the apparent velopment), in kindness of heart, in nobleness bathes the landscape m golden glories, and foti- 

happy tile honTL- of purpose, in purity of words, they can com- lows thought hour retonw «* •*£*£ 
paratively speakingTwhere it is even generally I pare very favorably with their city cousins; moments of this one life once gone are gone 
found Bv the home fireside a boy usually I but why this lack of minor attention to their fore ver forever. ,,,
learns no evil 'There are barker phases of the I mothers and sisters? Why those dis- A fourth mean, as to the mmmer in whiA
way in which farmers spend their evenings, colored, neglected teeth?-(remember again farmers should spend ^

■ Why does that moral plague spot, the village a brush can be purchased at less cost than suggest before I dose. It differs ma J
y . .. • f th aonnds of nrofanitv a No 1 cigar)—those untrimmed nails, and I from the others in one particular, while they

“d C £ Zï,V— Mai ». —.h.p. „»« «O.,-., U b. hid d,™ .. b-* -j-j -*•*
Jdi, wb, i-«■*. —:-j-isii\r ïsssrfeîr-t

SXs— wb„y'P is:r-£±rsL£s0^p«” Lu..,-d — .«.aU*. «-* 'r**:?***1*'-" 1

their youthful hours and golden opportunities? I would suggest music. Not so easily obtained leave a master hand to pam .
W.T . mother’s life is saddened and as books, perhaps, yet quite obtainable in the I ««The cheerfu’ supper done, wi serious faoe,

x -*■* V-ho"" r rsssz *sbWhy is it that the day of of standard literature are only equalled by the The b- j^'.Bible, once his father’s pride, 
five-cent sheet music. When eyes have to be jjig jennet reverently is Udd aside, 
rubbed and the yawn becomes infectious, let I His lyart haffets, wearing thin and bare,
boot, bo hid -id. -a «b. .«dog. -ih-d |

And ‘Leet us worship God’he says, with sol
emn air.”
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M■ of some erring one?
rest is a day of extreme weariness, if not al
together profaned by visiting, driving, &c. ?
Why? In answer, I would not lay the whole ...
blâmé on mis-spent evenings, but I do claim, by vocal and instrumental strains. ~ 
and I think justly so, that much of it maybe Long after the boys an glr 8 0 .
a tributed to the way in which farmers spend homestead have scattered, when their homes,
their evenings Such being the case, the ques- if not their graves, shall be separated by A Frenohman experimented on the depth lot 
tion then comes most pointedly, “ How should “mountain, stream, and sea, tendeJ wl “ planting wheat. He made thhrteen bed. and 
. their evenings’” The question I the memories of those evening hours. The pl&nted 150 grains in each, at depths beginning
STsoTl“TTSc. too limited to songs and hymns of early days link the heart to > ^ ^ deoreaBing to the surface. In 
St of details I must orTe present confine the home by a chain so strong, an influence so ^ bed five grain, out of 160 ger-

k ^I nTlll wemustLr in potent, that even in the ages to come chord They gave fifty-three heads, with
gXere should be a d™ proportion of with chord will vibrate, and reunited families ^ ^s. This return kept on increasing for 

edification and recreation for both me essen- wUl remember with joy the music of other days. bed u it decreased in depth at which the
ttltophi, mental,’and moral develop- If the youngsters at times grow uproarious I ^ were plated. At three and thr^qumtor 
,ver„e 0f manhood I let them expend their bouyancy of spirit. Per I deep ninety-three seeds sprouted, with

ment of boys and girls on the verge of manhood I ^ development is attained, not by curbing, L2 heads, yielding 18,634 grains. At one and
and womanhood. « but by guiding ; a good gardener will not out three.quarter inches, sprouting 142 seeds, there

As a first means, then, to the proper spend- vigorous 8hoot because it inclines to were 1 660 heads, containing 36,816 grains. At
ing of the evening hours, we would suggest away he will train it while yet of tender and one.half inches deep sixty-four grains
reading. Any father any mother worthy of 8prouted, growing 629 head, and 16,687 grains,
the name, cannot but be pleased to see their 1 ^ & third means to the pleasant and profit- Qn the 8urfaoe only twenty grains germinated,
children in good company. In books we find ^ ding of evenings I would suggest ielding 1,600 grains. The greatest return in 
the best embodiments of great men s thoughts. inUrcours^ Interchange of ideas assist and atraw was attained by the one and
We mingle with their authors, loving them as ^ ^ development of the mind, while that three-quarter inch bed. The sower should, 
familiar friends. Gan better society be desired ^ q{ manner and readiness of expression we theref0re, endeavor to cover the seed not more 
than McOaulay, Ruskin, Tennyson, Long- I admire in the cuitured circles can only be ob- | than tw0 nor ie88 than one inch, 
fellow, Bryant, Browning, Pope, Bacon, tainedb contaot with society. We farmers,
Spencer, Hugh Miller, Chalmers, and many d are deplorably lacking in this re-
others? Dickens, with admirable portrayal of who hag not been at gatherings in the There are several easy way. to prevent rust-
character, draws aside the curtain which shuts J* ' .re the weather, the crops, and the ing of ploughs and cultivators, Mid to keep the 
us out from our fellow travellers, while Scott I .. mg w0’rn threadbare, the silence be- teeth bright. One is to give them a coat o 
weaves such a web of history, romance and awkward, then embarrassing, and thick limewash as soon as they are brought in
landscape, that the reader is entangled ere he positively painful, the oppressive feeling from the field; another is to dusolve an ounce
is aware. Current periodicals can be obtained J P ^“d by the occasional whis- of resin in four ounces of Unwed oU and while 
at a cost which would not pay for a “fragrant(?) I tb who though rude, are often un- I hot mix this with a quart of kerosene and stir
Havana”; works of popular authors, pure in I Per I weU- This is laid on to smooth iron with a
tone, lofty in sentiment, and comprehensible I c0“acl®°^J diffieuities, there are many I paint brush. Another way is to diasolv^an
by average minds, for recreative reading, are . . moderate amount of mental 1 ounce of camphor in some turpentine and add
available in every farmer’s home, while apicul- Iff™; » ^‘ Jd dexterity, which may pro- this to four ounces of lard and one ounce of
tural journals should receive the cordial and I ab y P J while the reading and I pulverised blacklead or stove polish, and mix
SZ .apport .1 th. oh» .h- ^ ^ J?. t JSSS, »1L Thi. m.y b. ,n ,tth . I.
they espouse, and whose interests they de-1 mJ8l° Fair reading or reciting, as well as I remove rust from ploughs or tools not ing 
fend. Not to patronise their advocates betrays utilised. 8 , Dleaaure8 short sel- better than a mixture of half a pint of oil of
short-sightedness on the part of the farmers, music, is ever a profe8. wtriol poured slowly into a quart of water, and
With aU due deference to the intelligence of eotlo“B’^°Je' e ’ x think O’utdoor amuse- apply this to the rusted metal Wash off with
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- A Chatty Letter from the States. 
—The Indian Leases.
[non ora CHICAGO 00BR18P0HD1HT. ]

The question which of late has "caused most 
disturbance among the cattle men of the West 
has been that of the refusal of the Government 
to recognise the leases of Government lands 
made by the wards of the Government, the 
Indians, to cattlemen. The order of the Pres
ident declaring such leases in the Cheyenne 
and Arapahoe reservations to be void, and no
tifying the cattlemen to remove their herds 
inside of forty days,has caused not a little con
sternation. The state of the case is simply 
this : The Indians formerly allowed cattlemen 
to grase their stock in that part of the territory

Teller informed the cattlemen that so long as 
the Indians were satisfied the Government 
would probably not interfere. And so, on this 
color of authority, the cattlemen went in there, 
and at the time of the recent proclamation 
there were not less than 250,000 cattle in the 
two reservations, belonging to white men. In 
ordering the removal of these cattle in forty 
days the President was rushing matters a little, 
but was doing what he believed to be the 
greatest good to the greatest number, as the 
Indians for some reason were becoming dis
satisfied, and outsiders were becoming jealous 
of the rights controlled by the favored few 
white men in the territory.

The cattlemen made a great ado about being 
unable to comply with the order, claiming that

i «Stock.i;
h

Our Illustration.
The future can frequently be glanced at with 

pleasure and profit. It is pertinent te know 
where, how, or when our present system of 
feeding for exhibitions, records, etc., is going 
to end. The how and -where are explained in 
the illustration ; the when «« be found by 
comparing the last entry in the Government 
Herd Book with the number inclosed in 
brackets.

As is seen in the illustration, it is astonishing 
what can be accomplished by the drug-stor e 
system of feeding. It is painful to think that 
there are so many aristocratic stallions in the
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i Variation of the Species ; or, the Survival of the Fattest.

Farmer Jones—“ Mighty fine stallion, neighbor ; he’ll get the red, sure ”
“s~“Hu& “?i£k'îh,.,"„“U.KïÜ"5i^^rthora [927’68“11 r* '“■*“* “» <“Xook a...

country which have become victims to our ex
hibitions. Being useless for any other purpose, 
it will be quite consistent with past experience 
to expect a boom in the direction indicated.
Grease is grease ; and so long as the body of 
any of our domestic animals can be transformed 
into a barrel of this material, no questions 
should be asked with regard to the species to 
which it belongs. It is the barrel that is to be 
judged, or rather exported upon, not the head, 
limbs, or tail.

i
;

for a consideration of 50c. per head per annum, 
but it was difficult to collect the taxes, owing 
to the trouble of knowing how many cattle 
were there. Under that regime the Indians 
of the two reservations mentioned only re
ceived about $40,000 per year for their im
mense pasturage. There was more or less 
dissatisfaction, and it became evident that 
some change was necessary. Some shrewd 
conceived the idea of forming a syndicate to 
lease all of the grazing lands in the two 
vations. This the Indians seemed willing to 
do, and accepted an annual rental of $100,000 
per year for their grass, which otherwise would 
have been converted principally into smoke. 
The National Government refused to formally 
authorize the leases, but through Secretary

most of their cattle were directly from the 
South? and were not allowed to go into Kansas 
or any of the adjoining states or territories 
until after frost, that the ranges of the 
rounding country were all overcrowded, that 
there was no place where these Indian cattle 
could be moved, that the cattle in the ter
ritory, old and young, fat and lean, steers and 
cows, and all, would have to find an outlet in 
the beef markets of the country, and that this 
hasty marketing of such vast numbers of cattle, 
in addition to the regular supplies of beeves 
steadily coming forward, would so badly de
moralize the market as to

.

sur-

:
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! men i
.. :

reser-
i 1

Between 1842 and 1869 England lost from 
contagious lung plague, it is estimated, 5,548, 
780 head of cattle, worth $400,000,000. Dur
ing the following nine years she lost about 
$1,000,000 more.

I

cause incalculable
loss to cattlemen generally, because of 
flood of even cheap beef would, more or less 
affect all branches of the market. But when the
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cattlemen found that the President was
Model Farm Experiments.

The annual advance report of the Model 
Farm is just out. It plays havoc in the “ bat
tle of the breeds.” Twelve breeds have been 
in the fight, comprising the Ayrshire, Jersey, 
Holstein, Shorthorn, Guernsey, Devon, Here
ford, Aberdeen Poll, Galloway, Shorthorn 
Grade, Quebec Grade and Ontario Grade. In 
most cases two cows of each breed were en-, 
listed, and the ages varied from three to nine 
years. In the case of the ” Ontario Grade,” 
which speculators dignify by the name of 
“ scrub,” the age is not given ; she is désig- 
nated as “old,” her name is “Grannie,"and 
the following description stands in bold 
trast with that of the various blue-bloods with 
which she is associated : “ Grannie is an old 
950 lb. grade that evidently has had nothing 
to do with any blood other than the roadside 
chance. ”

“Grannie'’ is mentioned in the list of the 
cows tested, but her records are a perversion of 
facts ; for the number of tests is stated to be 
2,700, and out of the two dozen tables of re 
suits, old “Grannie” only appears in three. In 
the summer tests no account has been taken of 
her. The size of her globule has been meas
ured, her milk has been chemically analyzed, 
and the amount of her “dry curd” ascertained. 
That is all. Thetis three tests are a very insig 
nificant fraction of the whole, so much so that 
it is a perversion of truth to classify her in the 
tests. However, let us compare her record 
with that of the leading dairy breeds, as shown 
in the following table :

will probably be no more serious trouble. Somi 
of the cattlemen were rather hard pressed t< 
find places to put all of their stock, and all wil 
suffer a loss of several dollars per head, in 
cident to moving at this season, especially aftei 
having paid their rent until December ii 
advance.

Naturally there was talk enough about thi 
“ruination” that was sure to follow such t 
hasty removal, causing'the appearance of score! 
of buyers who were looking for bargains ii 
stock cattle. But it is stated unon the best o;

3 :

rat being 
aing that out of the territory on account of the remov 

that good places in Kansas, the “ Cherol 
Strip,” Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska a 
Montana, have been found. The beeves fr< 
the Indian country are now being marketed 
fast as possible, and it is not expected tl

oon-

t

!

-I
the enforced evacuation of the cattlemen, 
they show an honest desire to get out, 
President will not be arbitrary with them, 
he knew that if he granted 
time in advance he might continue to do so in
definitely.

An interesting question now is, how are 
these vast Indian pastures to be utilized in the 
future ? It would not be good economy to 
allow them to waste and be burned off every 
year when they are capable of making so much 
beef convertible into cash. The probabilities 
are that the lands will be pastured. A great 
many white men have gone there and married 
squaws and thereby acquired rights to the land 
in common with the other Indians. These men 
can take outside capital in unlimited quan
tities and raise cattle there under their own 
brands, of course paying the dividends, or the 
principal part of them to his silent white part
ners on the outside who furnish the 
The chances are that there may be an in
creased demand for squaw wives among the 
cowboys.

*

•1
1

one

I
Size of 
large 

globules.

Percent
age of fat 
In milk.

Percent 
age of 

dry curd.
v

i
Ontario Grade..
Ayrshire.........
Jersey ...........
Holstein ........
Shorthorn.......

14
12$
1
1IV. ’

81 £. money.
From this table it will be seen that the old 

“scrub” takes the lead in every desirable qual
ity except in percentage of fat, from the Jersey 
and the Shorthorn. The Jersey has also a 
trifling advantage in the curd, which is quite 
natural owing to her larger percentage of fat, 

the milk of the “ scrub ” Is 
more valuable product, the 

antage of total solids varying but little in 
different breeds. The size of the fat 
ile is a very important item, and here the 
ib" is practically equal to the Jersey ; but 
way this experiment, as well as many 
re, has been conducted, proves that the

C»

:
- The Contagious Disease Law.

During the late session of the’ Dominion Par
liament an act was passed relating to the sup
pression of contagious and infectious diseases 
amongst domestic animals. Every 
breeder or dealer in stock, on detecting disease, 
must give immediate notice to the Minister of 
Agriculture, otherwise he can lay no claim to 
compensation, and a penalty not exceeding 
$200 is inflicted on each person who conceals 
the existence of disease; also for turning out 
any animal so affected, or for exposing it for 
sale, or, if slaughtered, any part thereof, or for 
throwing the carcass into any stream of water, 
or for digging up the carcass. Affected animals 
may be seized and destroyed by any person in 
the municipality having jurisdiction.

The Governor in Council may cause affected 
animals to be slaughtered, or any animals that 
have been in contact with them. ■ Owners, not 
guilty under the act, shall be entitled to

!
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vestigators. It is not the size of the large 
oboles that is required to be known, but the 
west small globules, and then it is very un- 
ientific to adopt a medium breed (the Ayr- 
lire) as a standard.
We have never accused the authorities at 
e Model Farm of wilful attempt to deceive 
e practical farmer ; it is their ignorance,

?
the

However, any government or gov- 
official that would deliberately rake

com
pensation for affected animals slaughtered 
amounting to one third of their value, but the 
sum shall not exceed $20; in other cases of

1

compensation two-thirds of the value of the 
animal shall be paid, the sum not exceeding 
$40 for grade animals. In “ thoroughbred

1, high-priced, blue-blooded aristoo- 
te old world, should, to put it mildly, 
upon to rise and explain. If a super-

■j

Ii

4 ASS

- pedigree animals ” two-thirds of the value shall
> be paid, the sum not to exceed $150, the value 
9 to be determined by the Minister- of Agricul- 
j ture, or some person appointed by him, and 
1 may reserve any affected animal for experi-
- mental treatment. —
r The Governor in Council may prohibit the 
l importation of affected animals, or, if slaught

ered, any part thereof ; also, any hay, straw,
> fodder or other articles known to have been in 
i contact with such animals, and may appoint 
) such inspectors or other officers as may be 
i necessary to execute the law, on whose author 
E ity the Minister of Agriculture shall be em 
L powered to declare what places shall be deemed 
i “infected.” Steamboats, cars, or other vehicles 
s occupied by affected animals shall be thor- 
1 oughly cleansed and disinfected by the owners, 
l otherwise the Minister may cause same to be 
i done at the expense of such owners.
; The act makes special reference to the follow- 
i ingdiseases : Glanders, farcy, mange, pleuro

pneumonia, foot-and-mouth disease, anthrax, 
i rinderpest, tuberculosis, splenic fever, scab,
; hog cholera, hydrophobia and variola ovina. 

The act is unjust in, one important par- 
of stockmen at theticular. It favors one c£expense of another. Th 

the owners of pedigreed stock should receive 
special favors in the matter of compensation. 
It is class legislation. The pedigreed stock 
has been the cause of our infectious disease 
troubles, and now a premium is put upon the 
authors of ruination.

is no reason why

Inflammatory Pork.
The epidemics which sweep away the hogs 

fed on hotel swill, or the swill gathered from 
establishments where there is a large amount 
of table and kitchen refuse, are unquestionably 
caused by feeding on such slop allowed to fer
ment too much, to the degree of vinegar or 
alcohol, and to become more or less putrid. It 
should always be fed as soon as collected, and 
always before either of these unhealthy condi
tions is reached. The inflammation may take 
the form either of constipation and fever, or 
dysentery, or a slower blood-poisoning. The 
end comes quickly when the right degree of in
flammation is reached. It may take weeks to 
do it, but the result is sure if the hogs are kept 
on this food long enough. In hot weather it 
runs its course much faster. Inflammation of 
the stomach and bowels is a common disorder, 
and sometimes takes a whole drove or penful of 
hogs, but oftener a victim or two. These may 
have had weaker digestion,or been more glut
tonous and so paid the penalty. I venture the 
assertion that the hogs shut up in tight pens 
and fed on clear corn, every one of them, in 
time, would die of inflammation of the 
stomach and bowels, if given all they 
would eat, or else they would founder and re
fuse to eat and rapidly become emaciated. 
This would be another form of fever. I have 
seen whole pens of pigs in this condition, and 
I have seen others die when fat and plump 
after eating well the day before.—[F. D. Curtis 
in New York Tribune.

The mortality from swine fever in England 
has reached a point when about 2000 animals 
perish every week, or 100,000 per year out of 
2,000,000 swine.

>
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with every prospect against her, what should 
we expect from our native cows of the best 

stamp t

«i baseness of the system is crowned when the far
mer is told that, although there isno profit in the 
business as shown by charging the animal with 
the market price of the food consumed, yet a 

The government deserves the gratitude of handaome profit may be realized by charging 
every practical farmer for the additional proof ^ cog( 0y That is to say, a farmer
it has given to one point of vital importance to I e&n or lose money according to his system 

There is a strained effort to be plucky when I M concerned in dairying. In a recent issue we of book-keeping. This question is too broad 
the author of the report comments on the re- I pointed out the injustice of dividing the profits I ^ discussion in this article ; we shall take it 
suits of these tests. The figures are damaging Qn the butter by the cubic-inch system of meas- lp Qn a future occasion, 
enough to the prospects of our live stock specu- urblg the cream. The question is not a new I what now about the “scrub war !
Inters, but the commentary is much more so. one> but the Government have the credit of live-stock speculators
He regards his experiments as conclus,ve, and bringing it „ut with greater prominence. Com ^Next^ ^ ^ ^ q{ ^ legÎBlature, with
insists that aU further discussion be discussed. siderable reliance can be placed on these pitchforks in hand, announcing that
Having summarily dismissed the Aberdeen tests, for they closely conform with simüar m- pea P „Bornb„ war.pathi they must
Poll? Hereford, Galloway, Jersey, Guernsey, veatigation8 made in other countries. The fig- they ^ ^ gbovemm£t ^ ia already
Ayrshire, Holstem and Devon-aU these mu I ures are as follows : ] roclaimed, that “The special dairy wants of

go—he adds : 1 Devon.................................................................„ I can be fullv maintained by selection
“The special dairy wants of Ontario can be Jersey............................................................ ° commoncois-theacclimated, hardy,

fully maintained flection fro™^COm”°n ^SSS.'.V; ! ! .*-* -’a ^ ‘ •* .............13 “ ranging, non-beefy, and Uberal milking grade”:
cows-the acclimated, hard* These figures mean that if 23, cents be paid .«Begone! .
beefy and liberal milkmg grade. . {or ng cubic inches of Devon cream (the quan- -Run to your horses; fall upon your knees,
beef and the conjoint beef and dairy wants of 8uppo8ed to make a pound of but- “Pray to the gods to intermit the plague __
Ontario can be best upheld by the use of that W ^ ^ be J* for ft 8imilar I ‘ That needs must hght on this mgratitude.

stamp of Shorthorn so easy to select and so Holstein cream, and so on with the
often met with.” ____ other breeds named. This calculation is made

ARK THE experiments ACCURAT ! I tbe w<, of 17 cents per pound for I to be “a cow that is poorly kept and badly
It must not be maintained that w regas ^ ^ it r estimated from these figures neglected.” We agree with our esteemed

these experiments as conclusive, but we insi ^ ^ owner of the Holstein would gain an temporary, but would like to add that a “ blue
that they are the fiat of the government, an advantage over the Jersey man of $21 I blood” is a cow that is luxuriously kept and
it must bear the consequences. In comparing milkmg season-from May to October. never neglected. By a
these tests with the countless ones conducte ^ muflt ^ ^ mind that in these tests all reasoning faculties we can now
by professional experimenters in other coun- ^ condition8 were precisely similar. What I « 80rub ” may be converted into a blue-blood 
tries, we find that many are m harmony wit ahould we expect from dissimilar condi- by liberal feeding without negligence,
them and many are absurd. The analysis oi ^ ^ ^ fte caae actuai practice 1 We prof Sanborn_ of the Missouri Agricultural 
the milk bears evidence of accuracy, venture to assert that the figures would have ^ ^. -Experimental tests in Europe,
mamfestly been conducted by profes , differedinthe same breed, either under and |meri^ have 8hown that crops lose little
whUe many of the other experiments^ d^ or diaaimilar conditions. And yet the Qr nothing of their feeding value in curing. The
all sorts of confusion. This ponaidered Model Farm creamery was run last season on handling dry crops is such an advantage
when the mode of operation “ the presumption that equal justice would ^ that, from the start, I have never accepted the
The experiments are «JJ* g meted out, providing the milk was set at the 1 ; food craze M valil.., 0f course he means
the students, or rather overseers J temperature, although this theory was ex- * h ■ must be under the most favor-
them. The most popuhur J**, ^ ^ ^ regard to deep Lumstances.
Invariably appointed, and the atu I ... t different temperatures, and oentrifu- ! , ,
takes a deep interest in anything that is use- I ® . d : manv of the tables, I A correspondent in an exchange, who has
ful can never become popular. This method I g* sépara ion, I uged the following recipe for the cure of bal y

«F—i —-•*»• •» ZZ J h— a- » - Wb»
confused results. d ita time m0re profitably in attempting t0 » horse balks m a wagon cart or earnag .

7^1? “3?££ -opop-**.a. =~y, » P-7^SSS-TSSs - a “s'crub” we!gh- their creameiy system m.^and that toe time I put on the
Ing 950 lbs. with those of a Shorthorn weigh- I creamery po icy harness and hitch up, and the animal goes all

ing 1,530 lbs Î All other conditions being one. brown’s baby-beef boom. right. It may have to be done once or twice
equal, animals eat in proportion to their weight. . . more, whenever the hitoh-up after meals takes
The SiTrthorn is over 60 per cent, heavier than Prof. Brown apparently intends o crown his ^
the Ontario grade, so that two of the former official career by Projmg t a our I The owners of some of our own pampered

would be heavier than three of the latter The be made e ^expo t . the stock horses can find a hint worth following in
farmer wants to know which breed produces chief promoter of the d y item from the Londoa Stock Journal : In

just what speculators want to keep in the dark. I feeding ^ theory is that it deveiops scien- I glad to notice that Professor Williams, of

an idol to those farmers who are utterly uncon- Wewoul ^ iahed thPe . .Baby-beef" now, when attacked, his organs not being in a
scions of the fact that one cow can be surpassed governme <1 - J f th healthy condition, he is unable to with-
by another. But,according to the Model Farm- craze, even if it had still atoered<to many ot t ej y remedies when in
i “Ontario Grade" is to supply our spec- eX ^ble, and succumbs ^ddenly. The lato

starai t Î20 Mry-s -«P, ». —, P.---azirrzz r8^z,’ “^-whu. ». »««,, h„. L»,

profitable^why not turn our natives into a gen-1 merely resulted in a financial loss. The utter | in the chain-harrows.
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fifl How “Records" are Produced •
Dr. Sturtevant/direotor of the New York 

one of the most distin-

e far
ia the 
with 

yet a 
urging 
armer 
ystem 
broad 
ike it

that our investigators will soon be able to fathom 
The breed, the food, the treat-■

the mystery.
t, and many other considerations may have I Experiment Station, 

to be investigated. However, if butter is re- guished experimenters in dairy prodnots, found 
quired to be kept for a period not exceeding I that, under ordinary shallow setting, Ms Ayr- 
six or eight months, we are able to give the I shires produced from 10 to 13 percent, of eream, 
successful results of practical butter-makers. I while 18 to 12 per cent, was averaged under cold 
In the first place the cream must not be vio-1 setting. On one occasionne observed that the 
lently churned, the butter must be worked as milk produced 60 per cent of cream, but his 
little as possible, the chum must be stopped as astonishment soon abated when he found that 
soon as the butter comes in particles about the I a slight inflammation of the cow’s udder was 
size of wheat grains, or not larger than apple discernible.
seeds, and no sudden or wide changes in the I For some time past these phenomenal 
temperature of the milk, cream or butter, must I “records” of the boomed up dairy breeds have 
take place. I been a source of amazement to dairy experts t ,

The granules must then be thoroughly wash- I some believed that there was fraud at the bottom 
ed and placed in muslin bags, a pound or two I of the business, while others, who were pre- 
in each bag, and the sacks are then immersed I pared to vouch for the honesty and respect- 
in brine. The butter need not necessarily be I ability ol the testers, professed their inability to 
salted and the brine will have no effect in account for such an apparent violation of the 
making it watery or salty. It should be kept laws of nature. It was known that very little 
in a cool place. In this form the butter may I variation in the percentage of solid matter 
be taken out and used or sold, as circumstances I could be affected by breed or feed, so that the ^ 
require. Another plan is to make the butter question was, By what process of alchemy could 
into pound rolls, wrapping each neatly in a the tester change the water of the aailk and 
piece of muslin cloth, and weighing them down posribly also the casein, sugar, mineral matter, 
in a tub of brine. All other conditions being I etc., into butter fat ! 
equal, the butter will not keep so long by this Dr. Sturtevanfs observation 
as by the first-mentioned plan. The practice of the question. The high-pressure feeding pro- 
submerging the granulated butter in fruit jars I duces inflammation of the blood, censing an ab- 
filled with brine, and then sealing them so as I normal development of fatty matter in the 
to exclude the air, is highly commendable, but milk. Many writers delight in comparing the 
is too expensive for ordinary use, especially if I fat on the cow’s body to the fat in her milk, 
carried out on a large scale. In this form, how-1 both being developed by the same physio ogioal 
ever, higher prices are often procurable, as the process. Now it is well knoro to competent 
butter is more apt to be found in a sweet con. authorities that the fat on the body, under high 
dition and it will keep for several months, and I pressure feeding, is a mam of rottenness, and 
may keep for years. can be produced in large quantities in a short

space of time. There is no reason why > 
Why the Butter Doesn’t Come# I similar process should not take place when feed-

’iïTa Tdh^d”"h““h'
i,—- rJnïMr rzz six

water supplied. . I .
3. Want of proper cleanliness in milking and I place.

^Ï^Lack of right conditions in the raising of I Jfew Method Of Washing Better, 
the cream—pure air and proper temperature. I It ^ gtated that a new method of washing

5. The cream not raised and skimmed in due | hag ^ patented in Germany. As
time. j soon as gathered in the churn in particles of

6. Cream not churned at the proper time I ft tenth of an inch in sise, it is trans-
—kept too long. ferred to a centrifugal machine, whose drum is

7. Cream allowed to freeze—injured still | p|erce<d with holes and lined with a linen mok,
that is finally taken out with the butter. As

the machine is set in rapid motion 
buttermilk begins to escape ; a spray of water 

_ _ . thrown into the revolving drum washes out all
11. Lazy hand at the chum. Some persons have I £orojgn natters adhering to the butter. This 

the chum around nearly all day, summer or I waghing ^ kept up till the wash-water comm 
winter; take a few turns, and then stop ; fool I ^d the revolution is then eon-
around and begin again. Can not make good I ynued ^ tbe last drop of water is removed, 
butter so. Use a box or barrel chum ; begin ^ olotheg ^ dried in the centrifugal wringer, 
moderately, and continue so till no more vent is I ^ dry butter U then taken out, molded and 
needed, and then go on at a good pace, without ked It ia claimed that the product thus 
stopping till the butter comes. Whentheoream £ {uUy ^ qaickly freed from aU imparities, 
is perfect and the temperature right, about 6o without ^ working or kneading, has a finer 
degrees in winter, for a batch of butter weigh ^ grain, and far better keeping
ing twenty to thirty-five pounds, twenty or utiee> than when prepared for market in the 
twenty-five minutes should be ample time for I way.— [Chamber of Agriculture Jour-
churning, in the manner described. Since this England.
complaint in butter making is more common in 
the winter season, I shoukfexpeot to find the 
cause in the reasons given above in No. 4 to No.
9.—[Cor. N. H. Mirror.

c
men1 Preserving Butter.

We have been frequently asked the best 
method of packing butter for winter use, and 
how long it will keep under the various modes 
of preservation. How long it will keep, neither 
weiior anybody else can tell, but with regard 
to how long it has kept, we answer, from two 
weeks to five years.

There are a hundred different circumstances
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ilators 
i, with 
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already 
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lection 
hardy, 
grade”:

affecting the keeping qualities of butter, very 
few of which can be satisfactorily explained. 
For a long time it was considered that salt was 
the preserving agent, but the only argument 
advanced in its favor was that custom had 
settled the matter. This explanation did pot 
suit experimenters, and numerous tests have 
been made within the past decade. Butter was 
pure fat, they said, so that salt could have no 

preservative effect on it than on other fats 
or oils. It is quite true that butter is fat, if the 
chemist is allowed to abstract it from the milk; 
but the chum and the chemical laboratory are 

Unfortunately, the

:
»nees, more;ue

itude.” ;>
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scrub ” 
1 badly 
led con- 
“ blue 

spt and 
of our 
that a 

ie-blood

two different concerns, 
buttermilk, small quantities of which remain 
in the butter, is not butter fat, and here it is 
possible that salt may exercise some controlling 
influence. We have tested the keeping quali
ties of the same batch of butter, with and with
out salt, and found that rancidity could not be 
detected quite so soon in the salted butter. A 
cursory thinker would naturally observe that 
the salt had a preserving effect, but it ia quite 
possible that it had only hidden the rancidity 
from the sense of taste. Many of the best ex
perimenters now agree that salt has little 
effect on the keeping qualities of butter; and 
certainly not on butter of the best quality. 
Salt, like coloring matter, should therefore be 
regarded as a means of hiding our sins.

It ia the nitrogenous matter in the butter
milk, and possibly, also, to some extent, that 
albuminous envelope of the fat globules, that 

^causes the decomposition.
'bave nothing in their composition that can 

These discoveries have led to

to settle' :'
1
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Pure fats and oils

cause ferment, 
the practice of stopping the chum when the 
butter first appears in granular form, as the 
buttermilk can then be washed out more thor- 

The custom is to wash with brine

■

k oughly.
until the liquid flows off quite clear. We know 

why brine should be preferred to pure 
water, except that it may have a more relaxing 
influence on the slimy matter that may attach 
itself to the globules, and this, we think, could 
be more effectually removed by means of acidi
fied water. By this system the keeping quali
ties of butter have been greatly improved; but, 
no matter how small the granules may be, some 
buttermilk will always remain, which will 
terially affect the longevity, 
tests that have been made, some brands of but
ter have not kept over summer, 
salted and soldered up in air-tight jars, while 
one case has been reported in which butter has

salted or ex-

more in thawing.
8. Cream too warm when churned.
9. Cream too cold.

10. Churn not a good one.

: no reason thesoon as

pampered 
lowing in 
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even when

1
kept for five years without being 
eluded from the air. Several cases are report
ed in which butter kept for three years in a 
sound state, having been excluded from the air,

subscriber lor the Advooati, and If I ool/ 
that would be the one. Tours truly,

Aacuo. D. Moisirai.
but not salted.

No rule can be laid down as a guide to the 
keeping qualities of butter, but it is to be hoped

Bib.—I am a 
took one paper,

Yabmovtu Uastas, Ont.I
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Keeping Grapes Fresh.
There are several practical modes, one is to 

pick the grape just before dead ripe, while they 
perfectly free from surface moisture, and 

immediately seal with wax the end of the stem, 
or any place where a grape has been re
moved. Now pack in boxes with cotton bat
ting, a layer of fruit between layers of batting, 
so that one cluster shall touch another ; cover 
closely, and keep in a cool, dry place. Those 
who have put down fruit in this way say that 
they came out fresh in the spring. It must be 
remembered not to let the fruit come in contact 
with the wood of the box.

Another method, and one that is very effect
ual in keeping grapes fresh during winter, is to 
pick as before directed, keep in a cool, dry 
place three or four days, then pack in paper 
boxes which will hold ten or twelve pounds 
each, placing a sheet of paper between each 
layer ; keep in a cool, dry room—not in a cellar. 
Not more than three layers of grapes should be 
allowed in a box.—[Tribune and Farmer.

How to Can Fruit and Save Your 
Sugar.

I presume all know that there are several 
kinds of sugars. Cane sugar, grape sugar or 
glucose, and milk sugar are the principal varie
ties, says a cor. of the Indiana Farmer. Ofthese, 
cane sugar stands pre-eminent for its sweeten
ing properties, being rated at 100, while grape 
sugar is only rated at 40. In other words, it 
takes two and one-half pounds of grape sugar 
to equal one pound of cane sugar. I presume, 
however, that your readers do not all know, 
what is known to every chemist, that when cane 
sugar and fruit are boiled together the acid of 
the fruit causes a chemical change in the sugar 
to take place, which changes the sugar to 
grape sugar.

I do not suppose they intend to throw away 
six pounds of sugar out of every ten they use 
in the preparation of fruit. Yet such is the 
fact. They have, as a result of the boiling, ten 
pounds of glucose which is only equal to four 
pounds of sugar; and besides this loss the fruit 
has, to a great extent, lost its true flavor, and 
is, of course, inferior in quality to that sweet
ened with cane sugar. How can fruit be 
sweetened with cane sugar without making this 
change and loss of flavor ? As that is the prin
ciple object of this paper Jf will answer the 
question.

First, cook your fruit until it is “done;” 
then, if you have time, let it get cold, and then 
add your sugar, mixing it well ; let it stand an 
hour or more. The sugar by that time will be 
absorbed by the fruit. If you have not time to 
wait, add your sugar when it is only partially 
cool, and you will only lose 5 or 6 per cent, of 
the sugar.

In the making of preserves there are two 
ways to avoid the loss of sugar. One is to use 
only glucose and fruit in equal parts, as it is 
much cheaper to buy glucose than to make it 
of the higher priced cane sugar. Another way 
is to cook your fruit as before described, then 
add one-half a pound of sugar to the pound of 
fruit and seal up in cans,or steam the fruit when 
practicable, lay it in the cans and fill up with 
hot syrup made so as to contain the proper pro
portion of sugar, and seal. You will then save 
nearly all the sugar. Preserves made in this 
way will ferment unless sealed in air-tight cans.

In the ordinary canning of fruit no sugar 
should be used, as a part of it turns to glucose 
while hot, and if the fruit in the can ferments 
through some imperfection in the process, as 
frequently happens, your sugar is lost entirely. 
Open your cans an hour or more before meal 
time, add your sugar, mix it well and let it 
stand; the sugar will thoroughly premeate the 
fruit by that time, and no sugar is lost.

I suppose everybody uses glass cans to a 
greater or less extent. A good many years ago 
a lady taught me how to fill a cold glass can 
with boiling fruit without the danger of break
age. I have seen the plan tried often enough 
to have entire faith in it.

Place in the empty can a spoon that is long 
enough to reach from the bottom to the top of 
the can, pour in your boiling fruit, remove the 
spoon and seal. The can will not break. Please 
do not ask me to explain the philosophy of it, 
as I dislike very much to plead ignorance, so I 
hope you will ask some of the knowing ones in 
your vicinity and let me know the explanation.

x <8>ardm anb Orchard.

Propagating Small Fruits.i;i are
! BY W. W. HILBORN.w 1t ii

■CURRANTS.

Farmers should grow more currants ; very 
few grow enough for their own use. None of 
the small fruits can be left on the plant for so 
long a period after becoming ripe as the red 
currant, if such varieties as Victoria and Raby 
Castle are planted ; they hold their foliage 
very late, thus protecting the fruit. I have 
them now (Aug. 21) on the bushes in good con
dition. They are of much better quality than 
when they first ripened.

They are very easily grown from cuttings. 
September is the best time to plant them. Take 
wood of the prosent season’s growth, make 
same into cuttings six to seven inches long ; 
plant them in rows two and a-half feet apart 
and six inches apart in the row, leaving but 
one or two buds above ground, and being care
ful to make the soil quite firm about the lower 
end of the cutting ; cover about two inches 
deep with straw or hay, then put a little earth 

the straw, which prevents the cuttings
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i s- itu- i Grapes may be kept a long time by carefully 

cutting the clusters from the vines, dipping the 
ends of the stems in melted wax and packing 
with paper between each layer. Another way 
is, after gathering, spread them thinly on 
shelves or tables for a few days to let them dry 
a little ; then cut clean straw, about an inch 
long, in a straw cutter, pack a layer of fruit 
and a thick layer of straw. Keep in a cool, 
dry place in both cases.

Prof. T. J. Burrill, who has made a special 
study of pear tree blight, and who believes it 
is caused by bacteria, that may be carried from 
tree to tree upon saws or knives used in prun
ing the trees, urges orchardists to examine close
ly for the first appearance of blight, which is in
dicated by the leaves turning suddenly brown
ish black, and to cut away all diseased parts, 
being careful to cut low enough to escape cut
ting into the diseased wood. Two sets of tools 
are-recommended, one for trying the condition 
of the branches, and the other for making the 
final cutting in the sound wood. If the same 
tools are used for both operations, he would 
pass them through the flame of a lamp, or into 
some liquid that would destroy the bacteria. 
He repeatedly carried the disease to healthy 
trees by inoculation with the sap from a blighted 
tree.

,1
I

M over
from being heaved out by the constant freezing 
and thawing during winter and early spring. 
As soon as frost is out in spring and the soil 
fit to handle, take off the covering very care
fully in such a way that will not injure the 
buds, which will have started to grow. By 
planting in this way the roots will start to 
grow in the fall, thus giving a much larger 
growth the first season. Keep well cultivated 
and you will have fine bushes to plant out in 
the fall following.
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> IBLACK RASPBERRIES

may have their tips layered this month. Bend 
down the new growth and cover the tip about 
three inches deep ; they will soon take root 
and make fine plants by fall.

STRAWBERRY

plants should be watched now. 
ners into the row ; do not let the rows get too 
wide. Such varieties as James Vick should be 
kept in very narrow rows, not more than eight 
to twelve inches wide, as they set more fruit 
than any other sort, and cannot bring it to 
perfection unless they are 6lther| grown as 
above, or in hills. Most other varieties can be 
left to grow twelve to eighteen inchefc wide in 
the row.

Strawberries may be planted this month, and 
with good care will give a small' crop of fruit 
next season, but for large plantations delay 
planting until spring ; plants will then stand 
transplanting much more safely.
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Considerable grass seed is sown every aut 
umn, some farmers taking every precaution to 

good stand ; others seemingly prefer-secure a
ring to take all the chances, says a correspond
ent of the “Prairie Farmer.” Sowing the seed 
upon wheat or oat stubble without previous 
preparation of the ground where the weeds and 
grain have made full growth, hardly warrants 

in expecting a good “catch,” yet many 
wonder at the failure. Grass seeds send up 
small tender shoots and their growth depends 
largely upon favorable conditions. The only 

way is to prepare the land by thorough
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i The following description of a cheap house 
for preserving fruit is given by Mrs. S. A. 
Benson in tl 
are double being composed of two rows of 
wooden posts, boarded within and without. 
The intervening space—two and a half feet 
wide—is packed as closely as possible with 
traw. Above are two sets of rafters, three 
eet apart, with boards on their upper sides, 

straw completely filling the space between 
them. Over all is a cheap board roof. Inside, 
it is said, the temperature remains approx
imately the same the whole year round.”

'
-3

:Kansas Farmer : “ The walls sure
plowing and harrowing. While it is always 
best to sow early in September when possible, 
nothipg is thus gained if the soil is very dry ; 
moisture is essential to germination. I prefer 
sowing immediately after a rain. Of course if 
one knows when it is going to rain it would be 
preferable to sow previous to the shower. Still 

heavy rain washes away considerable seed, or 
covers it too deeply. The seed needs. little 
covering and when possible light brushing in 
is preferable Sow evenly ; a good seeder will 
distribute better than can be done by hand,
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/76><wtfry. and with a syringe inject some of it into the I nails or old pieces of refuse iron, iron filings, or 
nostrils, and also down the throat. If the bird I even iron cinder, if pU~d in the vessel 
is no better in a few hours, try a severer re- I tabling water, will more or less afford iron to 
medy, which is the injection of a mixture of I the poultry. Iron is invigorating, stimulating, 
coal oil and carbolic acid. Add ten drops of I and assists in guarding the system from disease, 
carbolic acid to a tablespoonful of coal oil, and I Iron is in the blood of every living creature, 
force a small quantity into each nostril. This I and any deficiency thereof causes weakness or 
will cure when all other remedies fail. Night I debility. The'uee of copperas is in
and morning give roup pills (or powder) either I another respect. It is a remedy for a great 

ground plan. I “ th® f°°d or by foroing U down the throat- many diseases, is a good disinfectant, and a
W represents windows ; D, doors] fowl doers entering I Add a0me ala0 40 the food of those that are well. I sure remedy against [contagions of a oerta 

yards. I How to make roup pills is what most persons I character. Do not be afraid to use it. A table-
desire to know. The basis of all roup pills or I poonful of solution'of copperas in the drinking 
powders is asafcetida. Here is the method, and I water for a dozen fowls is sufficient; and it is 
by which a small quantity may be made at small I cheap in price ; the expense of its use is but a 
cost. Take one teaspoonful each of tincture of | trifle, 
iron, red pepper, ginger, saffron, chlorate o*

con

Mr. Wixon’s Poultry House.
_____________ 64 FEET________
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Moulting.—Moulting is simply shedding 
potash, salt and powdered rhubarb ; mix them I old feathers. Feed liberally, ’giving both the 
intimately. After thorough mixing add three I egg food and tonic. Warmth is the btet remedy 
tablespoonfuls of hyposulphite of soda and mix I for diseases, especially roup. Pip, or a thick- 
together well. Incorporate this with one ounce I ening of the membrane of the tongue near the 
of asafcetida, working it together until the I jip, impedes breathing and sometimes suflboates, 
whole is completely mingled, occasionally I especially chicks. Clip off the end with a pair 
softening it when necessary with castor oil. I of scissors, if an extreme case, and give the bird 
This can be made into pills or when dry into a I a good mouthful of butter or lard, to whioh a 
powder. It is of the same composition as many I few drops of coal oil are added. Bowel dis- 
of the roup pills which are sold at 50 cents a I eases other than cholera may be treated in 
box- I manner : Use castor oil for constipation, and

Condition Powders.—There are many sug- I castor oil with a drop or two of laudanum for 
gestions for making hens lay, but their virtues I diarrhoea. Always give clean water, free from 

In the erection of this building every pre- I depend upon stimulating the fowls and supply. | filth, 
caution has been taken to secure health and I ing them with materials for producing eggs. I Scratching Material.—The hens should 
comfort for the birds—cleanliness and ventila- Here is a recipe, which ,is a good one (much always be provided with «nmAf.Mng within 
tion being a prominent part in the construe- I better than the majority), the cost of the ingre. I which to scratch. Anything will answer, such 
tion. The perches are movable ; the feed and dients of which is but very little. Take of bone I as cut straw, chaff, sawdust, earth, wood 
drinking vessels are galvanized iron, and the meal, ground meat and parched wheat (ground) or even sweepings from buildings. Above all 
nest boxes are reached from the passage way two pounds each; linseed meal, common salt, I things keep the hens at work during confine- 
extending the whole length of the building ground oyster shells and charcoal, one pound ment, as they will remain in better health, and 
without annoying the birds. The floor of the each; sulphur, copperas, common bread soda and j prove themselves more productive, 
pens is made of leached ashes raised twelve I fenugreek, half pound each; saffron, red pepper, 
inches, which is a disinfectant, then on this is | ginger and hyposulphite of soda, one quarter 
an inch of sand gravel, which

INTERIOR VIEW.
A, movable perch ; B, movable feed and water vessels : 

C. nests; D. rope which is on pulleys to raise 
and lower exit door.

Green Food for Winter.
can be readily I pound each. Have all the ingredients in a fine I How to secure the necessary supply of green 

renewed every few days. The partitions are I condition, mix them together thoroughly, and I f°°d for fowls during the winter is an important 
close boarded three feet, then wire netting I you will have about thirteen pounds of condition I question to every poultry keeper. We have 
above this, thus giving light and air. All I powder, at a cost of less than 5 cents per pound I saved the clippings made by the lawn mower, 
through the building one is struck with the I and which is not only good egg food, but a prel I cured them into a sort of short chopped hay, and 
air of neatness, convenience and cleanliness, I ventive and cure for many diseases. Give a I which was eaten by the fowls during winter 
the whole being heavily coated with white- J heaping tablespoonful once a day to every ten I with evident relish. A correspondent of the

fowls, in the soft food. Iwash. New England Homestead offers the following 
Lice.—This is not a disease, but is not out of I plan: In the latter part of August, I sow a piece 

place here. To be rid of them provide a dust I of rye quite thickly and by fertilizing it freely 
bath, dust the fowls with Persian insect I g®t it about 18 inches high—a green mass of 
powder, clean out the poultry houses and I vegetation. When frozen hard and just before 

A writer in the Chicago Poultry Keeper I C00PS> rub the roosts with coal oil, and I the snow covers it, I cut it and pack it in an
discusses certain complaints and difficulties as | whitewash the buildings inside and out with I outbuilding where it will keep frozen. In this

hot whitewash to which carbolic acid has been I condition it will take no injury and be always 
Hour.—When you have a northeast storm I added- available for use. A few moments’exposure to

with damp, chilly, disagreeable weather, look I Scurvy Legs.—Rub the legs two or three I warm air will fit it for feed, when it is chopped 
out for the roup. Roup is to the fowls what times (once a week) with lard and sulphur, to I fine and to the fowls. A free use of this rye, 
heavy colds are to human individuals,'and as we wb*cb a *ew drops of carbolic acid have been I alterating with boiled potatoes and turnips, 
may have cold in the head, cold on the bowels, “^ded, or mixture of lard and coal oil ; but do I together with refuse cabbage, which can be had 
sore throat and other disturbances from cold, I not grease sitting hens in any manner, as it in I cheaply, and plenty of exercise, will always 
the term “roup” covers them all. Roup in some iure8 the eggs. produce fertile eggs, the other conditions being
forms is contagious, while in other shapes it Tonic for Fowls.—Iron in any shape ia ri8ht—*ay about 30 healthy well developed 
may exist in a flock without affecting any but beneficial to fowls. Copperas is sulphate of Pull®t8 with two vigorous young cockerels,—
weak constitutions. The first thing to do with I iron, and if a little copperas is added to the | graine Farmer. --------^
the affected fowl is to clean out the nostrils, drinking water, or ground fine or mixed with . A Good Lice Powder.-Grind one pound of 
and every breeder should have on hand a small their food, the benefit will soon be seen in the tobacco refuse to a fine condition, and add two 
syringe which should be put to use early. Roup, reddened combs and healthy look. If an old ounceg of pergjan ingect Powder 
when malignant, makes known its presence by pot is used in which to keep the drinking 0ughly and duet over the chicks.’ Persian In- 
a peculiar disagreeab e odor. The sick fow, water, the gradual oxidization of the iron 8ect Powder alon6( is bett but more .
looks droopy and a slight pressure on the nos- by the water will cause particles of oxide give> wbile a mixtnre o{ the two ^ ^ 
tnls causes a discharge which is very offensive of iron to be given off, which will be taken up angwer the same purpose, with the advantage 
in smell. Make a solution of copperas water, | by the fowls when drinking. A handful of | 0f being mucb cbeaper ^

(See First Page of this Issue.)

Poultry Diseases and their Re
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shape. The germs can be cultivated to any I False Quarter,
degree of attenuation, produoing more or less This affection in horses comprises one or 
virulenoe at the will of the propagator, by more clefts situated on any part of the crust or 

nl Btriot attention, temperature and length of wau0f the foot, and is caused by the destruc-
Causes of Disease. time Th can be cultivated Strong enough tion 0f the coronary band, the ligatnent of

When a veterinary is asked the cause of any ^ hav00 ^ a whole herd within a short which secretes the wall. It is sometimes con- 
complaint, everybody knows what sort of an ^ q{ t,me . they may be made so weak founded with sand cracks, although the differ- 
answer to expect—something is wrong wit I tb produce no effect on the animal ence ;a very material, the crack being wider a
the stable, the food, management, ventilation, g Qr they may be propagated so as to the base. It is regarded as an unsoundness, as
etc.; but when a soientist is *aked the same degtr0 only the weaker animals of the herd, horses are liable to become lame upon injury 
question, he answers, “microbes.” ^ tice the object of applying the virus is to being inflicted on the part. It may be caused

It now being a well established fact that & mîW form of the disease, which se- by anything that destroys the coronary sub,
microbes are the cause of many diseases, lead- ^ or the individual, as the case Btance, which checks secretion of the homy
log to the strong presumption that these or- be> from attacks of the more virulent form. matter.
r.lmii are the source of all contagious and Unta reoentiy the theory was prevalent that It |a treated by healing the wound inflicted
infectious diseases, it would be well to under- wag the oxygen of the air that caused the de- on the coronet. This is accomplished by bring- 
stand what these microbes are and how they ogîtion of meats, fmits, etc., but it is now ing the edges together as soon as possible after
harmonise with our ordinary conceptions as to ^ cauBed by these germs. Ani- the infliction of the injury. The lips of the
the causes and effects. mal and vegetable matter have been preserved wound may be kept together by tow dipped in

Minute plants, varing in size from indefinitely by filtering the air through cotton a BOiution of carbolic acid, then bandaging the
i_ of an inch in length,have been discovered The objeot> therefore, is to purify the foot. in old wounds, where the gap heals up

to be everywhere, floating or at rest-in the air, ^ ^ tQ exclude it. Who knows what is in without the edges being brought together, no 
on and in the bodies of all animals, in the food I _’e fQr ug ^ the preservation of our meats, cure ^ be expected, but the cracks may e 
and water, etc. They are found in healthy as etc-? filled occasionally with gutta percha, using a
well as in unhealthy animals. They are known --------- bar shoe on the foot. In examining a horse as
by various names, according to their shape, or Acute Gagtrjc Indigestion In the to soundness, don’t forget to wash the foot
the functions they perform. Some have an - Horse. I well and examine for false quarter.
attenuated, thread-like appearance, and propa- Th,g reBulta from the sudden filling of the —-
gate themselves by division—that is, when |^oh ^ ex0egg, from suspended indigestion Sand Crack,
they attain a certain length, they separate 1 tion with hard work immediately after Th5g figsure may be of greater or less size in
two pieces, each of which grows the allotted (rom the washing in of undigested any part of the foot beginning at the coronet,
length and then divides again, and so on for- ’ & full drink after a feed of grain, It |B generally found on the inner quarter of
ever. These microbes are called bacilli. Others • indigestible and easily fermented the fore and on the toes of the hind foot, and
have a circular or spherical appearance and gnch aB caUse tympany in the ox, ia due to an imperfect secretion of horn,
propagate themselves by spores or infinitesimal irri'tant plant8) and from hurried swallow- making it dry and brittle. When the crack
seeds, like most of our ordinary plants. These ^ ^ cooked food. penetrates through the homy substance, lame-

Ued micrococci, the spores of many having _These appear just after feeding ness and inflammation are manifested. The
strong vitality and may lie dormant for years, Symf ■ J g. je colic> B00n f0l- pa|n becomes great, and sand and dirt find
like the seeds of many of our weed plante^ ^ J6 ^UnegB and tension of the belly, a Lir way into the wound, producing mrita- 

Microbes are also found in the soil, causing the lo y when -t ig percussed, quicken- tion, and then suppuration and fever. _
decay of the vegetable matter, in which case dm - Bed breathing, dullness and In the treatment the sources of irritation
they are usually called bacteria. They are the ed de p, PP ^ pain ia continuous, should be removed. If the edges of the crack
cause of all kinds of fermentation and decom- mere J j\ intenBÎty> there is no dispo- press upon the tissue, pare them and allow^the 
position. So much has been investigated said thoug Y draughta administered puB, dirt, etc., to escape. Remove the shoe,
and written on this subject of late years that it avate the symptoms, the sufferer poultice the part, and give the sufferer a rest,
become, commonly known as the "germ L-f^t apart, arches the 1 fungoid growth known as proud flesh is

theory,” and was much ridiculed until moon y d^awing the nose towards the breast, and usually found in the crack. This shou n
testible proofs were advanced to support î . I >> cafleg £,ay obtain relief by belch- I interfered with, as it will soon vanis .

The vexed question now is: Are the micro es I in ex p vomiting, the food escaping the inflammation has ceased, put on a r s e,
the cause or the result of disease Î Can con- mggaa.orjve W ^ More commonly the being careful to remove pressure fromthe part 
tagious or infectious diseases be of spontaneous I m y vomiting implies rupture of the directly below the crack, done y J\,
origin» The strongest argument in favor of 0“™*of Tfae puiae then 0f the horn away. The upper part of the crack
the negative is that as the spores may lie dor^ stomach d p g ^ imperceptible( ahould be pared away from the n

nt almost anywhere for an indefinite period becomes rapid, - haggard and de- tachment, leaving no communication between
of time, they only require a favorable oppor- an 0 advanced stages the animal is the crack and the substance w lc pro u
Ïunlty ter their development. If this were not jected. I^he advance^ g^ hia head on I new horn, As in false quarter the cleft may
so it would be impossible to account for the "8uallJ ® he8 ^ against the wall, while be filled with gutta percha. The coronet^may

™““"wbi.h are dearly denronatrated, they I ““|ve early. Ml do«. el are-

are evidently the cause of the disease. ‘ stimulants and tonics (tincture of pi-
nature and effect of the germs or micr mento’or ginger, oil of peppermint, aqua am-
which cause anthrax, pleuro-pneumoni , I etberj aicohol, peppers, nux vomica, i mitted to drop into it.

fowl cholera, and a few P ^ the belly, and if relieved, follow up ^ on top_ 8preads, or dissolves, the disease
valent amongst our domestic animals, f J a doge 0f physic. Alkalies are sometimes I ^ ^ glander8 . but if the drop remains un- 
been abundantly proved, as well as. thos th ^ ^ ^ Warm water injections dia8olvged and Binka to the bottom it may fairly
cholera, yellow-fever, and “ “V I ^ walking exercises should also be 8^ | be „ed that it is.

The microbes and their spores my I stomacb 0f the horse cannot be safely
ferred from one animal to another, from e hence the affection is too often fatal. I herewith enclose one dollar for my yearly
skin, or from the breath causing the « V u d ive easily digested food fre- . .. to The Farmer’s Advocate, al-

£TJS£Z " rt,y “ tbough^i » --

vaccine for all virulent diseases. The vaccine to appease hunger before not like to do without it.-Archibald Ramsey,
for small-pox had been accidentally discovered foodg Law. > Hamilton, P. E. Island,
before the germ theory took any practical I allowing grain. L
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A bucket half full of water should be held 
under the animal’s nostrils, and the mucus per
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Sheaves from Onr Gleaner.
Dr. A. M. Dickie suggests trial of sifted coal 

ashes, “perfectly dry,” for egg packing, small 
end down and not allowed to touch each other. 
He has heard that they keep fresh several 
months when thus buried and the package 
stored in a place free from moisture.

The potato-beetle is now in extremis, and a 
little trouble would go a great way to finish the 
pest. It is the last brood which makes next 
year’s seed, and if this be destroyed by gather
ing the tops when the crop is dug, with all the 
beetles upon them, and burning them with straw, 
a great many might be got rid of. Every 
possible means should be used to reach the de
sired end.

Flies lay their eggs in ordure and the larvae 
feed upon it. If stables are kept scrupulously 
clean in summer, all manure removed daily and 
the floors well sprinkled with gypsum or solu 
tion of copperas, and the domestic outhouses 
and sinks are kept clean, and all waste matter 
disposed of before it becomes offensive, the 
flies would become so jnuoh reduced in number 
by want of breeding places that we and our 
animals would enjoy comparative peace. It is 
a fact that where the flies abound sickness pre
vails.

Last year 70,000 tons of phosphate rock 
were exported from Canada to Britain to be 
manufactured into artificial fertilizers. This 
trade is one way of enriching Great Britain at 
our expense. If farmers knew the value of 
this material, which has often been explained 
in the Advocate, they would not permit one 
pound to be exported to England or any other 
country, but would use it on their land to pro
duce large crops of grain, beef, cheese, etc., 
and these could then be exported at vastly 
greater profits than under the present system 
of farming.

The wheat crop in Germany is reported to be 
an average one, while Austrian crops show 
some improvement. Hungary is ten per cent, 
deficient in wheat. In France there is a small 
shortage in wheat. England is receiving un
usually heavy imports of wheat, while her 
farmers anticipate a crop above the average. 
In many sections of Russia wheat has been 
damaged, owing to continued drought and 
excessive heat. In Poland a good wheat crop 
is expected. The general outlook in Europe 
has had the tendency to depress prices, though 
it is yet too early to make definite figures upon 
the growing crops.

Bindweed, or wild morning glory, which is 
fast becoming very destructive in this Province, 
is one of the most difficult of weeds to ex
terminate. A writer in the “ Prairie Farmer ” 
claims to have discovered a sure cure, and has 
found it to work to perfection on his patches of 
bindweed. He fences the spot in with hurdles, 
turns in a number of hogs, giving them little 
or nothing to eat. Theÿ root up the ground 
and devour the roots of the weed most 
voraciously. The roots make a rich and whole
some article of diet, of which the hogs are 
very fond, and the tiniest fibres will not escape 
their maw. Another good plan is to plow the 
patch in hot, dry weather, leaving the roots 
exposed to the sun as much as possible. By 
repeating this treatment for two or three 
successive seasons, the weed will be completely 
eradicated.

In practice varieties do run out, as a 
rule. Let us remember that nothing in 
nature is stable. All varieties are under
going modification. This extra instability 
in the cultivated varieties is due to the 
fact that the conditions we make for them are 
varying and constantly changing. Gould we 
make absolutely constant conditions the varie
ties might be retained with considerable, if not 
absolute, stability. Now it happens that in 
practice most varieties are grown by people 
who do not give them as good condition as 
those under which they were developed, so de
generation follows- inevitably. A potato fancier 
brings out a fine new variety under exception
ally good conditions. Now it will remain a fine 
variety so long as those good conditions are 
maintained, and no longer. This is the secret 
of most if not all of the degeneration of varie
ties.—[Dr. Charles E. Bessey inN.Ÿ. Tribune.

A recent article in Bradstrset's speaking of 
the competition between United States and 
Canadian cheese during last season, says :— 
“Judging from the present outlook, it would 
appear as if the United States export trade in 
cheese had reached its maximum. For a long 
time the trade of the United Kingdom, which 
takes nine-tenths of the export, wis entirely in 
onr hands ; but of late years Canada has become 
our keenest competitor, and if the exports keep 
on increasing from that quarter in the same 
ratio as they have been it will not be long be
fore they exceed our own. The make in Can
ada last year was the largest ever known, and 
was the principal cause for low prices that pre
vailed at this centre. The advices to hand 
state that the make for the coming season over 
the border (». e., in Canada) will be largely in 
excess of last, although the opening of the 
season is somewhat delayed. The progress of 
cheese-making in Canada in the coming year 
will be watched closely in America, as it is 
evident that the battle for supremacy will be 
commenced in earnest. ”

The “Preston Guardian” of July 18 thus 
refers to the Canadian exhibits at the Royal 
Show : There is always a lively interest mani
fested at the Royal Show in the exhibitions of 
produce from our dependencies. The Canadian 
Government as a rule make an exceptional 
show, and this year they have sent samples of 
produce on even a larger scale than previous 
years. The specimens of grain are remarkable, 
showing fertility of soil and heavy crops. The 
display of roots, too, is exceedingly good, and 
the show of general agricultural produce of 
Manitoba and the other provinces of the Domin
ion of Canada is well worthy of inspection. Mr. 
Alexander Begg, of 88 Cannon-street, has 
specimens of farm and agricultural produce 
grown in the Canadian North-West to represent 
the agricultural capabilities of that part of the 
British Empire. This is the South Pacific 
Railway Company’s exhibit of produce from 
Manitoba and the Canadian North-West. The 
specimens shown are varied and of very fine 
quality. Amongst other products are samples 
of grain threshed and in the straw, potatoes, 
vetches, peas, oats, beans, prairie flowers, 
natural prairie grasses, coal, gold quartz. The 
samples were grown chiefly by emigrants on 
free grant and other lands along the line of the 
South Pacific Railway. The arrangement of 
the stand is exceedingly attractive, and visitors 
appear to take a great interest in the photo
graphs and maps of the territory.
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B mNonas to Oorsmtosmsts.—1. Please write on one 
side of the paper only. i. Give full name, Poat-Ofloe 
and Province, noLneooesearily for publication, but a 
guarantee of good faith and to enable us to answer by 
mail when, for any reason, that course seems desirable 
If an answer is specially requested by null, a stamp must 
be enclosed. Unless of general interest, no questions will 
be answered through the Advooatb, as our space la very 
limited. 8. Do not expect anonymous communications 
to be noticed, t. Matter for publication should be 
marked “Printers’ MS." on the cover, the ends being 
open, in whtoh case the postage will only be lo. per 4 
ounces. 8. Non-eubecriben should not expect their 
muntoatione to be noticed. 6. No questions will be 
answered except those pertaining purely to agriculture 
or agricultural matters.

Voluntary correspondence containing useful and 
able Information eolidted, and if suitable, will be liberally 
paid for. No notice taken of anonymous correspond, 
enee. We do not return rejected communications.

Correspondents wanting reliable information relating 
to diseases of stock must not only give the symptoms as 
fully as possible, but also how the animal has bean ted and 
otherwise treated or managed. In ease of suspicion of 
hereditary diseases, it is necessary also to state whether 
or not the ancestors of the affected animal have had the 
disease or any predisposition to it.

In asking questions relating to manures, It Is necessary 
to describe the nature of the soil on which the Intended 
manures are to be applied; also the nature of the atop.

We do not hold ourselves mpontiblt fur the views of 
correspondents.

Sis,—I have read your article beaded “Look for Ergot 
in Your Grasses," and will try to And It when the hay le 

In the meantime I win accept your kind request 
and give you a statement to the best of my knowledge of 
the disease they call Charbon, and how mv cattle are 
cared for. The calves are allowed to suck all they want 
twice a day for the first three weeks or so. When the 
grass gets good they are fenced in a two-acre Held with 
some shady trees to shelter them and plenty of fresh 
water. They suck all summer, but are put On short 
allowance when the grass gets good. They keep In good 
condition, and have a good healthy skin. My cattle grass 
on the prairie during the summer, and In the winter they 
get hay twice a day, morning and night, are let out todrink 
about eleven o’clock, and get all the etraw and ohaff they 
wish to eat from that time until they seem inclined to go 
in, when they are tied up until next jay. If they do not 
want to stop out they are driven to water and tied in at 
once. I never had a weak cow here, and mv steers are 
counted good for either working or for beef. I have a 
neighbor who’s cattle were poorly housed In the winter of 
1883-4; During the summer of 1884 he lost four of hie 
cattle, one of which was so badly swollen that he sup
posed It to be bloated from eating soft grass, which I 
think Is not at all likely. It being In the month of July. 
The natives tell ns It is Charbon. My cattle meet hie 
often on the prairie, hence the first question : Is the 
disease contagious? My neighbor’s cattle having been 
poorlv housed the winter before gives rise to the second 
question : Are cattle that are too much exposed to the 
cold In winter more liable to It than those that are well 
housed ? The cow I lost was two years old In the spring. 
She died In the middle of August, and was in high con
dition. She was t" have her first calf in the month of 
April, 1886. On the day she died she was found lying 
close to the house about 10 o’clock, after the rest had 
gone to grass. When made to get up she refused to walk 
or eat. There was a swelling on the right side, between 
the hip and the ribs, extending towards the bask bone, 
about the else of a soup plate, and somewhat the same 
shape. We sent for the old cow doctor of the district, 
and he said it was a ease of Charbon. He scarified the 
swelling In two places, and rubbed alcohol and camphor 
<n. which seemed to give her ease and hindered It swell
ing so rapidly, hnt the heifer was dead at two o’clock 
next morning. The flesh In the vicinity of the swelling 
was very dark colored, and after death a thick black fluid 
came oozing from the mouth and nostrils Any informa
tion from you or your subscribers will be thankfnlly 
received. J. K.

8r. Norbert.
[The disease is Charbon or Anthrax, and is contagious 

only In the fixed form, it being communicable to the 
horse, ox, pig, sheep and man by Inoculation. Animals 
running with diseased ones are not liable to contract the 
disease. Animals either In too poor or too plethoric a 
condition, and especially when raised too tenderly, If 
exposed to the same Influences, such as decomposing 
animal or vegetable matter, running In low damp pas
tures In hot months, or In morasses or stagnant pools of 
water, are most liable to the disease. Except In its very 
early stages treatment Is generally unsuccessful. Give a 
light purgative, as linseed oil one pint, turpentine one 
ounce, followed by stimulants, as ale, wine or whiskey. 
It is also recommended to place a Seaton In dewlap. 
Foment the swelling with very warm water ; afterwards 
dress with equal parts of turpentine and oil.
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hoods which are being circulated oonoemtng our country 
by wretched individuals and soulless corporations which 
are interested in Immigration booms. The following is 
the extract :—

“1 am still thinking of coming to London, but should 
like to knew a few matters that I am cautioned about be
fore taking the step. I am told that the ground is diffi
cult to cultivate owing to the stumps of the forest trees 
being left in the ground, and it requires a boy’s whole 
time to cut off the shoots. Another thing I am told is 
that Indian corn cannot be grown in Canada as here for 
10 or 12 years in succession without manure. That the 
severity of the winters, "from October until the beginning 

April, is great, and there is great difficulty in getting 
water for culinary and other purposes, the pumps and 
wells being frozen. Besides, grapes cannot be grown out 
of doors as they can be grown here. Will you kindly tell 
me if these things are true, and whether much fruit is 
grown or able to be grown about or in Ontario.”

[The stumps have been cleared from the London dis
trict, as well as from most other districts of the Province, 
many years ago, and when stumps did exist, there was no 
trouble whatever about the “shoots." Indian corn 
flourishes as well here, and especially in southern Canada, 
as in any part of the United States, but it is not grown 
so extensively, simply because more nutriment and valu
able crops can be grown with less labor and more profit. 
No farmer here has ever experimented in growing crops 
10 or 12 years in succession without manuring, for it is 
not the practice of our farmers to exhaust their soil as 
rapidly as possible, and then “go west,” as is the case 
with American farmers. Our soil will stand as much

Sin,—Thanks for your kind reply to my query re treat
ment of alkali lands in your July issue. I have set 
apart two acres of land on which to experiment as you 
suggest, and shall have pleasure in communicating the 
results in detail to you. As my experience of agricul
ture has been hitherto confined to tropical land, will you 
be good enough to inform me what “ land plaster” is, 
howit'ieto be obtained, &o. Do you know anything of 
Barbadoes marl? It so, how is it in relation to the “land 
plaster” of Canada? As regards the “booming" of 
alkali lands here, no one who has had any experience of 
Manitoba has seen an ordinary, much less a large yield 
from these lands, with the usual means of cultivation. 
My lands have been subjected to breaking in spring of 
’83, backsetting in fall of ’83, backsetting in fall of ’84, 
being sown" in spring of ’84 and ’86. The spring of 1884 
produced an odd spear here and there about four or five 
inches high, which got red about the first of July and 
seemed to die then. This spring precisely the same suc
cess attends, only the spears , grow somewhat stronger 
and thicker. R. S. G.

Mehta, Man.
[Land plaster, or gypsum, is a sulphate of calcium, or a 

union of lime with sulphurous acid, and about 20 per 
cent, of water. When heated so as to expel the water, it 
is called Plaster of Paris, and is then used for casting, 
plastering and cements. It is the cheapest means of 
supplying sulphuric acid to the soil, j, It is found in beds, 
and is very soft and easily quarried. It is kept by most 
dealers in fertilizers, whose names you will find adver
tised in your agricultural papers. You had better write 
to as many dealers as possible, stating the quantities you 
want, and they will quote prices.. All marls are a car
bonate of lime, except as to the impurities they contain. 
Lime in the form of the carbonate is unsuited to your 
purpose, being too hard until the carbonic acid is driven 
off by burning, leaving the pure lime. The difference 
between lime and plaster is that the former only sup
plies lime to the soil, while the latter supplies both lime 
and sulphuric acid. Thanks for your remarks about the 
alkali lands. We hope you will send us accurate reports 
of your experiments.]

I8m,—The farmers around here Me trying to get^J^a 
Mtoes!*to a limited number, say 800 members.

°“ “ **. dODâK“tnÆ^ons' “Vr
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givens „__

Gallinsbrtown, ont.
[It can be done legally without a charter. The statute 

bearing on the question is so voluminous that we cannot 
even attempt to epitomize it satisfactorily in our limited 
space. We therefore refer you to the Revised Statutes 
of Ontario, Chapters 160 and 161.1
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g,»__will you kindly give me some information in re

gard to making sugar from the white beets, which I have 
growing now and are doing well at present. Do they re
quire pulping and pressing the same as cider apples? If 
I can make it a success there will be others try it another 
veM so by giving the information required you will 
much oblige other subscribers to the Advocate in this 
locality as well as myself. J. P-

Trrhbrne, Man.
[There is no simple method by which you can make 

sugar from beets; the process is extremely scientific, re" 
quiring great skill and expensive machinery to express 
the juice from the beet, and conduct the other depart
ments of manufacture. Much less than half of the 
world’s supply of sugar is made from the beet, between 
60 and 70 per cent, being made from the cane, and it is 
doubtful whether or not the beet will be able to com
pete. A certain variety of beet may do well in your 
locality, but it is absolutely necessary that the variety 
which contains the highest percentage of sugar should 
flourish. The sugar business is much dilapidated just 
now, and the article can be manufactured so cheaply 
in other countries which possess all the necessary facili
ties that we cannot compete at present. But there is a 
bright future for us in this industry.]

gIR _i have a mare three years old. She is pastured 
and fed like my other horses. She is broken to harness 
and worked very well for a long while, but last spring, 
when harrowing with her and another, she began to rear 
and plunge, and ever since, whenever she is in harness, 
either single or double, she rears and plunges so as to be 
useless. Will you be good enough to 
plan or treatment by which the mare can be cured^ofthis

Sdnbury, Ont.
[First decide whether the rearing and plunging spring 

from viciousness or fear. If from the former you must 
let her know whole master of the situation without harsh 
treatment, and if from the latter you should gradually 
accustom her to the objects which cause the fear, treat
ing her with great gentleness, 
must be suited to the peculiar temper of the animal, and 
the circumstances under which the eccentricities are 
manifested. If tüe mischief is only displayed in the har. 
row, tie a strap or piece of rope to the girt, letting it 
pass’between the forelegs and attaching the ends to the 
rings o'f the bit. This will act as a martingale and pre
vent rearing. If the plunging is, very bad, and especially 
if the animal insist upon backing up, you should attach 
a temporary tongue to the harrow, using the neckyoke, 
as in a wagon. If the rearing and plunging take place on 
all occasions, just break her into such work by.which you 
will have the greatest control ovef her, such as the 
wagon, and it you are a good saddle-man, you should first 
break her in to the saddle thoroughly. In some cases 
the animal should be unhitched as soon as it commences 
ts pranks, and put right into the saddle, if it can be 

best controlled in this way, and then be put immediately 
Into the harness again. Plenty of regular work is a good 
remedy.]

Sut.—Mv black currant trees, for the last year or two, 
have borne very little fruit, and that of rather an inferior 
quality The trees have grown vigorously enough and 
have plenty of top, and I have thinned them out oc
casionally. They are in rich clay loam, and have been 
manured and well cared for, but still do not bear much 
fruit and the fruit has not as much juice as it ought to 
have The ground is rather hard, and we have only cul
tivated with the hoe, on account of the roots, which run 
very near the surface. Can you give me any idea of the 
probable cause of the partial failure in bearing? For the 
fast four or five years we have only gathered a quarter of 

The trees throw out a great many suckers.
W. W.
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cropping as any under the sun. Any expert can easily 
determine this by examination, and there is less waste 
land in this Province than on any other territory on this 
continent of equal size, There is a stiff day in some sec
tions ; but this is regarded as one of the greatest advan
tages, for, when drained, such land is the most produc
tive and the most profitable. There is an abundance of 
pure spring water on every fum, and it is a very rare oc
currence to find wells or pumps frozen. Grapes flourish 
everywhere in the Province, and some sections are especi
ally adapted to their growth, and the same remarks will 
apply to all fruits pertaining to the temperate zone. 
Some winters are undoubtedly severe, but our average 
winter is a real pleasure to foreigners as well as natives.]
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#r.... Sir.—Could you, or some of your numerous readers, 

give me, through the columns of the Farmer’s Advocate, 
the pedigree of a stud horse called Anglo-Saxon, that was 
advertised to travel by rail between London and Mon-

if let me know some

"■ : I .i-j| 
1:1

treal, about twenty years ago, and where said stud served 
mares the following year? You will oblige yours,

New Hamburg. W. E. Smith.
[Anglo-Saxon was got by Bond Eclipse, sired by Anglo- 

American (imported). After travelling on the cars he 
made several seasons in Middlesex, Oxford, and in Kent. 
He died in Prince Edward Island at the age of 22. If 
anyone has any of his descendants, either horses or 
mares, at the present time, at all approaching the stand
ard of Angio-Saxon, they might do well by reporting 
them at this office. ]

Sir,— Please be kind enough to answer in your next 
issue if I hire a man for a year, with nothing said about 
holidays, how many would he be allowed to take?

A Subscriber.
[He is entitled to legal holidays only, viz.: New Years, 

Queen's Birthday, Dominion Day, Thanksgiving Day and 
Christmas.]

Sir,—Which of the ordinary grains grown on the farm 
makes the best food for cows when quality of the milk is 
the object arrived at ?

[We suppose you mean which grain will produce the 
largest percentage of butter fats. This question is sur
rounded by difficulties on every side. Food fed to some 
breeds will produce more fat, but less butter than when 
fed to other breeds. A great deal also depends upon the 
other food in the ration. Some people think that foods 
rich in fat, such as corn, will make fatter milk than those 
rich in albuminoids, such as peas, but this is a mistake, 
as the albuminoids change into fat. It is not yet de
finitely known to what extent these transformations take 
place, and they vary with the different breeds and kinds 
of food given. We will discuss this question at length in 
a future issue.]

Special Notice to Correspondents.
We have received several specimens of weeds to be 

identified by us, there being in many cases little more 
than a leaf inclosed in the envelope, 
plants can be identified by the leaf, we don’t wish to 
stake our reputation by making a practice of doing so. 
The whole plant should be sent, and if it cannot be con
veniently folded into an envelope, it should be placed 
between two pieces of paste board and sent by parcel 
post. It will then only cost one cent for each four ounces 
of its weight. While we desire to accommodate all our 
correspondents as much as possible, yet in some seasons 
of the year it would be impossible for us to publish all the 
letters we receive. Our correspondents should do us the 
favor of reading this column every month so as to avoid 
the asking of questions which we have repeatedly ans
wered. Other correspondents, whose questions are not 
answered, will generally find the Information they re
quire in some other part of the paper. We want all the 
questions we can get, providing they are pointed, sensi
ble and of general interest, and they must relate to agri
cultural matters only. Any letters reaching us, which 
comply with our conditions, but are not answered in 
this column through oversight of ours, will be answered 
by post.

I
St. George, Ont. :gi

The mode of treatment

'■ Û

I
I

A. J.
F-.1

Sir,—Would you kindly answer a few questions in 
your next issue, about the working of a creamery. Is 
the building, machinery, etc., expensive? Does one re
quire a practical knowledge of the business? Is it usual 
to buy all the milk, or just the cream ? What is the 
usual price paid? Is it a paying business at the present 
t#ne i Would be thankful for any further informationw. c. w.

i : i

: 1 *

that might be useful.
Mitchell Square, Ont.
[We are getting an illustration of a model creamery 

prepared for our next issue, with machinery required, 
cost, etc. You should first thoroughly study the princi
ples, which you will find in the Advocate, and then you 
should spend a few weeks with some prrctical maker of 
creamery butter. The usual practice now adopted is to 
buy the cream, paying for it the lowest price you can 
bargain for—usually the local market price per pound of 
butter for every 113 cubic inches of cream. It is a pay
ing business both for the farmer and the manufacturer. 
You will find further particulars by reading our recent 
issues and in our next issue.]
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g1R,_Will you or some of your numerous readers give 
me a preventative or a cure for lice on Swedish turnips. 
They come on mine about the first of September. I have 
had acres of turnips destroyed with them. It is not 
worth while for me to describe them, as their ravages are 
felt more or less throughout Ontario. R. C.

Campbbllford, Ont.
[Various remedies have proved effectual, but slug-shot 

which can be procured at most of the seed stores, is sure 
death. Many farmers sprinkle on lime, plaster, flour or 
bran—all of which have produced good effects. When 
the seed is planted thin, the damage by the insects is 
always greater. ]

1li M
II a crop.

Port Rowan, Ont.
[It would be very difficult to say why your bushes bear 

so meagerly without seeing them. It may be that, in 
thinning, you have cut out too much wood. In order to 
bear well, the wood should be two or three years old. 
Black currants are very irregular in their bearing quali
ties, which cannot always be accounted for by our best 
fruit men, although they give them every attention. 
None of the varieties grown at present are always re-

-
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SI A prominent gentleman in this city recently received a 
letter from an English friend now living in Hutchinson, 
Kansas, U. S., and asks us to reply to the following ex
tract from it. We do so through our columns with 
pleasure, as it is a fair specimen of the numberless false-

Our leading fruit men are now using their ut-liable.
most endeavors to obtain a reliable variety, and, should 
any be found, it will be some time yet before it can be 
thoroughly tested.]:
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reaUy ill—bodily and mentally ill—and yet can- I stronger air, while the former are free from It 
not summon up the resolution to consult a phy- I owing to the abstemious nature of their diet, 
sician. I These facts—and facta they are—almost alene

It is in the very nature of his complaint to I suggest a cure for this peculiar ailment of “ ad- 
despair of relief. vanced civilisation.” And I might add that

“ What would be the good,” he says to him- I the simple natives of the torride do not drink 
It is only of late years that the symptoms I I 8e^’ *'°* °°n8Ulting a doctor ? That would be I tea or coffee, or smoke to the extent we do. 

am about to describe have been dignified by a giving Altogether. I don’t want to consider I And now, what am I to say about the treat- 
specific name ; and even now, so far as I know, myaeH Actually sick. The doctor might do one ment of this complaint ? Nothing individually, 0 
the term ennui, as a distinct ailment or disorder, of three things ; he might laugh at me, or he that is obvious. Shall we seek for a panacea in 
has not found its way into books on medicine. mi8ht be too polite, and merely give me a lot the Pharmacopoeia t Alas ! there ie none. And 
Physicians fight shy of describing it ; they °* 8°°** Advice and a lot of physio and stuff, the yet I do not bid the sufferer despair. On the 
seem rather ashamed of it than otherwise, and I former oI which I should forget, and the latter contrary, I preach hope. At present he may 
feel a very human inclination to quietly laugh Pitch away ; or, worst of all, he might discover I see all things dark and dim, as through a 
at or pooh-pooh it. But, nevertheless, they I Bome hidden diorder that must soon prove fatal, I gless ;” it is in the very nature of hie complaint 
treat patients for this ailment every day. They I te^ ®°> *or BOme doctors have a nasty so to look’ at matters. He must take heart of
do not consider it, as a rule, a deadly disease way of 'putting on the black cap.’ Besides, I grace. Shall he make an attempt to shake off
it occasions medical men no distress of mind • Relieve my troubles are all fancy, or I’m over- I his trouble Î No ; the effort would end in 
it is never a subject for carriage meditation.* I worked or over-worried. I must bear up. It failure and further exhaustion. But I will not 
So far, so good ; and much more could be said ^ come right *“ the end, though I must | have him 'sit indoors gazing outwards at the
about doctors and the treatment or considéra- confeas 1 feel » miserable wretch.”
tion of ennui, which I leave to be inferred. A person of this kind is always going to do I his own mind- Without actually forcing him- 
However, there the symptoms are, distinct I something, always going in for something, but I ae^ *°y 8raAt exertions, either mental or 
enough, and no doctor would attempt to deny : I *u m0®t cases his good resolutions never lead to I hodily, he must not sit idle and worry. He 
first, that they are really distressing ; and I Anything very practical. The truth is, he I oannot force a cure ; he may induce one, 
secondly, that may, and often do, lead to some- I wanto guidance. I though, by degrees.
thing far worse. These two reasons form my I A distressing symptom is that mentioned by I If he believes that the ailment from which he 
apology for devoting a paper to this peculiar I °*d physician from whom I quoted: bad I *a suffering is to a great extent a blood disease,he 
Ailment. I sleep and'restless nights. But this ie not I ^ have nmde> g00* •*»** towards recovery.

The symptons of the complaint differ, from a I Always the case, for if bile predominates in the j ®® mtta* 8e* his blood purified. He must live 
simple feeling of weariness or “boredom” to I hlood, or if the blood be insufficiently aerated I Abstemiously, eat but little, especially \f weak. 
downright depression of spirits, or even melan- I from want of exposure during the day to a free The miatAke weakly people constantly make is 
choly. current of wholesome air, there is a lethargic, forcil|g to*0 their systems food which cannot

It is also periodic in its character. Patients I thick-headed kind of sleep, which passes the I h® digssted, and continues to poison the blood; 
themselves say their ailments come and go ao- we&ry hours of night awayf after a fashion, but or they drench themselves with tonics, in 
cording to the state of the atmosphere. It is d°es not bring much refreshment I doing which they are but breeding heat and
no uncommon thing to hear people talk about I The causes of ennui are manifold, and differ I ^®ver ' or I**1® stimulants. This last is 
being “under the weather.” Well, the weather, in different cases. I believe that in the vast *Im°*\a fatal mle^e« for the one auf‘
like that unfortunate organ the liver, has to put majority of instances the patients themselves e™8 fr0“ <n”“‘ J far !” *°
up with a deal of abuse. But nervous people are I know a good deal more about the cause of their I v J?n* , W
far more easily affected by atmospheric changes I ailment than any doctor could, for I do not be- I ® J*, PPler* more ope u , en 
thAn others. lieve there is a man, or woman either, who is so be begun most caut,ou. y-mild vegeUble

The symptons of ennui are so numerous, and I ignorant as not to be aware that direct disobed- I ” W... . lver •
vary so much with different individuals, that I I ience to the ordinary laws of health must entail I , .. ? CUfe W*. ., °°?:l?. * °n J . ” ™0tl ,
need merely summarise them, and that itself I | bodily trouble, and even mental torture of some I °n ?’ e 1 y ua* * * !”
can only do imperfectly. Tkey are those of kind, sooner or later. aU the healtMul *•

. 0 sness and debility combined. Their I “ Ennui is often caused by idleness,” so we I harassing the mind, 
periodicity even adds to their distressfulness. I are told, but I, for one, do not believe that |
The sufferer or patient is well and happy one I idleness alone produces ennui. Let me here 
day, and weak and peevish the next, or may | explain that the ailment is not a mere whimsi- 
continue ill for a week or a month, then sud- I cal one: it has its seat in the brain, and I
deniy bnghten up, only to relapse once more maintain that, from the Very day it commences, I everything it touche.. A few drop, in a kettle 
into the old condition in a short time. changes in the brain-matter of a physiological that i. hard to clean makes grease and .tioki-

And yet all the while he or she may be unable nature have alrt ady begun. Idleness alone will neM away, and rob. the work of all its
to point to any particular organ as the aching not produce this changed condition of cerebr.l terrors. Let] it stand ten minutes before at
one, or say where the trouble lies. Some suff- matter. tempting to scrape off, and every corner will be
erers consult medical men ; these are the cases Take a healty man, and throw him into a clean. It clean, the .ink and penetrates into 
in which bodily symptoms are in the ascend- dungeon for years, you will not induce the | the drain pipe. Spots, finger-marks or paint 
ency : where there are stomachic troubles, fly- disease we call ennui ; no—he will make acom- I disappear under it. magical influence, and it is 
ing pains, headache, &c. Others suîfer with- panion of a spider or mouse, or he will plait equally effective on floor and oil-cloth, though 
out seeking for aid ; in ench cases the mental straws, or construct puzzles therefrom ; but ft must be used with care on the latter, or it 
miseries are worse than the bodily. They do I depend upon it, he will find employment of j w,n injure the polish. There ie nothing to 
not care to call in a medical man, or even con- I some kind, and in that employment pleasure, equal it in cleaning the silverware, and gives 
suit him in his house. I have known a person I But if you were to over-feed him, why, then I it a higher polish and keeps clean longer 
so afflicted to send for a doctor, and then re- I you would have ennui, and the case might end I anything else. If the silver be only slightly 
fuse to see him. ? I in madness. I tarnished put two tablespoonfuls of ammonia

But the rule is'for the sufferer from ennui I Ennui—Ispeak advisedly andfrom experience I into a quart of hot water, brush the tarnished
not to seek for skilled advice at all, though he I —is a disease of the temperate zones and civil- I articles with it and dry with a chamois. If 
may readily enough tell his troubles to a friend, I ised peoples. Among the languid, idle inhabit- I badly discolored, they may need a little whit- 
and probably actually feel pleased to know ants of the torrid zone, it is unknown. Among I jng previous to the washing. An old brash 
that there are other people in the world who the hardier and harder inhabitants of the far I g0ea the cracks to polish and brighten, 
are just as bad as, and even worse than he is. I north is does not exist. And why Î Because I por fine muslin or delicate lace it ie invaluable,

I think myself that the case is bad enough, I the latter, although they may live as high as I u it cleans without rubbing the finest fabrics, 
and deserves commiseration, when a man feels * we do, take more exercise, and breathe a I p„t a few drops into your sponge, bathe in hot

-Sbousehold.

Ennui: Its Symptons, Causes, and 
Cure.

BY A FAMILY DOCTOR.
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' JAmmonia Cheaper than Soap. i
Ammonia is cheaper than soap, and cleans i
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reader who was not acquainted with the snb- 
ect of which he wrote and thoroughly inter- 

ested in it.
In your school “ compositions, ” then, which 

are the beginning of authorship, choose ground 
which you have trodden with your own feet 
You will be able to put more strength and 
feeling into a history of your pet dogs than into 
a history of the Caesars, and will show 
originality in an argument on affairs of the 
Bchool than in one on complications in Europe- 
In a word, talk of what you know, and the 
« composition,” instead of being an echo of 
other thinkers, will become a genuine individ
ual utterance.

1 perience can only imperfectly ascertain their 
^Twlitinn The kidneys are the only exception 
to this rule, for their condition, for the time 
being, can be judged to some extent by what 
comes from them. But even this test may be 
misleading, and it is the means 
amount of abuse of the feelings and pockets of 
quacks and unscrupulous regular physicians. 
The excreta of the kidneys is uniform only in 
persons whose habits of eating, drinking, sleep
ing, bathing and working are absolutely regu-

The natural deduction from all this is that 
no person should give up to fears regarding the 
heart, lungs, or any other vital organ until he 
has first tried the effects of absolutely regular 
and intelligent physical habits. Plenty of well- 
oooked food, few or no stimulants, regular rest, 
frequent bathing, and either easy work or plen
ty of moderate physical exercise, have in a short 
time restored to health thousands of persons 
who have been given up to die of vital disord- 

. Such treatment costs no more than the 
ordinary methods of life, and as soon as fairly 
begun is becomes very pleasant. Beyond doubt 
it is far preferable to dying of fright.

water and you will be astonished at the result, 
as it imparts coolness to the skin. Use it to 
«!■■» hair brushes, and to wash any hair or 
feathers to be used for beds or pillows. When 
employed in anything that is not especially 
■oil.i1 use the waste water afterward for the 
houeeplante that are taken down from their 
usual position and immersed in the tub of 
water. Ammonia is a fertiliser, and helps to 
keep healthy the plants it nourishes. In every 
way, in fact, ammonia is the housekeeper’s 
friend.—[Ladies' Home Journal.
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IEffect of the Imagination on Heal h.m The case of Dr Taft, of Hartford, who was 
informed by eminent physicians that one of his 
lungs had been destroyed by disease and that 
he could not live six months, but who did not 
believe it and lived on comfortably till 60 years 
of age, leads the New York Hour to comment 
on the frequent blunders about certain internal 
maladies and the effect of imagination on the 
physical health :

It can not be doubted that every year thous
ands of people are frightened into their graves 
by unfavorable reports on the condition of their 
lungs. Each vital organ has disorders and 
weaknesses peculiarly its own ; and the lungs 
have their full share. Pain in the chest is al
ways attributed, by persons afflicted, to diseas
ed lungs, and the influence of the imagination 
upon the vital organs is so powerful that the 
malady may be quickly increased. There are 

forms of malarial fever which induce

How to be Acceptable.
If we could only impress upon all mankind 

the fact that a sacred duty, which devolves 
upon each individual, is to keep himself or her
self pure, sweet, and acceptable to those about 
them at all times, we should feel that we had 
accomplished a work of priceless value. Of 
course, we cannot do this, nor can we expect 
to influence any large proportion of the people 
in the direction of that cleanliness which so 
nearly approximates to godliness, 
stimulate a select few to greater care of them
selves, to greater consideration for the tastes 
and feelings of others ; and in this we have a 
sweet and lasting reward.

Thousands of our young readers will by-and- 
by reflect that to our teachings they 
thing of their good manners, not a little of 
their good morals, and very much of their good 
habits, and they will, some way, thank us for 
our earnestness in their behalf. So we remem
ber that when we preach temperance, and 
cleanliness, and a life of thoughtful purity, we 

teaching our readers an all-important lesson, 
and one which cannot bo too early learned. 
There is a great deal of selfishness in the world, 
and this trait is manifested in nothing more 
than in personal habits.

No Homely Girls Necessary.
Mr. Ruskin said disagreeable things about 

women’s brains and the female sex in art and 
literature in his younger days, but he has lived 
long enough to know better, and take most of 
them back. He is adored by women nowin 
hi. old days and has many correspondents 
among young ladies. Some of them wrote him 
a letter asking : “What are plain girls to do?” 
Mr. Ruskin answered right gallantly. He told
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>? But we do. s
U.. School “Composition.”II
ill

One of the lions in the path of every girl or 
boy is the weekly school composition, 
to write about, and how to write it, are ques
tions which perplex their inexperienced brains 

than all the lessons set before them. Per-

What

owe some-

1more
haps they may find a useful hint in a story 
which is told of an exhibition once given in a 
grammar school at Helston in England.

Some of the great men of the county were 
present, and listened, civil but weary, to essays 
by the boys on great political and historical 
subjects, in which the facts and ideas were 
necessarily borrowed from books, and reclothed 
in their own turgid language.

At last, a bony, awkward boy, who stam
mered badly, handed in a paper which proved 
to be an account of his last half-holiday, which 
he had spent in the fens and on the beach. It 

the simplest of all records. Nothing had

• : «
some
terrible aching in the chest. The victim, 
knowing nothing of pathology, or even of physi
ology, attributes the cause to either pneumonia 
or consumption, and begins at once to break 

Consultation with an ordinary coun-

I
-:

:v " aredown.
try practitioner usually verifies his fears, and 
unless he dines at a well-spread table and has 
a good appetite—which seldom accompanies 
malaria—he either gives up and dies or he hur
ries away to a health resort for consumptives.

Heart disease is another popular humbug 
which physicians too often support, 
heart is the most vital of the physical organs, 
but, like all the others, it can and does endure 
a great deal of abuse. It is very easily affected 
sympathetically, so any temporary disorder of 
the stomach, lungs or liver may make its action 
irregular or cause pain which seems to be lo
cated directly in the heart. Almost any 
him many acquaintances, apparently healthy, 
who have told them in strict confidence that 
they have heart disease. A well known physi
cian had a son whose heart, tested by every ap
pliance which professional skill could suggest, 

ed terribly diseased, so the youth was for 
ten years treated as a delicate invalid. Finally 
his father noted that the paroxysms of pain, fol
lowed by extreme exhaustion, always came 
after meals, which either were extremely 
hearty—the patient’s appetite being fitful—or 
after repasts, the viands of which were incon
gruous or very rich. He immediately changed his 
treatment, sought the malady in the stomach 
instead of the heart, found it was indigestion, 
acted accordingly, insisted upon regular meals, 
with plenty of nutritious but plain food, and 
the heart disease disappeared as if by magic.

It should be remembered by the afflicted or 
the frightened that all the vital organs are out 
Of sight, aud that the extreme of skill and ex-
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was
happened to him which might not happen to 
any boy every Saturday in the year. But he 
described the rocks, the wild fowl, the fish, and 
the people whom he had met, with keen, accu
rate strokes, and attempted to describe nothing 
which he had not seen and accurately noted. 
The other boys laughed contemptuously, but
Bishop C------drew the tutor aside.

•‘There is great promise in that lad. Who

tjj

j

onev.
the young ladies that girls who are well bred, 
bind and modest can never be “offensively

?:

plain.” Whatever the shape of a girl’s mouth 
may be she can refine it by culture and sweet 
bright thoughts till it ceases to be unattractive. 
She can not make her ears smaller, physically 
speaking, but any girl can make herself grace
ful aad attractive in manners if she give her 
head to it. By genuine kindliness and good 
temper, by cultivating her intellect, by study
ing what is best and brightest, acting on her 
woman’s natural impulse to please, she 
come
will think of her as not beautiful. Mr. Ruskin 
is right. There need be no homely girls.

There have been many definitions of a gentle
man, but the prettiest and most poetic is that 
given by a lady. “A gentleman,” says she, “i 
a human being combining a woman’s tenderness 
with a man’s courage."

is he 1 ”
“ His name is Charles Kingsley,” was the

answer.
Dickens never introduced into his books a 

place or a person that he had not 
chief success came from the strength and accu- 

y with which he described London and the 
minute countless phases of condition and char
acter in it, which he studied in every season 
and every hour of the day. A sketch on his 
thumb-nail or cuff would suffice to bring home 
a face or scene, to live again in his next book.

Tennyson tolls us that whenever he saw a 
striking landscape or change in Nature s face, 
he did not leave the spot till he had found the 
words which exactly described it, and had writ
ten them down.

No author ever succeeded in interesting a

seem

Hisseen.
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to have such winning ways that nobody
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1the snb- 
hly inter-

Destiny. himself, or tend her any word that told her he bed eon- 
eluded to accept, end make the beet of the Inevitable.

• Well, if he ohooeee to oherieh a grudge for what we 
have done, so be it,” said Kittle. "I am retiefied."

“And I hope you’ll never have cause to be sorry for it," 
supplemented Hark, kissing his wits’* rosy cheefca

lam surs I never shall,"with her head upon her
h^Utoandite^Ûuôôk" sttitade of PwMoontnnt with

“I heard some bad news to-day," announced Mark one 
evening. “The bank in Glovertown hae tailed, and your 
uncle must have loot every oent he had there?

“Poor Uncle John,” said Kittle. “He always i 
money there, so he must have lost evmjtUng. "Isn’t 
there any prospect of his saving anyth! ngp

“None at all," answered Mark. “I>5 sorry ______
It must be hard to be reduced to poverty in old age, 
especially through the dishonesty of 
trusted.

•TU tell you what I’m going to do, if you are willing," 
said Kittle. “I’m going to write to him and ask Mm to 
oome and stay a while with us. I U teli him that we hardly 
felt like doing this before, for fearing he’d think we wanted 
to effect a reconciliation on account of his 
he can’t think that of us.

"I’m willing, of course," assured Mark. ’Tm too 
happy to feel sore over what he said to me when I asked 
him to consent to our marriage. Toll Mm I'd like to 
have him oome.”

So Kittle sent her letter
About a week after the stage stopped at the gate, and 

who should Kittle see clambering out of It butU 
John. -i

“Oh, I’m glad you’ve oome," she cried, running 
to meet hlm “I was afraid you wouldn’t." And Mark 
will be glad, too. We don’t think a 
ought to prevent our being friends!"

“No, of course not, stnoe you bad your own way," replied 
Uncle John gruffly.

But Kittle knew his

Sfamilg (Sircfe.It is when men having nothing higher than 
themselves to believe genuinely in that they 
attach the most importance to such odds and 
ends of circumstance as the flight of a bird, or 
the falling of a leaf, or the blaze of a meteor, or 
the emphasis with which a particular word is 
accidentally spoken in the ears, and call such 
things the indications of destiny ; whereas, if 
there be a destiny at all, it must be through the 
command of a Being ■ 
determine the end fro

/
en, which 
Be ground 
own feet, 
ingth and 
i than into 
how more 
rs of the 
n Europe- 
, and th® 
n echo of 
e individ-

LOVE OR MONEY.

youngsters of Hartley Corners called him. "Why ? Sim
ply because my niece can do better. Isn’t that a giod 
reason ? I think it one of the best reasons. Good, 
better, best. You may be a man to make her happy, 
therefore a match with you would be a good one. But 
the man I have in view for her would not only make her 
happy, but he’s got something besides his head and 
hands to live on. Thereto e a match with him would be 
a better one, don’t you see f ’

“No, I don’t see It so,” answered Mark Anderson, 
“because she loves me, and not the man you’ve set your 
heart on her marrying.’’

“Love I Fudge !” exclaimed Bachelor Philbriok, dis
dainfully. “I have lived twice as long as you have, 
young man, and 1 never was in love."

“Were you ever in E gland?” asked Mark.
“No, and never want to be,” answered Mr. Philbriok. 
“Then why aren’t you logical, and argue because you 

never were there, that there is no such place as England ? 
You might just as well do that as to pretend there is 
no such thing as love because you never experienced IV’ 

“I don’t want any words with you," responded Mr. 
Philbriok. “I won’t have any. You’re 'like a 1 other 
young men of these days ; you think you know a good deal 
more about matters and things, as what’s for the beet, 
than o der heads do. I calculate to look out for my own 
affairs yet a while, and for Kittle's also. She’s a eelf- 
wil ed, obstinate 
she’s foolish in

kept Mi

MM,
who ia able to see and 
m the beginning, and to 

help ns much better through the heart than 
through the eyes.

you have

«

:To Allay Pain.
Take a pan or shovel with burning coals and 

sprinkle upon them common brown sugar, and 
hold the wounded part in the smoke. In a few 
minutes the pain will be allayed, and recovery 
proceed rapidly. In my own case a rusty nail 
had made a bad wound in the bottom of mv 
foot. Pain and nervous irritation were severe. 
This was all removed by holding it in the smoke 
for fifteen minutes, and I was able to resume 
my reading in comfort. We have often recom
mended it to others with like results. Last 
week one of my men had a finger nail torn out 
by a pair of ice tongs. It became very painful, 
as was to be expected. Held in sugar smoke 
for fifteen minutes, the pain ceased, and it 
promises speedy 
Farmer.

!
mankind 

i devolves 
wlf or her- 
hose about 
at we had 
value. Of 
we expect 
the people 

which so 
But we do. 
■e of them- 
the tastes 
we have a

i

of

>e girl, and I
listening to your fol-de-rol. You needn’t 

try to convince me that I am wrong, for you ein’ldo it I 
am not one of the kind to be bunbooxled when my mind 
is made up.”

“I am sure that I have no intention of trying to bam
boozle you,” answered iMark. “I hwe your niece’s 
promise jto marry me. It would be much more agreeable 
to her and me, if we could obtain your ooneent to our 
marriage. But, if you choose to refuse it, for no better 
raison than you have yet given, we shall Marty without

'“Eh I What’s that?” exclaimed Mr. Philbriok. “My 
niece marry you againstjmy wishes? If she does she 
shan’t have a oent of my property. Not a rent, sir.'’

“I don’t know as she wants any of it,” answered Mark, 
proudly. “I have two strong arms to work with, backed 
up by* big heart, and I'll see that she doesn’t oome to

“Oh, fiddlesticks 1" exclaimed Mr. Philbriok, with in
finite contempt. “That’s all nice enough 
now, but wait till you have to get down to real hard work, 
and grub for a living. Then you’ll sing a different song. 
Why, hang it all, young mm, don’t you see that I am 
considering your welfare, as much as tier's, in withholding 
my consent to this foolish plan of yours ?"

“I am greatly obliged, I’m sure, for your great and 
sudden interest in me,” answered Mark, with keen 
sarcasm. “I have great respect for age and the wisdom 
belonging to it, but not enough to ignore my own con
viction, and be guided wholly by the oublions of others, 
especially when they are not backed by better reasons 
than any you have given me.”

"That’s as much as to say, I suppose," said Mr. Phil- 
brick. wrathfully, “ that you snap your fingers at me and 
my opinion ?"

Mark made no reply.
“You can do as you 'please about it,” added 

Philbrick’s uncle. “She’s her own mistress If she is fool 
enough to throw herself away on a poor young man, 
when she can have her choice of the twet" richest oues in 
town, she can do so for all of me, but she must under
stand that she won’t ever handle any of my money.”

“Your money is something that has never been taken 
into consideration by us,” said Mark.

"Oh, no, I suppose not 1" sarcastically. “No, no, of 
course not I But I thought there would be no harm done 
in giving you to understand what to expect, or rather 
what not to expect, from me.”

“Mr. Phi brick, I am not the. man you take me for,” 
answered Mirk, proudly. “If you knew me better you 
would never insinuate that possib y fortune was what I 
looked at in wishing to marry your niece 
because I love her, and she loves me. But your mind is 
made up, and there is no use In wasting words about the 
matter. Good afternoon, sir I”

Mark bowed himself out
“I must say I like his grit,” admitted Bachelor Phil- 

brick, as the young man went down the walk. “But the 
idea of marrying for love, when there is money to be 
made in the transaction ! Stuff and nonsense !”

Two days later Kittie o une to him with traces of tears 
on her pretty face, but a look of quiet determination 
showed through.

“Uncle John,” she said very calmly, but in a tone that 
told her mind was fully made up, “I am going to 
marry Mark Anderson next Sunday."

“Just as you please,” answered her uncle. “It don’t 
concern me any, but I must say you’re a fool In taking up 
with that fellow when you could have 'Squire Ask ham or 
Lawyer Ooodsell if you’d only say the word.”

“I wouldn’t marry either of them if they were the last 
men on earth,” declared Kittie, bravely. “I am going to 
marry Mark and I know we’ll be happy ; and I do wish. 
Uncle John, that you would look at it as we do, and oome 
and visit us after we’re settled.”

“Don go to asking people to visit you on nothing a 
year," re .ponded her uncle.

Then he walked out of the room.
M irk and Kittie were married in a very simple, quiet 

fashion, and went house keeping in a pleasant little place 
a few miles from Hartley Core era. Uncle John sent over 
all her things by Me hired man, but did not go near her

to convince her that
.. . . way well enough to feel satisfied
that he was really glad to visit there, and consequently 
she felt very much elated.

“Well, I must say you look tolerably comfortable here,’ 
be remarked, after he had looked the premise* ever.

“Of course we haven’t been able to fix things up yet

turn off to make a payment on the p aoe this fall.”"
Before Mark oame into supper Unde John wae quite at
une. and he greeted hie nephew cordially.
“Thought I’d oome over and stay a few days,” 

marked. "Since that bank smash-up, I’ve been t______
quartering myself on my friends, you know.”
Then Unde John chuckled In a way that a man would 

hardly be supposed to who bad loot all he had at one fell 
swoop of misfortune.

Uncle John stayed a week before he said anything 
about going. Then one morning—

“I am going to the Corners when the stage go**," be 
Informed them. “I will be back Monday, I guère."

“You are welcome to oome and stay a* long as you 
like, said Mark.

On Monday back came Unde John, as he
"There’s something for you,” he said, 

paper into Kittle’s lap.
’Wh”, Uucle John,"cried Kittle, with flushed cheeks 

and surprised eyes. “It is a deed of this farm to Mark 
and me. What does It meam?"

“Means that the farm is yours, of course. Is dinner 
meet ready? I am half famished.”

"But I want to know where this oame from, and how,’ 
persisted Kittle. “I do not understand.”
^•1 can’t explain till I’ve had something to eat," he re-

And nothing oouldbe got out of Unde John until after 
the meal was over.

“There Isn’t much to explain," he said, pushing back 
his plate. "I drew all mv money out of the Otovertown 
Bank two weeks before it failed, so I didn’t lose a oent. 
That deed is the wedding present I ought to have given 
you when you got married. I own up I was mistaken In 
this husband of yours, and I’ve been convinced that 
there is something in love, after all, but don't you go to 
crowing over me for having to own up that you were 
right, or I’ll—I’ll do something, for I hate to gl ve up that 
1 was wrong, the worst way, and I can’t stand it to be 
twitted of ft after I have acknowledged the corn."
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Aprons.
As fancy aprons are very fashionable this 

season, I have been looking around to see how 
some of them were made. The variety is great 
and most of the aprons are very pretty, and 
many kinds of goods are used ; scrim, all kinds 
of muslin, both figured and plain, linen, fine 
crash, pongee, mull, surah, and all kinds of 
silks.
Ie liiU describe a few of them, first the Mother 

Hubbard. Take a straight piece of goods, of 
any kind yon choose, hem it across the bottom, 
sew on some lace that has been gathered a little. 
Turn the top of the apron down one isoh, three 
quarters of an inch from the top, gather it 
with a thread, half an inch below, gather 
again, and then once more same distance down; 
draw the threads up and fasten, leaving the 
top about thirteen inches wide. Stitch the 
gathers evenly on to a band laid on the under 
side ; fasten it ropnd the waist 'with ribbon ; 
tie at the side, or in place of the ribbon you can 
make ties of same material as the apron. If 
you want pockets, make square ones, gather 
top and bottom to match top of the apron ; put 
bows of ribbon on them.
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want her A Hint to Grumblers.
“What a noisy world this is 1" croaked an 

old frog, as he squatted on the margin of the 
pool. “Do you hear those geese, how they 
scream and fuss? What do they do it for?” Ob, 
just to amuse themselves,” answered a little 
field mouse. “Presently we shall have the 
owls hooting; what is that for?” “It’s the 
music they like best,” said the mouse. “And 
those grasshoppers, thy can’t go home without 
grinding and chirping, why do they do that ?” 
“Oh, they’re so happy they can’t help it,” said 
the mouse. “You find excuses for ali; I believ® 
you don’t understand music, if you like ‘the 
hideous noises.” “Well, friend, to be honest 
with^ÿou,” said the mouse, “I don’t greatly 
admire any of them, but they are all sweet to 
my ears, compared with the constant croaking 
of a frog."

■

I
?Î Those of our readers who intend to have a 

winter window garden should lose no time in get
ting up their plants for the purpose. Taken out 
of the ground thus early they have their roots 
wall set by the time they have to be removed 
indoors. Beginners had best start with two or 
three plants at first, and, as experience is gain
ed, each autumn increase their stock. Letters 
on the care of plants and varied experiences 
with them would much increase the interest of 
our correspondence department. All are not 
flower-lovers, but it is safe to state the majority 
of girls are, and very many boys, and such we 
need not ask a second time to try window 
gardens of their own,
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g
scenery or the vast view from the mountain top ; 
words fail and even a photograph seems pale and 
unsatisfactory. Around you in every direction 
are confused masses of mountains bearing the 
appearance of a sea of molten lava suddenly 
cooled while its ponderous waves were yet in 
commotion. As Bryant writes :—
“Thou who would see the lovely and the wild 
Mingled in harmony on Nature’s face,
Ascend our rocky mountains. Let thy foot 
Fail not with weariness, for on their tops 
The beauty and the majesty of earth 
Spread wide beneath, shall make thee to forget 
The steep and toilsome way. There, as thou 

stand’st,
The haunts of men below thee, and around 
The mountain summits, thy expanding heart 
Shall feel a kindred with that loftier world 
To which thou art translated, and partake 
The enlargement of thy vision. Thou shalt look 
Upon the green and rolling forest tops 
And down upon the secret of the glens,

And streams that with their bor
dering thickets strive 

To hide their windings. Thou shalt 
gaze, at once,

Here on white villages, and tilth 
and herds,

And swarming roads, and there 
on solitudes,

That only hear the torrent, and 
the wind,

And eagle’s shriek.

timber, braced and bolted in the most substan
tial manner, and resting on the rocky founda
tions of the mountain itself. The seats of the 

hung so that they adjust themselves to

pttttttt Pay's itpartmtttti; 8/
; I

Dear Nephews and Nieces,—As soon as the 
Aug. No. was ready to be placed in your hands 
I thought I would take a little jaunt with the 
Canadian Press Association, who had arranged 
for their annual excursion, a trip to the White 
Mountains, Boston and New York, 
entire party, numbering 55, met at Toronto on 
Tuesday, Aug. 4th, and at eight o’clock in the 
evening boarded a special Pullman car bound 
for Montreal. Many of us had met on previ
ous excursions, and all having much in common 
as journalists, the work of becoming acquainted 
was as easy as it was pleasant, especially when 
facilitated by the courtesy of our gentlemanly 
officers, Mr. President Pattulo, of Woodstock, 
and Mr. Secretary Climie, of Bowman ville.

At last the hour came forwoo- 
ing the God of sleep, and, perhaps 
some were refreshed with sleep, 
but I have a distinct recollection 
of having very little with the train 
rushing at the rate of 40 miles an 
hour, puffing, roaring and whist
ling loud enough to rouse a 
mummy to life, but we soon be
came accustomed to this, and long 
before the end of the trip I could 
sleep the whole night, whether on 
board train or boat.

ill car are
the varying steepness of the grade. Self acting 
brakes are attached both to the engine and car,;■ ■
and one feels as safe when making the asuent 
as when travelling on an ordinary train. The 
trip occupies an hour and a half. The cold, 
rough walls are "constantly 'wet with tiny 
streams that do not run, but glide unperceived 
down, furnishing sustenance to ferns, trailing 
vines, mosses, delicate flowers that cling or 
droop along the craggy way. Nothing could 
be more cunning than to see these hardy little 
waifs thus extorting a subsistence from the 
rocks which nourish them in spite of them
selves. The glitter'of ^falling water through 
the trees, the splendid light in the midst of
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To stand upon the beetling verge, 

and see
Where storm and lightning, from 

that huge gray wall 
Have tumbled down vast blocks, 

and at the base
Dashed them in fragments, and to 

lay thine ear
Over the dizzy depth, and hear 

the sound
Of winds that struggle with the 

woods below—
Come up like ocean murmurs. But 

the scene 
Is lovely round.”

By seven a.m., after we had 
partaken of breakfast, we began 
making the descent to the base 
through an ever-varying scene, 
which so many hills, rocks, trees 
and vapors made particularly at
tractive. Upon our return we 
first visited the renowned Fabyan

* !
•! The morning came at last, and 

with it came Montreal, but as I 
have described this city in previ
ous letters, and as our principal 
places of interest lie farther on, 
1 will not dwell here. Leaving 
Montreal with a special car on 
the Central Vermont Railway, we 
pass th rough St. Albans, a pret
ty city overlooking Lake Cham
plain, and by noon arrived at 
Montpelier, another very pretty, 
quiet spot, where we merely 
halted for dinner, then off again 
in the direction of the White 
Mountains in New Hampshire. 
A son of Erin is said to have ex
claimed, on seeing the White 
Mountains for the first time.
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House, where a short stop was 
made. I never saw such beauti
ful decorations as this house 
could boast of in the wav of moss, 
ferns and all manner of flowers. 
Before noon wc reached the spaoi-

t
y.
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kvv.«V“ Bedad there is, then, so much 
land in America that they have 
to stack it.” These mountains em
brace an area of about 40 square 
miles ; they include amongst them the peaks : deepest'gloom, the solemn pines, the odorous 
of Mount Webster, 4,000 ft. above the sea; forest, the wildness and the coolness—impart 
Monioe, 5,300 ; Jefferson, 5,710 ; Adams, 5,- 
800, and Washington, 0,285, the highest peak 
with one exception, east of the Mississippi.
Compared with the Alps, these mountains are 
indeed hills. Mount Washington scarce climbs 
a third way to the snow-clad height of Mount 
Blanc ; but these are over the sea.
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ous and inviting Profile House, which is hid away 
in a deep and narrow glen nearly two thousand 
feet above the sea. No situation could be 
more sequestered or more charming. The place 
seems stolen from the unkempt wilderness that 
shuts it in. An oval grassy plain, not exten
sive, but bright and smiling, spreads its green 
between a grizzly precipice and a shaggy 
tain. In front of the long white-columned 
hotel was a pretty flower garden, like those 
flowers ; on the lawn were beauties sauntering 
up and down in exquisite morning toilets, 
coquetting with their bright colored parasols ; 
little children playing tennis or fluttering about 
the grass like butterflies, and misses in their 
stiff grenadier caps and white aprons, made up 
a scene which we soon adapt ourselves to and

an indescribable charm. It was arranged that 
we should stay all night for the chance of see
ing the sunset and the sunrise ; but the night 
was cold, and clouds rolled past which covered 
the whole world below from sight. It seemed 
a hopeless sort of place ; the peak^then became 
like a contracted island, with gray mist for a 
sea. So for the night4we contented ourselves 
with amusements and a good night’s rest in the 
well heated Summit House.

>
r
! moun-

t Our
Switzerland is at our very doors ; it has all the 
grandeur of true mountains, to which is added 
a wild picturesqueness that Switzerland can 
never show.

i
i.
Mi:

) SUNRISE AT MOUNT WASHINGTON.

By four o’clock in the morning the whole 
house was astir,and dressed in winter clothing, 
we stepped out to witness the glorious sunrise, 
for it had cleared up during the night, which 
made a wonderful transformation. It is quite are reconciled with, because we see that for 
useless to try to describe either sunrise, cloud each in his way it is good to be here,

! the MOUNT WASHINGTON RAILWAY.

This railway, built under peculiar difficulties 
in 1869, at a cost of more than $100,000, climbs 
.1,625 ft. in going three miles, and is one of the 
most remarkable roads in the world, 
track is laid on a strong trestle-work of heavy
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a Sept., 1885m THEFARMER’S ADVOCATE., 1886 277. Peals of laughter startle the solemn old sail to Nantasket Beach, one of Boston’s nonn on,.
You hear them high up the moun lar seaside resorts. We visited some ohL North VvTshiTJf^ ^ Canflîan CIub ^afé 
There go a pair of lovers, thegen- principal stores, in some of which W pLI Sol X ’St ^ hotoL

sag^heTas ^refill’ whose m°®t tiling pas- are employed. Such fas1 ions, such handsome Rf'lroad from !)th-Street Station'to Harlem 
some trifle of h y. COnned’ the ady wlth trlmmings and house furnishings, such tiers then by steamboat from Harlem to

S" s-r — a.„„ ^..

bating11 oleoflh11 ll"14' ? Bunker HiU monument, from the fact that we andret«rn by Surface Ro^V to^Oentra? Park-
a ing one of the well-worn paths conduct- were taken up on an elevator instead of climb- m* k through Central Park, visit Reservoir’ 

mg to the [water side, a short walk finds us ing 294 steps up a circling stairway where we M"SeUm’ the Mal> and hear band, 
standing by the shore of Profile Lake. Although had a splendid view of the city. As far as the dinner5 Pn™’ Ret“™ to hotel, and prepare fer 
a pretty enough piece of water, it is not for eye could see in every direction (excepTon II X™ “* C,ub *—«"* « P- "

itself this lake is resorted to by the thousands, harbor and river) was a solid mass of houses, 7.-6 30 p m. Chtfrches_Trinifw <<k ,
bUtJ°r,tbe mountal“ nalng high above, whose and here and there throughout the mass arose ^ ,Stl?“ near Broadway; St^pltriok’s 
wooded slopes it so faithfully mirrors. Upon the dense smoke of some large factory with its aat bedral> 5th Avenue and 51st Street 
the high cliffs of this mountain is the remark- toiling hundreds of men and women! Down mu8ements—Casino, Concerts, Ac.
able and celebrated natural rock sculpture of down below on the streets like swarms of flies' l n f ”0NDAYi august 10th.
a human head, which, from a height twelve were crowds of little men and women bustling,’ taurant. 8'8° m" Breakfaet atLClub Res- 
hundred feet above the lake, has for uncounted hurrying, restless, toiling after a living or 
ages looked with the same stony stare down amassing a fortune.
the pass upon the windings of the river, On Saturday evening we left the grand old 
through its incomparable valley. The profile city of Boston with many pleasant memories 
itself measures almost forty feet from the tip for it is indeed a great city, its streets beauti! 
of the chin to the flattened crown. It has been fully clean, and its citizens kind, courteous and 
christened the Old Man of the 
Mountain, and is unquestionably 
the greatest curiosity of this or 
any other mountain region.

FRANCONIA NOTCH.

After dinner five coaches were 
in readiness to convey the party 
through the far-famed Franconia 
Notch to North Woodstock. Fran
conia Notch is a pass with close 
and precipitous walls of about 
eight miles in length. The valley 
is about half a mile in width, filled 
with the curious, the wild, and 
the beautiful in mountain scenery.
The vista of mountains on either 
side seems to become every 
ment more and more extended 
and more and more interesting.
Through a beautiful green valley, 
with the road as smooth and level 
as a floor, and a river rushing over a bed of 
rock, by one side, and the trees joining 
our heads, and a jolly coach load of sixteen and 
two spans of horses, I think it certainly the 
liveliest drive I ever had in my life, and 
ture $o say that a more enjoyable day was rarely 
ever passed by travellers than that on which 
the Press party traversed the district of the 
White and Franconia Mountains. Arriving 
at North Woodstock, we took the Boston A 
Lowell Railway,and passing through Plymouth,
Concord, Manchester, Nashua, we arrived at 
Boston at nine in the evening.

CITY OF BOSTON.
Here we remained for two days, making the 

best use of our time sight-seeing and visiting 
such places of interest as Trinity Church, Old 
South Church, built in 1730, one of the most 
noted in the country; Philip Brooks’ Church,
Museum of Fine Arts, Public Library,
Boston Commons — a beautiful park of 
fifty acres right in the heart of the 
city—the Public Gardens, Hotel Vendôme,
Bunker Hill and monument, and Harvard Uni
versity ; to enter upon a description of each 
would entail too much space. We also took a

:Suntain top ; 
ms pale and 
■y direction 
bearing the 
ra, suddenly 
ere yet in

mountain, 
tain side.

Elevated

m

id the wild
e,
thy foot 
: tops
l
ee to forget 
re, as thou

around 
ing heart 
r world 
partake 
u shalt look
>ps
ens,
l their bor-

to^VaU Street to"see decorationsT*1 

3.—10 a. m.

re
. Thou shalt

, Visit New York Stock Ex
ttonafVÎ °iPen'n% at 11 Precisely, and nI- 
Rooms.Petr° eUm Bxchan«e. and Press Club

i, and tilth 

, and there 

torrent, and
4.—11.30 a m. Cross Brooklyn Bridge.

I I 5 —12 m. Elevated Railroad 
through Brooklyn and return. 
*6.-12.45 p. m.
Street Ferry.
iJXrlP’m' Walk leisurely up 
W»11 Street to Broadway and 
visit Trinity Church and New
to TowerEXChange’ a”d aecending

Fieid^Buliding. Lunch ^ 

9.—3 p. m. For balance of 
afternoon and evening become 
guests of Erastus Wiman. Meet 
at Bay Ridge Route PavilUon, 
foot of elevated railroads

, P-,m- Arrive at Man-
hattan Beach, visit Music Stand 
and take dip in Old Ocean.
, ~6 P- m- Dinner at Man-
hatten Beach Hotel, meeting 
twenty representatives of New 
V ork Press.

13 —8 p. m. Fireworks, or 
visit west end Coney Island.

II
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JESSUP’S FALLS, HUDSON RIVER.

cultured. After a quick run of 49 miles on the 
Old Colony Railroad we reached Fall River, 
where we boarded the renowned steamship 
“ Pilgrim,” the finest vessel, we believe, that 
floats en route down the Atlantic coast for New 
York. The entrance to New York harbor by 
East River was very interesting, passing under
the great Brooklyn Bridge. How large, how The above wa8 ont a|m08t
S ’ Tfgra ■ ?T l I0”6 °f US but t0 «ivc a description of all the dS 
had never before mingled with the surging places in this letter would be almost impiSS 
population which almost blocks New York’s XT . impossible.
thoroughfares. To us everything was new, D. 6X^ mornlng we *°°k *be beautiful Hudson 
and we made the most of the two days spent R!T 8teamer Albany, en route to Albany. The 
in seeing the sights in that vast and wonderful x ° d,8^nce 18 moet remarkable for the 
city — its streets, stores, public buildings, x“ty °f BCen®ry' Sunnyside on the east 
waterworks, Stock Exchange, Central Park, bank wa8 the residence of Washington Irving, 
all its special features exciting surprise and one of the greatest of American writers. Irving 

admiration. To give you an idea of what was W“ “ Pat °Jer °f natural 8cenery. and «pent 
expected of us, the following was the pro- time and money in beautifying hi. place,
gramme arranged for us by the New York Th® P°.nd ,llu8tratcd »n preceding page is 
Press Club and Mr. Erastus Wiman, whose JUSt & h<>1 °W in the h,lls wi»h

efforts were indefatigable to make us enjoy 
ourselves while in New York :—

14. —iO p. m. Meet at New Iron Pier, West 
end Coney Island, for return to New York bv 
Iron Steamboat to Pier 1, North River. y

15 11.30 p. m. Return to Albert by Sixth
Ble':ated from Battery Station to 

rjignth otreet.

over

ven-

God save the Queen.

water.
It^is made by damning the stream, and 
it has a pretty cascade at its out
let. Jessup’s Great Falls are just below 
the confluence of the Hudson and Scandagoa 
rivers, and thus the whole distance of 170 miles 
the scenery was charming, which proved

# MOVEMENTS WHILE IN NEW YORK.
1.—Arrive on Fall River Line at 7 a. m. ; re

pair to cor. Uth Street and University Place, 
Albert Apartment House,see ?ire,

;
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finally dry them as before by laying between 
blotting pads, while the more delicate ones, 
which are apt to cnrl in drying, should be laid 
between the leaves of a book until quite dry.

Seed-vessels and flowers require the same 
treatment in bleaching and washing, only that 
the coarser seed-vessels may need a stronger 
infusion of the bleaching preparation. A little 
experience will soon inform the operator as to 
the exact quantity required for all kinds of 
leaves and seed-vessels.

The bleaching of ferns will need some special 
directions. Having gathered fern of different 
varieties during their season of maturity— 
which is when the seeds are to be found on the 
back of the leaves—thfey should be preserved 
by pressing them between the leaves of a book, 
there to remain until required for bleaching. 
Then place them carefully in a jar,causing them 
to curl around the sides rather than with the

dropped the seed. If not entirely clear when 
gathered, they may be completed by a few 
weeks soaking.

Lobelia is very beautiful and will macerate 
in about three weeks, when they can be cleared 
by passing to and fro in a basin of hot water.

The poppy will macerate in a week or two. 
The black lines which radiate from the centre 
may be removed by aid of a pin, when a beauti
ful lace work appearance will be imparted to it.

Of course these are only a few of the many 
varieties of plants that may be brought into 

the different localities will unquestionably

ightful change from the glaring wa s and 
• pavements of New York.

We arrived at Albany about 6 p. m. After 
spending a few hours in that city, visiting the 
capitol, park, etc., we again took th train 
bound for Niagara. Berths were then in requi
sition, the train sped on in darkness, and at 

o’clock on Wednesday morning weseven
reached the Falls. Here we remained till the 
afternoon ; visited the museum and gardens, 
and were conveyed in carriages across Suspen 
sion Bridge to the International Park, lately 
opened. At one o’clock all aboard was again 
sounded, when we left for Hamilton, Toronto 
and home. So closed one of the most pleasur
able trips our association has ever had. 
«« Happy to meet, sorry to part, happy to meet 
fg»in " Minnie Mat.

use :
furnish different specimens The writer gave 
these rules and ideas as her own practical ex
perience after long trial and numerous disap
pointments. Now we will give you some, for 
it would be impossible to give all, of her hints 
on bleaching, which she says is of great im
portance, and requires the greatest care, as 
upon the perfect whiteness of all the compon
ent parts of a bouquet its beauty will depend. 
No matter how perfectly the leaves and seed 
vessels may have been skeletonized, if they are 
permitted to retain any hade of their original 
yellow they are deficient in beauty.

The first step in this part of the process is to 
procure proper bleaching materials. Many 

successful in the use of chloride of

My Dkab Nieces.—Before giving the bleach
ing process, as we promised last month, we will 
tell you what the writer of that useful book 
says about skeletonizing seed vessels, which 
are quite indispensable in making Phantom 
Bouquets.

Different varieties of the Ground Cherry 
f.mily are specially noticed. The particular 
characteristic of this family of plants is the 
berry, enclosed in a bladder-like receptacle* 
These berries are about the size of the cherry. 
The green covering becomes of a yellowish color 
when the fruit is ripe, and they fall to the 
ground together; they should be immediately 
gathered and put into the macerating vessel, 
allowing the berry inside to remain until 
softened, in order to avoid tearing the delicate 
little bladder. Two or three weeks will be long 
enough to allow for their preparation. They 
may be washed by passing rapidly to and fro in 
hot water, when the softened berry may be 
pressed out, then dried with a soft blotter.

Wild Hops is a membranous capsule sur
rounded by a leafy border, which, after about 
two weeks soaking, becomes very lace-like and 
beautiful. Before bleaching, the seed may be 
removed by making an incision on one side of 
the capsule, being careful when afterwards ar. 
ranging it, to place that side downwards.

One of the most desirable and showy seed- 
vessels for this purpose is the blue Nicandra. 
The calyx, enclosing first the flower and after
wards the seed capsule, is of a curious balloon 
shape, of a bright green until the seed is ripe, 
when it becomes brownish. Each one has a 

- tough stem, which is retained through macera
tion, and is attached to the stalk of the plant, 
the latter being covered by the calyxes at a 
distance of an inch apart, quite to the end of 
the branch. This calyx, when pressed open and 
bent in shape, has after bleaching, every appear
ance of a flower, so they can be used both in 
their natural form to represent buds, or in the 

described. They require about three

stems downward. Fill up the jar with warm 
water, leaving room for the bleaching solution, 
in the proportion given above. Cover the jar 
tightly and set in a very warm place. After 
twenty-four hours gently pour off the liquid 
and replace with fresh, mixed as before. They 
should remain in the second water about forty- 
eight hours, when this in like manner will re
quire to be changed. In about three or four 
days the ferns will begin to whiten at the 
edges, gradually extending over the entire sur; 
face of the spray. Each one must be carefully 
taken out as soon as quite white, without wait] 
ing for the whole contents of the jar to be finish
ed. If a portion of a long spray becomes perfectly 
white, while dark spots remain on the upper 
or stem end, it will be safest to lay the spray in 
a basin of water and cut off the white portion 
and return the unfinished part to the jeu-. 
Afterwards, when both are ready for the bou
quet, the two portions can be neatly united with 
gum arabic.

As the sprays are found to be entirely white, 
they must bo taken from the jar with the 
fingers, always holding them by the stem, and 
laid ou a broad basin of clean, warm water,

persons are
lime, while others prefer Labarraque’s solution 
of chloride of soda; but the best preparation for 
this purpose is Powers & Wrightman’s solution 
of chloride of soda. One bottle of this will 
whiten a large number of leaves, without injur
ing the fibre or making them brittle, as is the 

with chloride of lime. The proper propercase
tion for mixing will be about half a teacupful 
to a pint of water. This will generally whiten 
two sets of leaves; that is, as soon as those first 
put in are perfectly white, they may be taken 
out and a second lot placed in the same mix
ture. Sometimes it will be necessary to add a 

all quantity, say a tablespoonful, in order to 
complete them.

When ready to commence the bleaching,take 
a glass jar, such as is used for pickles or pre

having a mouth wide enough to admit

sm

where they should bo allowed to remain for 
several hours. They may be thoroughly rinsed 
by changing the water several times, but they 
will not bear handling in the same manner as 
will the skeleton leaves. When ready to be 
dried, take one spray by the stem and lay it in 
a broad dish or basin of water, allow
ing it to float on the surface, then pass under 
it a sheet of unsized white paper, and in this 
way lift it from the water. The spray will 
cling to the paper and assume its natural 
shape. Should any of the small side leaves be
come crooked or overlapped, they may be read
ily straightened by using the point of a pin to 
spread them into proper shape upon the paper. 
Lay the sheet on a soft blotter for a few min
utes to absorb the water, thence between two 
sheets of the same unsized white paper, and 
pressed in a book. When all are ready place 
the book under a heavy weight to insure 
smooth drying. When entirely dry, if some 
of the thinner varieties are found to adhere to 
the paper, they may be loosened by pressing 
the thumb nail on the underside of the paper. 
It is better, however, even after they are thor
oughly pressed and dried, to keep them shut 
up in a book until wanted for the bouquet, as 
they have a tendency to curl when exposed to 
the air.

serves,
the largest leaf. Do not place leaves and seed 
vessels in the same jar, for if mixed the lat 
ter become so entangled in the fine network of 
the leaves, that in removing them, the latter
will be injured.

In putting the delicate leaves into the jar, 
care should be taken to arrange them before
hand with the stems all pointing downwards, 
for the bleaching begins at the bottom of the 
vessel and the thick stems and mid ribs require 

time to whiten than the lace-like portion 
of the leaves. After placing, cover with soft, 
clear water, and add the bleaching solution. 
The jar should be covered tightly and set in a 

place. A jar of leaves will usually re-

more

quire from six to twelve hours for bleaching, 
but being of glass, an outside inspection will 
enable the operator to judge of the degree of 
whiteness without raising the lid until time to

way
weeks to macerate, when they can be cleaned 
in hot water, aided perhaps by the toothbrush. 
A whole branch may be done without separat-

remove the leaves.
When entirely white they must be taken 

carefully out with the hand and laid in a basin 
of clean warm water. If left too long in the 
jar they will become too tender for removal. 
Wash them thoroughly, else they will become 
yellow and discolored, from the chlorine, by 

I changing several times into fresh water, and

ing from the main stem.
Wild cucumber or balsam apple is one of 

the most curitfiis specimens of beautiful seed- 
vessels. They vary in size from an ineb to 
nearly two inches in length and about half that 
in thickness. They become perfect skeletons 
on the vine, wrhere they should be allowed to 
remain until the frost has opened them and
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With such clear directions I 
nimble-fingered'nieces will be able to 
some

laying between 
re delicate ones, 
;, should be laid 
ntil quite dry. 
iquire the same 
thing, only that 
need a stronger 
ration. A little 
ie operator as to 
for all kinds of

“y f-T? hem> the hem-stitch taken with
t , produce red silk. On each end is a three-inch wide hem Queries.charming phantom bouquets, which will finished in the same way. An inch above the Wrx*?Y would be glad if anv of on,

fri.rta A rr'r •• "" “■•»<> ■.«. LSLlSwfriends, and I shall hope later to hear of your and another the same width six inches above ------- P’
8UW S8‘ . The SpaC6 b6tween is occupied by a juUk oi ■**»«■.
BrLlZfl F™ °* * be&utiM Silver ^rea out from chintz, not thick cretonne, and ,.^LLIKD Chickbn.-Boî1 a fowl until ft will
Bracelet for the best written article upon any French calico,-birds, flowers, foliage, circles easily from the bones ; let the water be
thecountrv^AU61 0nS 7d throu«hout diamonds, and all sorts of small figures being Fed“Ced to about 1 P^t in boiling; pick the
byith7octobLCOmmUnlC OnSmUSt ^ m ^“without apparent design, and couche! ”7 fr°™ tbe ^nes in good sized pieces, 
by 20th of October. | on the edges with gold thread. I tak,n« ont all gristle, fat and bones • place in

a wet mould ; skim the fat from the liquor; a

Winn y m r k I j 7 ! P.epper and to,t *o the taste and
\v iNNY. Crab apples are best for pre- ,4 ounce of gelatine. When this dissolves nour

serving when the frost touches them; take a I lt hot over the chicken. The liquor must be
darning needle and prick each apple through 8easoned P™tty high, for the chicken absorbs

First row-knit plain. ln two or three P'aces; weigh them, a pound of Rolled Jelly Cake.-Take 1 .. u
Second row-purl 14, leaving 4 on left I T*™1- °f fFUit’" make a ^P and I powdered white sugar and flour 1 level teÜ

hand needle, not knitting them. I squeeze m the juice of a couple of lemons, if spoonful of baking powder 4 «L, i !
Third row-slip 1, k 9, k 2, tog. tt o 2, k 2. Tb^w,in the aPPlea5 kt them boil spoonful of coJ4 water, a pinch oTLt • mix
Fourth row-p 14, making 1 stitch of the 7 syruP t,U dear,but not to pieces. When together the flour, baking powder and '.2 

two loops. eacb «ne is finished, take them up with their sift into bowl, then sift inth^ul Ll'
Fifth row-s 1, k 13, next knit all the 18 8talks °n; leave the 8yruP to reduce, and then beaten yolks of eggs and water -thin .mi

stitches. This makes one quilling. pour ?ver theapples, (2) You will find your lightly the well-beaten whites of th .l i
Sixih row—k 4. p 14. .m.ng q„ri... wi .W .pr„d Î, «,. ,3 w,»
Seventh row-k 1, n, tt o 2, k 11. I , K in.-Elderberry wine is made as ungreased paper; bake quiekly; turn out as soon
Eighth row—s 1, p[13, knit the two loops as I °I1°W8: , 50,1 3 gallons of elderberries in 2J as done and spread the bottom of the cak 

one stitch. gallons of water for twentyminutes; then strain sugar jelly ; roll while warm ; sugar mav h«
Ninth row—knit the whole 18. I ™rough a S™6 8leve. not bruising the berries. I sprinkled over the rolls if desired 7
Repeat from first row. I ™ben measure the liquid into a boiler, and to

am sure
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Answers to Inquirers.tfork Basket.
ELUTED LACE.

Cast on 18 stitches.

■
.

e with

ScoTCH Shortbread.—To 2 lbs. flour allow 1
For Crystallizing Grass.—Take H lbs tZIJTfL i°De pound of moist sugar and I lb. butter, i lb. pounded lump sugar ; beat the 

rock, alum, pour on 3 pints boiling water; Uen Wt^d^Xhe ^ » *" “d "T ‘° * —" > «»W«^ur 

quite cool put into a wide-mouthed vesssel, W6H beaten Lrrinn i ÏÏF ®V°Ur egg"’ 8agar ; work the paate until quite smooth ;
hang in your grasses, a few at a time. Do not the liouor is end f 7 7 7md When rol1 °jut to the thickness of an inch ; pinch it 
let them get too heavy, or the stems will not I piece of toasted w7 iV*1 * k®8: spread a round the ed8ee with the thumb and finger; 
support them. You may again heat alum and I «= „nil ,, ,.. ® "7 comPreased yeast, I ornament the top with comfits or strips of«tmo;,!T“.»B7a,lb'e‘,n,k“"""t’I,h« '"b.PS '**■>»•>"<-» <«

a. oid,—r;, ,ok„ i ss ïiîït j: t
of the legs sawed off, standing m one corner of I weeks, when it will be readv to bottu I deen fmlf «.l . pberriee into

the kitchen, is very convenient, for a great deal Tro',-,1) Muchts^eTryTworn now X 2 ÏLTofThrT
0 work can be done s.ttmg down that would by ladies than formerly, especially on the and a teaspoon „1 of powdere! surar ^ 
otherwise have to be performed while stand- street. A brooch, short watch chain and a with it, the egg, to be belu ga stiSVh
lh!irfir,U~8?nt-r hen girls ring or two are the most one sees. (2) Arrow- you choose, this meringue may be Zored
their first lessons in kitchen work, as ironing, root is so called from having been originally with raspberry flavor or vanilto The
WSR “w18 eS’ V . I used by the Indians as a remedy for the poison I may be prepared with fresh fruit in its

Bay Window Decoratton.—A novel decor of their arrows, by mashing and applying it to The canned berries should be drained 
ation is a wheelbarrow, ordinary gardener’s I the wound. I what, or
size. Fill it with flower pots containing flow. I Housewife.—(1) A bowl of quicklime placed I the dish, 
ers, hiding the pots with green moss. Round in your cupboard will absorb all the moisture
the edges inside fix a wooden trough, and in so you need not feel uneasy about the damp’ I Flower lore for September
this and all along plant hanging creepers and ness of which you complain. (2) A damn flannel • , Wer.
lucopodium, also some ivy, and let this latter I dipped in the best whiting will remove the ,!i I flmZ if • ? “a lmportant month to the 
.11 o.„ ,h. ,h«,. After a. coloration front cnlri 1.7 *h’ ^ -k- «■.

ranged, gild the barrow on the outside. It is I Nellie K.-Do not undertake to dve nr tho«e w! h l ? H may 16 of eervioe to 
esttogetthedry gilding powder, two pack bleach your hair. Zve Îo nZ 1’Z $

ages of bronze, and four of the yellow gilt pack- have done your part by washing and brushing the best foï lilies Thir,"" !^^^ ’’8 
ages with a liquid that comes for mixing with J. A. R.-How can I make a mattress, ha" sodding lawn! -AsTe™ make f°F
it. Use a flat camel’s hair brush an inch wide- I ing no corn husks, and not being able to rest on I plants at this seasnn p „ window pot- 
Wh„ .h, i. thoroughly dry, v.rnl.h the f...h,„l A„.-The,o J.J‘.IZZ ‘“l"
surface with white varnish and ,t will retain its for feathers. Curled hair, which, however, is Moss in a Ln indicates that the • 
brightness. Stand on a bright red rug or mat. costly, is the best. The next best is the South- either poor or wet.-Ivy.,eaVeZL„t “ 
-Dorcas Magazine. ern moss, which is quite cheap. Then there among the best of window pLZ caTJ, ,7

A pretty jewel case can be made as follows : are the heads of bullrushes, which when stored on lifting all u i 7 plants.—CalculateCor.rU,. ooU,d.wi,h Ulk or „U, „y d„i„d „. „ Ugb, „d «ody „ fju,^7d~ 7

color, line the ms,de with cotton batting and the gathering. Oat chaff thoroughly dusted toward, getting hvLnth, and it n 7 
, cover with the 8ilk or satin’ nail ar0“nd the and stitched down through and through every bulbs platted soon heF Dutch

edge with small brass tacks a box pleating of 6 inches apart is a soft and healthful mattress. Remove the annual plant, as soon a, tb . 
narrow satin ribbon. The outside can be made Oat straw managed the same way is also very beauty is over, excepting thosTfoZ 
more elaborate by pamting or embroidering a good. It will not be difficult to get com husks; same flowering bulb never blooms but 
pretty spray of flowers on the top. if one will get two quarts of early Canada corn future flowers coming from a nZ prog,nv

Scarf or large chair or easel ,s made o a and plant it in hills 3 feet apart and 3 grain. Aim to grow window-plants wuLL b , 
long half-width of coarse linen cheese-cloth, of to a hill, in May, there will be enough husks thy foliage, and they w»l be ha^o ’ 
a most aesthetic yellowness. Each side has an | for two or three good mattresse | without flowers.-livers of floZZ
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the United States), and as the weather was 
very (country in South America) I was quite 
cola when I reached home.

Ellis Augustine.

, people, never failing in each month to find 
something new to delight them.—If chrysan
themums receive an occasional dose of liquid 
manure after the buds have set, the increased 
bloom later will pay for the attention.

It to worth while to take special pains to 
protect summer flowers against the first frosts, 
for usually after these we have a good deal of 
fine, warm weather.

The planting of memorial trees, commemor
ative of births or other events, is a beautiful 
custom that should be increased.

A mass of crocuses or snow-drops cannot be 
well grown in one year. They should be 
planted in the fall months, giving them a place 
where they may remain undisturbed for half a 
decade at least.

In an atmosphere that is moist enough to 
suit plant-life, flower pots get green in time. 
In washing such, if a little chloride of lime be 
put in the water, it will be a longer time before 
they will become green again.

Geraniums that are lifted, potted and cut 
back to about one-third of each branch, and 
then kept in a cool, light and airy place, but 
where it never freezes, will flower handsomely 
about midwinter or later.

'ülfncte <tSom’e department. m
■

.My Dear Nephews and Nieces,—In a few 
days the youth of the nation will be at their 
books for another term. At these writing pre
parations for school are going on in many 
homes, and bright anticipations are cherished 
by parents and young people of progress in 
knowledge and high standing in studies.

A splendid holiday you have had, no doubt, 
and now I hope you feel like setting to work 
again with earnest good will.

I did not receive as many good puzzles as I 
should have liked last month. I suppose you 
were too busy. I hope the busy season will 
soon be over and that those who are competing 
for the prizes will wake up and work in earnest 
till the end of the year, and these cool short 
days tells us it is not far distant. Uncle Tom.

: t 7—ANAGRAM.

Het ebwakgri savew seddha gihh,
No a rtnes dan korc-ubdno sotac, 
Nad eht dwoos ngaaist a rytmso yks, 
Erhtei atgni cbarnesh sotdse.

- - If
16 ; h

I : S*

l

. H siAnnie B. Craig.\ : I 8-SOME HIDDEN PRODUCTS OF ONTARIO.

1. He always rose very early.
2. I was not hurt but terribly frightened.
3. I cannot see how he attends to so much 

work.
4. He said he would go at six if you were 

ready.
5. I climbed the rope as'easily as a sailor.
6. His kindness will never be effaced from

i
i

:

- ItI! • ’ 11
* ni

my memory.
7. Many teachers teach one year in a place, 

W. S. Howell.! : ■: !

I ■ P- then flit away.
: 1 9—ENIGMA.

My first is in office but not in wheel,
My second is in orange but not in peel,
My third is in run but not in jump,
My fourth is in ground but not in stump, 
My fifth is in tree but not in brush,
My sixth to in satin bnt not in plush,
My seventh is in Mike but not in Pat.
My eighth is in mouse but not in rat,
My ninth is in tin but not’in'wire,
My tenth is in lard but not in squire,
My eleventh is in stove but not in fire.
My whole is the name of a sentimental flower.

Agnes M. Frood.

-
: Puzzles.

1—DIAMOND.i

A consonant; a preposition ; fear ; a proprie
tor in a parish; a noted person in the North
west trouble; a color; to banish; a body of water; 
a consonant.

■il
Thos. J. Lindsay.

2—DROP VOWEL PUZZLE. *x

B - w - s - t-d-y’t-sm-dn-sst - d-f-r 
N - xt d - y th - f-t-1 pr - c-d-nt -11 pi - - d ; 
Th - s - n t • 11 w - sd - m - s - sh - d - • t

-f 1-f-
Pr - or - st - n • t - - n - s th - th- - f -f t - m -.

Tiios^ J. Lindsay.

3 —illustrated rebus.

A glass filled with triternas, or flame-flowers, 
out at from one to three feet long, with ricinus 
or acanthus leaves, forms an attractive table- 
ornament. It should be stood

-
:

:Vi
S on an opened 

paper, however, because of the defect of this 
flower in showering down minute particles of 
sticky moisture.

Answers to August Puzzles.
PAR 
I j N T S 
S1 S E L 

S D O W 
N U V E 
O W*E R 
ONE

It

5ET
R

One great secret in keeping plants free from 
insects to to keep them healthy. There is some
thing about a healthy plant that insects do not 
like, and such a one will seldom be badly 
troubled ; never if sickly ones are near for them 
to get upon. Health depends mostly on diet, 
light and air, and if these points will be 
studied and physicking less, the plants will be 
better off.

j|gea=é3
EL

::
j

Ti jN F8 & 
diEDjoxyS^

FaJL

E
2.— Sects—Sets — O 

Holly— Holy—L 
Cheat—Chat - E 
Grain—Grin—A 
Horse—Hose—R. Cape Clear. 
TAPER 
TEASE 
ALLIE 

NET

more

3.—■ ; (

Propagation by cutting to an easily accom
plished and delightful means of raising 
plants, and this is the right season to go about 
it for getting stock for next spring. The saucer 
Bystem is recommended to amateurs, because 
of its simplicity and certainty. Any dish that 
to water-tight and about two inches deep and 
filled nearly even full of sand, with 
to equipments. Into this, cuttings made from 
the ends of shoots, and with the leaves of the 
lower parts that go into the sand cut off, should 
be inserted, placing them so close together 
almost to touch. Set the saucer thus filled in 

sunny window, and supply it with enough 
water all times to keap the sand just covered. 
In from one to three weeks, depending on the 
kinds, roots will appear.

new

T
ATE

STEELto)-1
4. —Straw, warts; was, saw; gum, mug; ram, 

mar; room, moor.
5. —Lonely; lone; one.
6. —Though the world smile on you blandly.

Let your friends be choice and few; 
Choose your course, pursue it grandly, 
And achieve what you pursue.

7. —Brawl, crawl; mound, bound; rend, send; 
jacket, packet; parley, barley; tart, dart.

8. —As a man lives so shall he die,
As a tree falls so it shall lie. x

9. —One curls up and dyes and the other 
makes faces and busts.

4—syncopations.
A mere show = Expense.
An enemy = To discover,
A locality = A step.
A kind of flower = A horse.
A poet = Another poet.
A river in Ireland = Part of the body. 
Syncopated letters will give a vegetable 

Henry Reeve.

!'
answer as

■

as

! a 5—Metagram.
Whole I am a garment. Change my head 

and get successively :—A relish; plague; a joke; 
to try; bird s home; a point in the compass;

Annie M. Scott. 
6—geographical puzzle.

■: - \a Names of Those Who have Sent Cor- x 
rect Answers to August Puzzles.

Henry Willson, Robert Wilson, E. W. 
Hutcheson, Annie M. Scott, Jane Thompson, 
Robert Kerr, Frank L. Milner, Henry Reeve, 
•Jane L. Martin, I, J. Stéele, Belle Q’Phee, 
Joseph Allen, Wm Webster, Alice Mackie, 
•Georgia Smith, William A Laidman, Willie B.
Bell, Will Thirwall, Minnie A. Stevens, Becca u 
Lowry, Wm. Jackson, Lottie A. Boss, R. J., 
Risk, Tillie Hod gins, Alice Illume, Emma 
Dennee, Ellen D. Tupper, Mary Morrison, 
Charles H. Foster, Thos. J. Lindsay, Emily 
McKeen, Lizzie Carter, Ada Montgomery. 
Frank Tomlinson, H. G. Moran, Joseph Elli
son, Carrie Cousins, Geo. J. McPherson, Peter 
Sill..

pause.
To determine when this takes places exactly, 

the cuttings of the different kinds should be 
examined from time to time, and 
roots, however small, appear on any, the cut
ting should be potted. Set them in light earth, 
in rather small pots at first. They should also 
be shaded lightly from the sun for a week, 
now, with the soil not saturated to the extent 
the sand in the

One day in (river in Austria) I went for _ 
drive, and on the way home being very (coun
try in Europe), I stopped at an (river in Swit
zerland), and going to the keeper, who was a 
very (islands in the Pacific) (island in the Irish 
sea) and dressed in a suit of (river in Scotland) 
clothes, I asked for something to eat. Imme
diately a (river in South America) placed upon 
the table some bread which was very (sea in 
Europe) and a (country in Asia) dish on which 

a (city in France) roasted (country in 
Europe) well seasoned with (Lake in the United 
States). After dinner I drove on again, but as 
itlwas a very (lake in the United States) time 
of the year the road was covered with (lake in

an as soon as
:
i;

!|ij S
J t as,1 ■

saucers was, they would, if 
unshaded, flag to their injury. After growth 
begins, the young plants should have 
ft place as 
through the winter.

!.;!i was; : as sunny 
be provided for them, and all
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'S'weather was 

I was quite

lUGUSTINK.

lit# pttU (SommerciaL many instances before they were well out in 
head.
tedious cutting, and plenty of fields are still 
uncut, and will have to be out with the scythe.

LIVE STOCK.
The Montreal “Gazette” reports the British 

market as follows:—
“There has been some change for the better 

in the condition of the' British cattle ttade, 
which is evidenced in an improved demand, 
and a half cent gain in values as compared with 
a week ago. Receipts of cattle from Canada 
and the United States have fallen off materi- 
ally, in fact have been light during the week, 
which has contributed to the development of 
a more healthy tone. The supplies from other 
sources, however, have continued to reach fab 
proportions. Our special from Livèrpool to
day reports trade in better shape under a 
steady demand from buyers, who paid an ad
vance from the figures ruling last Monday, and 
this afternoon a fair clearance was effected. 
Prime Canadian steers sold at 13}o. Fair to 
choice grades were atl3o.; poor to medium at 
12c.; and inferior and bulls at 9c. to lOJo. 
The sheep trade has been demoralized, and 
seems to be going from bad to worse. Supplies 
at all the markets are heavy, and values have 
sharply declined one cent per pound, with a 
very dull demand. Best sheep at Liverpool to
day were at 12c.; secondary qualities at 10c. 
to Ho.; Merinoesat 9Jo. to 104o.; and Inferiors 
and rams at 7c. to 8Jo. All the foregoing quo
tations are calculated at 480 in the £. Re
frigerated beef in Liverpool is cabled higher at 
6fcd per lb. for hindquarters and 4jd for fore
quarters. London also is cabled higher at 4s 
6d for hindquarters and 3s 2d for forequarters, 
per 8 lbs. by the carcase. The following shows 
the prices of prime Canadian steers In Liver
pool on the dates mentioned:—

The wet weather has made it very
Making Cookies.

“Saturday morning, no lessons to-day ; 
Hurrah for business, and then we can play,” 
So merrily say my little girls three,
While they are busy as they can be,

Making ginger cookies!

“Two cups of molassas, of butter one—
0, mamma, isn’t this jolly fun?
The ginger and soda we’ll not leave out;
We must mind closely what we are about, 

Making ginger cookies!

“We mix the dough in a nice little lump, 
And knead it together thumpety-thump; 
Never allow it to stick to the pan,
We must do it just right if we can,

Kneading ginger cookies!

“We’ll roll it so gently, this way, then that, 
Till its as thin as the rim of your hat;
Then cut them out smoothly, firmly and true; 
Remember, no ragged edges will do,

Cutting ginger cookies!

“We’ll make for papa a bouncing big one,
As ever was seen in the light of the sun;
Dear Baby Ernest shall have a fat pig,
’Twill set him to dancing, jigety-jig—

Funny ginger cookies !

Tiik Farmkr’s AdvOcats Offici, 
London, Ont., Sept. 1, 1885. 

August has been a trying month ] for the 
farmers in Ontario. The early part of the 
month was very hot, and culminated in a very 
heavy rain storm, and for nearly three weeks 
past the weather has been very wet, so much 
so that it has seriously delayed the harvest 
work and done a good deal of damage to the 
crops. Trade, on the whole, is very quiet, but 
dealers are looking forward to a fair trade this 
fall. A leading commercial p$,per in the States, 
the “Prices Current,”gives the situation across 
the lines as follows: —

“The most hopeful feature in the business 
outlook is the change in public sentiment 
which has taken place'during the last few 
months. Everybody believes that the prices 
of commodities in general have touched bot
tom, and that changes must now be for the 
better. We say everybody, but of course there 
are exceptions to the rule; the constitutional 
croakers can see nothing encouraging because 
their line of vision is circumscribed by the

9;ihh, 1 
tac,
iso yks, i||'
: B. Craig. 
ONTARIO.

’

ightened. 
to so much

if you were

is a sailor, 
effaced from

ir in a place, 
. Howell.

sel,
peel,
>.
stump,
i,
sh,
Pat.
at,

habit of looking onlyat the dark side of things, 
but fortunately their ranks have been thinned 
out, and they are now in the minority. Public 
sentiment has undoubtedly assumed a more 
confident tone, and this sentiment has substan
tial grounds for its existence. First of all, 
liquidation of debts has gone on until most of 
the debris from the May panic of last year has 
been cleared away, leaving an open field for

re,
Then in a buttered tin, all in a row,
Into a piping-hot oven they’ll go,
Please go back, mamma, and shut up the door, 
I’m sure we don’t need your help any more, 

Baking ginger cookies!”

fire,
tal flower. 
VI. Frood.

izzles.
—Carrie W. Pember.

One Wrong Brick.
Some workmen were lately building a large 

brick tower, which was to be carried up very 
high. In laying a corner, one brick, either by 
accident or carelessness, was set a very little 
out of line. The work went on without its 
being noticed, but as each course of bricks was 
kept in line with those already laid, the tower 
was not put up exactly straight, and the higher 
they built the more insecure it became. One 
day, when the tower had been carried up about 
fifty feet, there was a tremendous crash. The 
building had fallen, buryipg the men in the 
ruins. AH the previous work was lost, the ma
terials wasted, and, worse still, valuable lives 
were sacrificed—and all from one brick laid 
wrong at the start. The workman at fault in 
this matter little thought how much mischief 
he was making for the future. Do we ever 
think what may come of one bad habit, one 
brick laid wrong? Young people 
building a character for life. How 
to sec that all is kept straight.—Observer.

Bessie Adair. 4
The pride of my heart is sweet Bessie Adair, 
There was never another so radiant and fair ; 
Never were eyes so bonny and blue,
Never was heart so faithful and true.
A bright little fairy, with golden brown hair, 
Is my own little darling—my Bessie Adair.
Her voice is the sweetest I ever have heard.

* She’s merry—light-hearted—free as a bird.
* T love—but am silent—in silence adore.

I try to forget her —yet love her the more :
If I only might tell her—But no! I don’t dare. 
And yet how I love her—sweet Bessie Adair.
And now I will tell you my reasons for this, 
How Iflong for—But dare not ask even a kiss. 
She’s rich, I am poor, with my fortune to 

make,
And no one can tell how long that will take, 
So until I can marry—it would not be fair 
To whisper*1! love you—sweet Bessie Adair.’

—Jeflie Forbiish Hanaford.

N E
R solvent business men, who can never compete 

with the insolvent and reckless. Second, good 
crops of all agricultural productions, except 
winter wheat, are either an accomplished fact 
or so near it that no general failure is to be 
feared. Third, stocks of general commodities 
in distributors’ hands have been reduced by 
the conservative methods of business, until it 
is no longer practicable to cut them down fur
ther, and therefore the demand upon original 
sources of supply must be at least equal to the 
current consumption, which consumption, if 
only slightly enlarged, will make all the dif
ference there is between dull times and a fairly 
prosperous trade."

1885. 1884
per lb. per lb. 
cents. cents. 

134 154

pe Clear.

August 24,
August 17 
August 10 
August 3.
July 27...
July 20...
July 13. . .
July 6 ...
J une 29..

The following shows the price of beet sheep 
in Liverpool on the dates mentioned: —

13
. 134

13
" 124

14
14, mug; ram,
144
15WHEAT.

The trade in this article is very dull, and 
prices have declined considerably the past 
month. How long this will last.is very hard to 
say. One thing is certain, there is not much 
danger of famine prices for wheat this winter.

The crop of spring wheat in Ontario will not 
be more than half what it was last year, while 
in some sections there will be a good deal of 
damaged winter wheat. In the States the 
damage to the spring wheat crop is not nearly 
so great as was at one time reported. The 
average quality of the winter wheat in the 
States it is estimated will be better than last 
year, and the spring wheat not so good.

BARLEY

has beon pretty well ruined by the rains in 
many sections, except for feed.

PEAS

are good where they have been saved before the 
rains came on.

■ou blandly, 
d few; 
i grandly, are now 

important 1885. 1884.e.
per lb. fper lb. 
cents. cents.

rend, send; 
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the other

\ August 24 
August 17 
August 10 
August 3. 
July 27... 
July 20 ... 
July 13 .

12 16
13
13x
13
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CHEESE

has ruled very dull the’"past month. July 
cheese are still in the factories unsold, and we 
shall not be surprised to see them move out at 
very low figures. What these figures .will be 
is hard to say. Factory men have been acting 
very unwisely in not accepting the market 
price for July cheese. The result is that Can
adian factory men have their July make, and 
the States July make are all sold and on the 
way to market. Buyers who have examined 
J uly cheese lately say that they are not keep

%

» • " OATS
will not be the crop they were last year, from 
the fact that they were very badly lodged in
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Sept. 29.
St-pt. 29, Oct. 1

. .Utterson 

.. Chatham
.. Durham........... Sept. 29-30.
. St. Catharines. .Sept 29 30. 
. Alisa Craig.. .. Sept 29-30.
.. Flesherton___Sept. 29-30.

Sept. 29-30.

PRICES AT ST. LAWRENCE MARKET, TORONTO. Stephenson........
Peninsular...........
Grey.......................
Lincoln.................
Northern.............
East Grey..........
North Bruce----
Western..........
Central.................
Peel...... ................
North fiimcoe ..,
South Lanark...
Tuckersmith ...
West Huron-----
South Grimsby..
Somerville..........
Dufferin..............
West Durham ..
East Lambton ..
Blenheim............
Kincardine..........
Georgina Union 
Port Elgin .....
Chesley..............
Glenelg.................
West Middlesex..
Greenock............
Esquesing..........
Sout.H Norwich..
South wold ....
Dunwich..............
East Sitncoe 
South Oxford...
Palmerston........
Holland...............
Elma.....................
NQssa?aweva----
South Perth----
South Simcoe
Union..................
Pickering............
Tara.......................
West Elgin..........
North Ontario ..
Melancthon ------
Haldimand........
North Brant ....
North York........
Northern............
Momington........
Prince Edward .
Southern.............
West Simcoe ...
Puslinch............
Osprey..................
Stan’ev.................
East York..........
South Waterloo.
Northumberland
Halton..................
Wallace..............
Euphrasia.......................Rocklyn

Rosemont. 
Blenheim. 
Brighton.. 
Fullarton.
Forest___

East Riding, Peterboro.Norwood .
Blvthe .... 
Schomberg

fog well, and are badly off in many oases. 
Another fact that factory men have lost sight 
of is that August make will be fit to ship in 
another week, and then buyers wont want 
July cheese at any price. Those who were wise 
enough to sell may well congratulate them
selves on their good luck.

butter.

............. SO 45 oChickens, per pair............. .
Ducks, do......................
Butter, pound rolls...............
Butter, large rolls................
Butter, Inferior..................
Lard..........................................
Bacon ........................................
Turkeys______ _ —...............
Geese.................. * •
Cheese.....................................
Eggs, fresh, per dozen........
Potatoes, per bag (new)....
Ant les, per bbl......................
Cabbage, per dozen ...........
Turnips, per bag...................
Carrots, per bag....................
Beets, per bag.........................
Parsnips, per peck...............
Onions, per bushel...............

0 70 0
0 20
0 13 0

.. Paisely
.. Westminster .. Sept. 30.
.. Peterboro 
.. Brampton 
. .Collingwood ... Sept. 29, Oct. 2
..Perth...................Sept 30, Oct. 2
... Seaforth............Oct. 1-2.
.. Goderich..........  Oct. 1-2.
..Smithville .. ..Oct. 1-2.

,. .Coboconk.......... Oct. 1-2,
,.. Orangeville .... Oct. 1-2.
... Bowman ville .. Oct. 1-2.
.. Wyoming 
.. .Drumbo
.. Kincardine___Oct. 1-2,

Oct 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct 1-3,

8
11 Sept 29, Oct. 1 

Sept. 29, Oct. 19
.........0 75

0 86
0 9
0 13
0 60

The annual improvement on butter, which is 
almost certain to be experienced at about this

to have set in, and

l oo
0 25
0 35
0 20period of the season, seems 

although there is no excitement or vigor to be 
noted, there is a manifestly better feeling, 
which, however, is confined to creamery and 
best dairy, for which more enquiry has been 

The creamery make in this pro-

Oct. 1-2. 
Oct. 1-2.

0 36
0 15
1 00

. Sutton ..

.Saugeen.
, Chesley .
Mark dale 
Strathroy
Pinkerton.... a. Oct. 2.

..........Georgetown___Oct. 2.

.......... Otterville............Oct. 2-3

...........Iona.....................Oct. 3.
.......... Dundalk............Oct 5-6
.......... Orillia.................Oct 6-7-
.......... Ingeraoll . ,OcL.
.......... Palmerston----- Oct. 6.
.......... Chatsworth___ Oct. 6.
.......... Ne wry............... Oct. 6.
.......... Brock ville.........Oct. 6.
.......... St. Mary's
..........Cookstown___ Oct. 6-7.
.......... Baillieboro’.... Oct. 6-7.

Oct. 6-7.

LIVE STOCK MARKETS.
Buffalo, Aug 25,1885.

CATTLE.
Cattlx—Receipts, 7.246, against 7,3'10 the previous 

week. The cattle market opened up slow on Monday with 
141 car loads on sale. The attendance of buyers was 
«rood, and later in the dav bade became fairly active at 
an advance of SfffilO cents per hundred over the rates of 
the previous Mondav. Sales to shippers ran from #4 75@ 
*5. Some lots of best going at higher figures. Stockers 
were in better demand, selling at 83 25(93 60. There 
were only three car loads received on Tuesday and 
Wednesday which were sold to the local trade. Anything 
like a fair supplv wo’*ld have made a decline, as the re
ports from the east were unfavorable. Of Michigan cat
tle 20 steers av. 1,020lbs., sold at $f 25; do. av. 1.3321hs. at 
*5 65; 16 do. av. 1,378 lbs. at 85 85: 24 do. av. 1,077 lbs. at 
85 20 : 20 do. av. 1.077 lbs. at 86 25 ; 16 cows and heifers 
av. 956 lbs. at 84 15. The following were the dosing

developed.
vince has been closely sold up and at full prices 
Recently sales of over 2,000 packages have 
been made at 19c to 19Jc at the factory, and 
the market is unquestionably firmer, 
cable orders have been received since Saturday, 
and on creamery at least matters are looking 

Private letters from Liverpool

Fresh

Oct. 6 7.satisfactory, 
report that finest creamery will be wanted at 
about 100s, but hint that no higher prices may 

There has been some
............Pickering
.............Tar a................. Oct. 6-7.
.............Wallacetown .. Oct. 6-7.
............ Uxbridge

.............Shelburne
............Cayuga

............Parie...........
.......... Newmarket .... Oct. 6-7.
...........Walkerton ..
.......... Milverton...
...........Picton.........
.......... Brantford ..
...........Barrie ... ...
...........Puslinch ...
........  Maxwell ....
........Bayfield------
.........Markham ..
.........Galt..................
.......... Wark worth..

be looked for just yet. 
enquiry for finest dairy, for selections of which 
17c would he paid. It is reported that a large 
local operator is quietly buying in the Town
ships all the desirable lots he can pick up, and 
it begins to look as if the farmer would come 
out ahead as usual, 
much prospect for low and medium grades of 
dairy butter, of which there is a large supply 
held in the country.

Oct.. 6-7. 
Oct. 6-7. 
Oct 6-7. 
Oct. 6-7.

QUOTATIONS :

Extra Beeves—Graded steers weighing
1,460 lbs. and upwards.............................

Choice Beeves—Fine, fat, well-formed
steers, weighing 1.300 to 1,400 lbs..... 5 40 @ 6 65 

GoodHeeve»—Well-fattened steers weighing
1,-200'to 1 350 lbs................................. ..

Medium grades—Steers In fine flesh, weigh
ing 1.050 to 1,250 lbs..................................

Oxen—Coarse rough to extra.........................
Good Butchers’ Beeves—Light, fat steers,

weighing 900 to 1,000 lbs..........................
Heifers—Fair to choice.....................................
Cows and Heifers—Good to choice.............
Texas and Cherokees, corn fed.......................

grassy .........................
Mixed Butchers’ Stock - Common steers,

stags, old cows, light heifers, etc..........
Stockers—Good to choice western, weigh

ing from 950 to 1,000...................................
Canadian feeders..................................................
Stock hulls............................................................
Butchers’ do., fair to good...............................
Veals— Fair to prime of 160 to 210 lbs.

, average........................................... —............

85 75 @85 90

..Oct. 6-9.
.. Oct. 7.

Oct. 7 8. 
..Oct. 7-9.
.. Oct. 7-9.
,.. Oct. 8.
.. Oct 8.
.. Oct. 8-9.
.. Oct. 8-9.
.. Oct. 8-9.
.. Oct 8-9.
.. Oct. 8-9.
.. Oct. 8-9.
.. Oct. 9-7 
.. Oct. 9.
.. Oct. 12-13.

Oct. 13. 
..Oct. 13.

Oct 13 14. 
.. Oct. 13-14.

Oct 13-14. 
... Oct. 13-14.

5 35 @ 6 60

4 90 @ 5 15 
8 60 @ 5 00

here is, however, not

4 25 @ 4 80 
3 80 @ 4 25 
3 25 @ 4 00 
3 75 @ 4 00 
3 00 @ 3 25

3 OO @ 3 75

APPLES.
A London, Eng., circular reports the apple 

crop of England as follows:—It is generally 
admitted throughout Kent (and this county 
sends more apples to the London market than 
any other) that the aggregate yield of market
able fruit will barely reach an average crop, 
mainly earlie-. In the Midlands the prospects 
are more encouraging, 
varieties are well ropped, but owing to the 
continued drought and presence of blight on 
the trees, fears are entertained that size and 
quality will not come up to the average pro ’ 

duction.
After due consideration of the whole of the 

facts set forth in the various reports, the im
pression produced and net result obtained for 
practical purposes is:—

(1) That the apple crop of Europe, taking it 
whole, will be in excess of that of last

doDo
Listowel ..

Rosemont...
Harwich----
Brighton Tp 
Fullarton ... 
Forest Union

3 00 (8) 8 25 
3 2S <8 3 60
2 00 <8 2 50
3 00 @ 3 60

4 50 (8 5 25
Morris..
King Tp 
Asphodel, Belmont and 

Dummer................. ‘

SHEEP.
Receipts, 27.100, against 28,000 the previous week. 

The supply of sheep numbered 9,600. The market 
opened up with an active demand at prices 12$c higher 
than those ruling at the dose of the previous week. The 
receipts were light on Tuesday and the market steady. 
On Wednesday 9 carloads were on sale, and prices were 
stronger at the close fair to good 70 to 80 lb. sheep sold 
at $3 *0 to $63 90 ; 80 to 90 lb., 83 90 to 84 00 ; 90 to 100 
lb.. 34 to #4 15 ; 100 to 115 lb, $4 25 to 84 50 ; culls, SI 75 
to 82 50 : lambs, fair to good, 34 to S5 75. We note sales 
of 39 M'chigan sheep av. 87 lbs. at 33 86 ; 105 av. 81 
lbs. 3360 ; 1*1 av. 63 lbs. at 32 50: 168 av. 62 lb*, at 32 20: 
101 av. 64 lbs at 32 50 ; 128 av. 108 lbs. at $4 15 ; 57 lambs 
av. 87 lbs. at 35 75.

Both early and late Oct. 13-14. 
. Oct. 13-14. 
.Oct. 13-14. 
.Oct. 13-14. 
Oct. 13-14. 
Oct. 13-14. 
Oct 14. 
Oct. 14-15. 
.Oct. 15-16.

Norwood

Eramosa..........
Reach ..............
Manvers..........
Norfolk Union 
Murray Tp ...
Uxbridge........
Caledonia........

Eramosa.. 
.Port Perry 
Bethany/..
Simcoe___
Wooler ... 
Goodwood.

LEADING MANITOBA FAIRS.
Provincial Exhibition, St. Boniface..........
Brandon, No 1................................... .............

“ No. 2............ ..................................
Emerson. Dominion City............................. .
Portage La Paairie.......................-..................
Turtle Mountain, No. 1, Deloraine..........
Minnedosa No. 1, Rapid City.......................

Sept. 28 Oct 3 
..Oct. 14-15

........ Oct. 1-2
.........Oct. 7 8
.......... Oct. 15
.........Sep. 29-30

.......... Oct. 7

HOGS.
Receipts, 23,115, against 34.817 the previous week. The 

hog market opened upon Monday with a fair demand at 
former prices, ruled steady on Tuesday and Wednesday, 
closing with good to choice Yorkers selling at 34 80 t,n 
34 90; fai»- do. 34 65 to 34 75 ; medium g*ades fair to 
choice. 34 70 to 34 75; good to extra heavy. 34 70 to 34 80; 
nigs, common to choice, 33 50 to 34 50 ; skips and culls, 
33 to 33 50.

LEADING AMKRICAN'FATRS.
Am Institute.................. New York...........Sept. 30, Dec. 5
Illinois................................Chicago.............. Sept. 14 18.
Michigan............................Kalamazoo .... Sept. 14-18.
Milwaukee....................... Industrial............Sept. 2-Oct. It.
Minneapolis.....................Industrial........... Aug. 31-Sept. o.
Minnesota........................ St Paul............... Sept. 7-12.
New England...................Bangor, Me-----Sept 15.
New York....................... Albany................ Sept. 10-16.
Pennsylvania................... Philadelphia... Sept. 27-Oct.
Rhode Island...................Providence-----Sept. 21-25.
St Louis...........................St. Louis...........Oct. 6-10.
St. Louis.......................... Exposition .. ..Sept. 9-Oct. 24.
Tr-State........ .................Toledo, O............ Sept 7 12.
Vermont.................. .. Burlington.........Sept. 7 li

as a 
year.

(2) Thfi,t fall shipments of American and 
Canadian apples to Glasgow and Liverpool 
should meet with fair demand at values ruled 
by supply.

(3) That shipments to London of winter 
fruit will, as in similar seasons, compare favor
ably in net proceeds with other markets on 
this side.

Dates of Coming Fairs.
Horticultural ... Sept. 5.

Sept 7-12. 
Sept. 7-19. 
Sept. 8-10. 
Sept. 18-19. 
Sept. 21-95. 
Sept; 22-23. 
Sept. 22-23. 
Sept. 2’-25. 
Sept. 22-24. 
Sept. 23.

Collingwood Sept. 23-24.
Belleville..........Sept. 23-94.

Sept. 23.2R.
Nnrth Perth...................... Stratford.......... Sept. 24-25.

.Sept. 24-26. 
.Sept. 25. 
Sept. 28: 

.Sept. 28-29.

Stratford..........
Provincial..........
Industrial ........
Berlin................
Mai abide............
Central ............
Mitchell..............
Hav..................
Southern.......... .
Lindsay..............
Osnabrück........
Foiling wood Tp

North Lanark .

... London..
.. .Toronto.. 
. ..Beriin...
,... Avlmer.. 
... Hamilton

.. Zurich........

.. St. Thomas 
.. Lindsay.... 
... Osnabrück .

PRICES AT FARMERS’ WAGONS, TORONTOs

Exhibition Notice.
The tent of the Farmer’s Advocate will he 

pitched upon the grounds at both the London 
and Toronto exhibitions. All farmers desiring 
to have a sample copy rjratis can have one by 
applying at the tent. We will also send sam
ple copies to any of their friends whom they 
think would he likely to become subscribers. 
Mr. Weld will attend the London exhibition 
on the 9th and 10th, and will be at Toronto on 
the 16th and 17th, at which places he will 
gladly meet his friends and patrons,

Aug. 28th, 1885.
.........30 80
........  0 80

81Wheat, fall, per bushel 
Wheat, spring, do.
Wheat, goose, do;
Barley,
Oats,
Peas,
Rye,
Beans,
Dressed hogs, per 100 lbs..............
Beef, forequarters .........................
Beef, hindquarters...........................
Mutton, carcass...............................

81
0 70 
0 55

71
65 Almontedo

do. 37.........0 37
650 64 . Clinton___

.. Ilderton___
. .Woodstock 
..Whitby ....
. Stonev Creese ..Sept. 28-29. 
.. Guelph..1:. ... Sept. 28-30.

Sept. 28-29.
Cannington___Sept. 28-29.
Ripley

Hullett ........
London Tp...

South Ontario
Saltfleet........
Central............
South Huron. 
Horticultural 
Huron..............

do. 00.........0 70do. 251 00do. 00........  6 50
503 50
007 50
006 00 Exeter

10 00 00 
11 00 00

Hay
Sept. 29.Straw
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283THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE.

BESIDES A VERY LARGE GENERAL STOCK OF I SHORTHORNS
_ - I Sixty-five head registered In B. A. Herd Book.

Fruit Frets, Omura. Trees, »iuLS55!5£SS5SSLi
Chexham, Lord Lotatt, Sir H Allsopp. Messrs. Bverall,

FRUITS FLOWERING SHRUBSi &L ^Add^às L C. PATTESON, Postmaster, Toronto, or
inuild, ILUnCnmU unnuuo, mu., | w P0MR0Y, ForemM| VandtUrt Farm.Eartwood.Ont

236-tf

t., 1885 Sept., 1885.
.Sept. 29.
.Sept. 29, Oet. 1 
Sept. 29-30. 
.Sept 29 30.
Sept 29-30. 
Sept. 29-30. 
Sept. 29-30. 
Sept. 30.
.Sept 29, Oct. 1. 
Sept. 29, Oct. 1 
Sept. 29, Oct. 2 
Sept 30, Oct. 2 
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2,
Oct 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct. 1-2.
Oct 1-3,
Oct. 2.

.Oct. 2.
Oct. 2-3 
Oct. 3.
Oct 5-6 
Oc! 6-7.
Oc‘.
Oct. 6.
Oct. 6.
Oct. 6.
Oct. 6.
.Oct. 6 7.
Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-7.
.Oct 6-7.
.Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-7.
Oct. 6-9.
Oct. 7.
Oct,. 7 8.
Oct. 7-9.
Oct. 7-9.

. Oct. 8.
Oct 8.
Oct. 8-9.
Oct. 8-9.
Oct. 8-9.
Oct 8-9.
Oct. 8-9.
Oct. 8-9.
Oct. 9.*
Oct. 9.
Oct. 12-13.
Oct. 13.
Oct. 13.
Oct 13 14.
Oct. 13-14.
Oct 13-14.

. Oct. 13-14.

Oct. 13-14.
. Oct. 13-14.
.Oct. 13-14.
Oct. 13-14.
Oct. 13-14.
Oct. 13-14.
Oct 14.
Oet. 14-15.
.Oct. 15-16.

Sept. 28 Oct 3 
.Oct. 14-15 

...Oct. 1-2 
Oct. 7-8

...........Oct. 15
.........Sep. 29-30
.........Oct. 7

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISING RATES.
The regular rate tor ordinary advertisements is 25a per 

line, or S3 per inch, nonpariel, and special contracts for 
definite time and space made on application

Advertisements unaccompanied by specific Instruction 
Inserted until ordered out, and oharged at regular rates.

The Farmer's Advocate it the unrivalled advertising 
medium to reach the farmers of Canada, exceeding in 
circulation the combined issues of all the other agricul
tural publications in the Dominion. Send for advertis
ing circular and an estimate.

invite attention to the following0
the CANADASPECIALTIES Business CollegeExtra Six* Apple Trees, in fruit-bud; cheap.

Niagara, Jessica, and other New Grapes,
Fay’s Prolific Red Currant.
Lee’s Prolific'Black Currant.
Plum Trees—An immense stock. All on the hardy 

Canadian stock ; cheap,
Norway Spruce, transplanted, 1 foot to 4 feet high, I oessful teachers.

Austrian anâ Scotch Pines, ditto. STUDENTS MAY ENTER AT ANY TIME.
We pack all stock to carry safely anywhere. por illuatrated Catalogue containing full partlou-
Descriptive Priced Catalogue (illustrated) free to all I )ar8i apply to 

applicants. | B. K, GALLAGHER,
Principal.

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS HAMILTON, IONT.,
The Oldest, Largest, and best Equipped Business College 

in the Dominion.
Under the personal Instruction of experienced and sue.

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The first annual exhibition of the above association 

will be held at
ERBROOEE, Que.

-----ON-----

October 6th, 7th and 8th.

$4,500 IN PREMIUMS.

GEO. LESLIE & SON,
TORONTO NURSERIES.

237-0

THE GENTS’ FURNISHING BOUSE
237-0

OF LONDON,Competition open to the world. Entries close 26th 
September.

Reduced railway fares from all points.
As this will be undoubtedly the largest exhibition ever 

held in the Easern Townships, it will afford breeders and 
manufacturers an unequalled opportunity to exhibit.

For Prize Lists and any other information, address 
ROBERT H. TVLEE,

Secy-Trtas., Sherbrooke, Que.

TORONTO EXHIBITION. 386 Richmond Street 386
■Opposite City Hall.

Positively the cheapest place in Lon; 
don to buy your Men’s and Boys 
Shirts. Overcoats, Woolen Under
wear, Shirts, Gloves, Hats,_ Caps, &c. 
See our goods and be convinced. ,

OAKLAND S Ï
237-a .

Messrs. COWAN and PATTESON | SWISS COTTAGE.
In order that the public may have an opportunity of 

juoging of the merits of our products as sold by us at our

OAKLANDS JERSEY DAIRY,
THE YONGE ST. ARCADE,

I. A ». ROSS.237-a
Will hold a combination sale of

FIRST- CLASS PHOTOGRAPHS.Highly Bred Shorthorns
and Shropshire Sheep . One of the attractions in the Art Department of the 

We are now erecting on the Toronto Exhibition Grounds 1 provincial Exhibition will be 
a Swiss cottage for the sale BÏ THE GLASS during the 1 

exhibition, of
r

Edy Brothers’ Exhibit of Fine 
Photos.

AT CLOCHMOHR, GALT,
OAKLANDS' KOUMISS,—ON—

Do not fail to examine them. If you want a Flret-elese 
a I Photo give them a trial. Prices moderate and work 

I guaranteed to please.
mast nutritious, pleasant and health-giving milk 

production in the world, and which has no equal as a 
^ remedy in cases of

Indigestion, Consumption 
and'Diabetes.

OCTOBER 13th, TheTUESDAY,
Cows, Bulls, Heifers and Calves of the best beef and 

milking strains, all registered in B. A. Herd Book.
The Shr-'pshiredowns will be chiefly of Lord Cheeham’s 

prize-winning blood Rams and Ewes.
Further particulars in our next issue. I „ In(Jeedi in extremely irritable states of the stomach,
Terms cash, or approved note at six months. I etrong Koumiss, in small quantities, seems to be the

no it. t r Patteson I only food that can be borne."—Dr. Geo L. Carrick, 
ToCro.itoKorG TmsirickiandrAuet?one«, ball. 237-a' lately Assistant Physician to Leith Hospital.
______ ' --------------------—------------------------ :-----  I <• Even a feeble and diseased stomach will digest large
Land for Hale.
-■—I "kind of food.”— Zieinssen Therapeutics.

Studlo-314 Dundas Street,
LONDON, OUT.237-a

Cider &WineMls 
and Presses.

i

CORN HUSKER8.
Best In Dominion.

Write for Circulars and Price 
List. Agents wanted. 

Address, II. SELLS A SONS 
1 954 Queen St. West,

Toronto, Ont.

-

!.
Sept. 30, Dea 5 
Sept. 14 18.
Sept. 14-18.
Sept. 2-Oct. 17. 
Aug. 31-Sept. 6. 
Sept. 7-12.
Sept 15.
Sept. 10-16.
Sept. 27-Oct. 
Sept. 21-25.
Oct. 5-10.
Sept. 9-Oct. 24. 
Sept 7-12.
. Sept. 7 11-

hundred acres of hardwood timber land for sale 
Lambton County, composed of 

and lots
Seven

in Warwick township,
lots five and east half eight on third concession, 
five west half of eix, and part of west half of seven on 
fourth concession, S. E. R. Portions of some of above 
lots are cleared and fenced ; all are choice lots for farms,

CHARLES J. KINGSTON,
Warwick West P. O.

CHAMPAGNE MILK A'so manufacturers of Sweet 
Curtd and Refined Ciders.

An effervescing, light, sparkling and agreeable beverage. I MEREDITH, Farm Lands Broker, 72 Dundas St. 
L west, London. Farm properties bought and sold In 
all parts of Ontario. Farms for sale In all counties of the 
Provi ce.

Apply to JERSEY ICE CREAM,237-c

Pethick&McDonaldCHOICE FARMS FOR SALE. Made from the cream of our own Jersey herd by our New 
York professional ice cream maker. The mot superior 
ice ertam in the markets of Canada. It has no equal. .

1CHEAPEST PLACE IN LONDON FOR•c.
OCATF. 
i the London 
rmers desiring 
have one by 

Iso send sam- 
ls whom they 

subscribers, 
on exhibition 
at Toronto on 
daces he will 
ons,

Pure Jersey Mille, ORDERED CLOTHING.will he Chatham.
2nd.—50 acres, s. w. 

cleared; frame house, church
$24d;-™acre?of9fine gVrden rod! H miles from Chat- I xu the products of our own farm i 
ham^Vrame house. *2,150, quarter cash, balance easy | »t our Dairy, 131 Yonge Street, To

900 acres lot 23, con. 5, Chatham Township.
Pattîy timbered6and partly cleared. Price *5,000; terms

s. BAHPOOT,
CHATHAM, Ont.

4 of lot 18, 7th con., Chatham; all 
and school on same lot. Jersey Buttermilk, ___

SEED WHEAT
Mediterranean Hyblld, large amber grains, long 
cou>|>act head, stiff straw, and first quality—beyond ques
tion the beet wheat grown in America Also Martin’s
Amber and Landretb'S White. All at *1.60 per 

KOBT. BELL, Je.,
Box SI, Henxxll, Ont,

and for sale at all times
ronto.

OAKLANDS JERSEYEDAIRY,
Toronto and Hamilton.

e
bushel. Bags 30 cents. 

236-h1 easy
2*7-a
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Notices.
A three days meeting of the American Pomo- 

logical Society will be held at Grand Rapids, 
Mich , U. S., commencing on the 9th of Sept. 
May practical and interesting pape 
read by prominent American and 
fruit growers.

Probably the most important novelties to be 
seen at our exhibitions this year will be two 
portable traction agricultural engines, both 
having novel and valuable improvements. One 
is being constructed by Mr. White, of London, 
the other by F. W. Glen, of Oshawa, Ont. 
Both are working better than any we have 
yet seen. You should not fail to examine them.

Mr. W. W. Hilbora, of Arkona, Ont., is in
troducing his new Black Raspberry, “Hilborn.” 
Mr. W. Crawford, of Ohio, U. S., has tried it 
for two seasons, and says it is altogether the 
best Black Cap he has ever seen.

The Ontario Veterinary College, .Toronto, is 
doing a good work in giving our farmers’ sons 
practical experience in the veterinary art. This 
institution has not only furnished us with many 
excellent veterinary surgeons, but has gained 
such a reputation that students attend from 
all parts of the Dominion and from nearly 
every State in the neighboring Republic. Many 
consider it the best Veterinary College on this 
continent, and many of its graduates occupy 
permanent positions as veterinary teachers in 
colleges in the United States, and the majority 
of the pupils turned out hold lucrative practices.

LAMBORN ROAD MACHINE, for Making a Mending Roads.
MADE OF IRON, WITH STEEL CONIFORM CUTTER BAR.

OTHERS. 6k THE LATEST AND BEST 
S. IMPROVEMENTS.

8

sIts *
3£ rs will be 

Canadian
EXCELS ALL;

$
ofc *1H 822 8it

►x H
! .8t

I
: h

Address
LAMBORN ROAD MACHINE CO., Limited, MEDIA, PA.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

:till)
ii 837-0 U. S. A.H ' )|i! ; fti - 3 Dennis’ Improved Potato Digger and Mould Board Plough.I
1

it
1

• i

: ifip
li

1 !
it:

These Diggers have been In use for many years, and are giving perfect satisfaction, and can show many flattering 
testimonials to that effect. Price for Digger, on hiard.cars, $16.00, jwith mould board attachment, $20.00.

237-a For particulars address R UKNNIS, London, Ont.

ii i
1:1 Moreton Lodge,

GUELPH, ONT.
40 OOT8WOLD RAMS 
60 SOUTHDOWN RAMS

1
:I

For sa'e, also a number of choice Ewes, both Colswold 
and Sonthdowns.

14 SHORTHORN BULLS
15 HEREFORD BULLS,

12 to 20 months old.

CHATHAM, ONT. Undoubtedly the meet thorough In the Dominion. Entered on its 
Tenth Scholastic Year on Tuesday, Sept. 1st. Te» years of earnest efforts; Ten years of ’ 
success ; Ten years of concentrated and well directed energies, has given this institution an enviabl- 
among the business colleges of America. For catalogue address D. McLACHLAN, Principal. 237-c

The Moreton Lodge Herds and Flocks willpare favorably in regard to breeding and individua'l’ex
cellence with any on this continent.

I

The Forest City Business College,i. HEM CLIMAX 237-a W• STONE, Guelph, Cnnatla.Corner Richmond and King Sts.,
LONDON, ONT.

f

KING OF FOODS VALUABLE FARM OF 200 ACRES FOR SALE,J. W. WESTERVELT and J. H. W. YORK, Props. 
Late Prin. and Founder of 

Woodstock Bus. Coll.
FOR

Late Penman Woodstock 
College. being Lot 10, Concession 2, Township of B’enbeim, Coun

ty of Oxford, 180 acres cleared, balance well wooded; soil 
light clay loam; good barns, fair house, young orchard, 20 
to 25 acres of summer fallow. Situated 1 mile and a half 
from the Village of Princeton. Possession given March 
1st, 1886. Terms rash, or on time. The farm is a first- 
class one and will be sold cheap. For particulars address 
the prop ietor.

237-a

Horses, Cattle, Milch 
Cows, Sheep. Pigs 

and Poultry.
ii

In «electing a College in which to receive a Business 
Education, Inquire into its record. We are determined 
to maintain the reputation earned while at Woodstock 
College for the past tour years. The Faculty contains 
two accomplished penmen, a specialist in phonography 
and type writing, and commercial law lecturer; In busi
ness practice we take the lead. Write us about our 
methods, etc. WESTERVELT & YORK. 237-c

|
: HERBY CLIMAX is the only Feed in the Dominion to 

which an affirmation has been filed as to purity.
Read the following from the Ontario Agricultural Col

lege, Guelph, May 7th, 1885 The London Feed Co., Lon- 
don.Ont.— Gentlemen,—I have much pleasure in reporting 
that during the past winter we used your food on various 
niasses of rattle, under a variety of conditions, snd found 
it a decided advantage in improving condition, giving a 
healthy tone, as well as relieving highly fed cattle.

Yours faithfully, W. BROWN.
For further information address Londoh Fssd Co , Box 

196, London, Ont. 237-f

HENRY NOTT, Princeton P O.

PLACE in the West to get a'Business Edir 
cation, learn Shorthand or Spencerian Pen
manship is at the Ditroit Business Univer
sity. Detroit, Mich. This school comprises 

the Goldsmith, Bryant & Stratton, Spencerian and May
hew Business Colleges, all recently consolidated. The 
University has rooms in two buildirge, five departments 
and twelve professors. Has had 12,000 students siuce 
organized in 1850 and now has an annual attendance of 
over 600. Circulars giving full information mailed free 
Address, DETROIT BUSINESS UNIVERSITY, Detroit 
Mich. 237 c

FALL WHEAT
“The Golden Drop’V(new variety) and all the leading 

varieties at the lowest prices. Price list on application.

J. A. SIMMERS,pethick & McDonald! i
237-a Toronto, Ont.

i CHEAPEST PLACE IN LONDON FOR

SMALL FRUITSI ORDERED CLOTHING.'-1 THE BEST CATTLE FASTENING.m Ontario Business College,■a
ii! Wonderful, Woodruff No. 1, May King, At

lantic. Prince of Berries and other new and old 
Strawberries.

Try the new Black Raspberry, HILBORN,
large, hardy and productive.

Gregg, Tyler, Senhegan, Shaffers, Marlboro, 
Nemaha. Caroline And other standard Raspberries 
grown in large quantities.

Pay’s Prolific and Raby Castle Currant. 
Gooseberries, Grapes, and ether Small Fruits.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

FIRST-CLASS PLANTS-LOW PRICES
W. W. HILBORN,

ARKONA, ONT., CANADA. | 282 y

BELLEVILLE, ONT.
17th YEAR.

EASE, COMFORT AND THRIFT.
The only practical SWING STANCHION invented. Thous
ands in use. Illustrated Circular free. Manufactured by

FENNELL & ANTHES,
Berlin, Ont., Can.

:

Ill:

iii The widespread reputation of this institution, created 
by the thoroughness of its work and the great success of 
its graduates, is manifested in the attendance, which, 
within a short period, has embraced students from 
fifteen different Provinces and States, including two of 
the West India Islands. Students can enter at any time, 
receive individual Instruction, and progress ac
cording to ability. For circulars, Ac., address

ROBINSON A JOHNSON
Belleville, Ont

233-h
>i

N. ANDERSON, M. D.
M. O. P. S. Ont.—Eye 

and Ear Surgeon, 34 James St 
wgl Hamilton, Ont. Dr. Anderson 

gives exclusive attention to 
the treatment of the various 
diseases of the EYE and EAR.

CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED.
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an Pomo- 
1 Rapide, 
l of Sept, 
re will be 
Canadian

SEED WHEAT MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES.
(1840.) ROCHESTER. H. T. (1880.) 

We offer for Fall planting the largeet and meet 
complete collections in the United States of 
Fruit Trees, Standard and Dwarf;
Crapes, and aU the small fruits.
New Gooseberry “Industry,” 
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, 

of erory class.
Bulbs.

Prices of FALL WHEAT offered byIties to be 
11 be two 
nee, both 
ints. One 
f London, 
twa, Ont.
we have 

line them.

tot., is in- 
Hilborn.” 
is tried it 
'ether the

Roses,
Hardy

Catalogues sent as follows: No. 1, Fruits, 10c.; 
No. 2, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, 15c.; No. 8, 

wherries. No. 4, Wholesale, No. 5, Boses, No.
PEARCE, WELD & Co.,

StraSEED MERCHANTS, LONDON, ONT.
Tasmanian Bed...

6, Bulbs free.
BLLWANGKB * BARRYSI. 60 per bu.

Hybrid Mediterranean. ..*1.60 per bu., S bu. *176
Tuscan Island............................................ *1.28 per bu.
Scott, Roger, Clawson, *o, price on application.

iff Niagara Red (new)................*3.00 per bu., 2 bu. $6.00
Landretb................................. *1.60 per bu.. 2 bu. $3.00
Martin Amber, per bu. Î1.60, 2bu. $2 76, 6 bu. lots 

$1.25 per bu.
Democrat .$1.26 per bu., 2 bu. $2.26

The above prices are tree on board oars here. Cotton Bags 25cents each, in all cases.
To anyone ordering one bushel of Niagara Red, or five bushels of any other variety, we will send one pound of 

Manchester for trial. We purchased a small quantity of this wheat last year at $1 00 per pound, and it did welt 
Our Fall Wheat Circular mailed free to all who apply. Address

BAROE, WBIjU db Co,, IsOMT:
trCASH MUST ACCOMPANY all orders.

ON, ONT.
237-aoronto, is 

ners’ sons 
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ESTABLISHED 1866.
ELEVATOR DITCHING MAQHINE

1880.> — T B-----1886. FOR UNDERORAININO. «
One man with Be Elevator Ditching Machin» § 
can do more work than thirty men with spades.
Manufactured by WM. RENNIE, TORONTO.FARMER’S ADVOCATE38

New Catalogue tree. Ad 
UNIX d EM-

I, Nursery me 
287-bTREES----- AND-----

HOME MAGAZINE. Bloomington, I1L

CANADA'S GREAT

ntatriil Fair and Apiculiural Exposition, 1885
TORONTO1 from Sept 7th to 19th.

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR OF PUBLICATION. _gS
s
Colswold The Farmer’s Advocate has stood the test for twenty years and 

occupies the proud position of being the only independent agricultural paper in the Domin
ion It is pronounced by farmers to be the best agricultural journal 
ever published in this country—Many consider it the best on the continent of
America.
It is the only Agricultural Paper in the Dominion Owned and 

Published by a Practical Farmer.
ITS CONTRIBUTORS TO

•26,000 IN PRIZES
are offend for Hones, Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, Poultr y, Dally, 
and Agricultural Products, Manufacture# and Ladies1 
Work, ho., Ac.

Live Shook and Agricultural Product! are only required 
to be on exhibition from the 14th to ltth September.

An Immense programme of Special Attraction a 
is being prepared lor this Exhibition. Cheep (ana and 
exaanioos on all rail ways. Entries More Saturday, Aug. 
ttnd. Prias Liste and forms of entry rent to any one on 
njPpMoaMon by post onrd or otherwise to the Secretary at

H. J. HILL, Manager and Secretary, Toronto. 
J. WITHROW, President. 237-a

i

4 will com- 
lividual ex-

’anada.

R SALE, The Farm, Stock, Dairy, Garden and Orchard, Poultry, Veterinary, 
Markets and The Family Circle, &c„ &c„

Are the best specialists that can be obtained.

It. is commended by the County Councils and Agricultural Societies.
It discusses all agricultural subjects impartially, endeavors to keep down all unnecessary 
taxation and protects the interests of the farmers fearlessly. It has ever been true 

to its name. All honest and independent people speak highly of it.

pbthick & McDonaldeim, Coun- 
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n is a fi ret
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CHEAPEST PLACE IN LONDON POE

ORDERED CLOTHING-
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ton P O.
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erian Pen' 
38 Univkr- 
comprises 
and Ma\r- 

ted. 
partmenta 
enta since 
indance of 
tailed free. 
", Detroit, 

1237-c

THE FARMER’S COUNCIL DEPARTMENT
All the Leading Varieties at Lowest 
Prices. Circular on application. 

WM. RENNIE,
Toronto, Ont.

Will be a special feature during the ensuing year.
It <s <> in ni <- n <1The School Teach er h

The Home Magazine Department, 237»
And Ladles and Children are Delighted with Its

Fireside Reading, Domestic Economy, Stories, Puzzles, &r., &c.,
It has truly become the most popular family paper in Canada.

T

ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGEING.

inchion the 1st October.
Oet.

For circular giving full information as to terms of ad
mission, cost, course of study, staff, Ao. Apply to

298-b
Only ONE DOLLAR Per Year.FT.

d. Thous- 
ctured by JAMES MILLS, M.A., Présidant, Guelph.

The Farmer’s Advocate for 1886 will be printed on fine expensive super-calendered 
paper, and iinproved in other respects.

I, Can.
Security and Durability,

HH The Tuokei Tram conveys a natural, in- 
ward and upward promue, being a per- 

■«nD feet retainer, permanent relief. No gall- 
MAB in* or chafing. Thooeandsln uwln Can-

ada,and patronised by our beet surgeons. 
Cheap, light and durable. Try It Illus- 

Single Trwaas trated pamphlet tree. Address
I0M8 A CO. (DruggisUX

$74 Yooge at, Toronto,

I, M. U. Subscribers for 1886 will have remainder of 1885 free.Dut.—Eye 
James St
Anderson 
sntion to 
e various 
ind EAR.

Send all money by registered letter or money order. Address

FARMER’S ADVOCATE, London, Ont.
Agents Wanted in every County.

Its Body Spring.H). 236 c
Sample Copy free.

1*
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GIVE YOUR SONS A COURSE AT THE Stock r2Jloiea.>.

[don Business University and Telegraphic and Phonographic Institute-

F. A. Fleming, Weston, Ont., has in 'quaran
tine at Quebec, a fine importation of Herefords, 
which arrived in good healthy condition. He 
will have some of them at the Provincial and 
Industrial Exhibitions. His royal prize winner, 
Miss Broady, did not leave England with the 
others, as he wished her to remain there until 
in calf to Lord Wilton. Some of the heifers 
are in calf with this same animal.

The analysis that I have on record of the milk 
of the various breeds, indicates a slight advan
tage in favor of the Ayrshires over the Holsteins, 
but we have too few analyses for the purpose 
of generalization, says Dr. Sturtevant. In the 
hundreds made at the Station we very fre
quently find a greater variation between milk 
of the same animals upon successive trials, that 
occurs in these published analyses of the milk 
from various breeds. I think it may be safely 
accepted as a general rule, that the percentage 
of fat decreases with the increase in quantity 
of milk, other conditions being equal, but I am 
scarcely ready as yet to prove this assertion.

. Rf

M
WM. N. YEREX, Prisidekt.A. 1. CADMAN, Secretary.

canna» CmproheMivo ««d Practical. INSTRUCTION Rapid and Thorough. Rooms CenmO^tuidPlSSy Located and Elegantly Fitted up. The only Institution which 
really gives a Business university Course.

For Circulars containing full information, address- & ( ADHAN< Rox ^ l<mdo„. Ont.

; ' i.*
;;

:

■
236!T,

XCALL AND SEE US AT THE ^ *
<$> o

:
l TORONTO & LONDON FAIRS■

:

I SAW MILLS, SHINGLE MILLS,
PLAIN and TRACTION ENGINES, 

BOX BOARD MACHINES 
SAWS, SAW FURNISHINGS,

EWART CHAIN and
ELEVATOR SUPPLIES. .

t

*C*;
■Vi :

■ Y
CL!

Y• '.h
■
i

w The National Live Stock Journal, Chicago, 
has the following item :—“Some weeks ago 
the Michael Brothers, large cattlemen near 
Bloomington, III., shipped sixty-one head of 
stock cattle from Hutchinson, Kas. On their 
arrival they appeared to be in perfect health. 
Last Friday, Aug. 14th, they showed signs of 
sickness, and Aug 16th, fifteen of them were 
reported already dead and twelve more down 
with the disease, which is believed to be gen
uine Spanish, or Texas fever. The state cattle 
commissioners have been notified.” We hope 
our Government authorities will be sharp on 
the look out, and prevent the possibility of this 
terrible plague reaching our shores.

Henry Arkell, Farnham Farm, Arkell, has 
recently sold the following stock to Mr. Wm. 
D. Privett, Greensburg, Inda., U. S. : Twelve 
Cotswold sheep for a fair figure, consisting of 
one four-year-old imported ram, and two two- 
year-old, from imported sire and dam ; five 
yearling rams ; two two-year-old ewes, two 
yearling ewes and one lamb, all from im
ported stock ; imported ram Mayor, weighed 
340 lbs.; two-year-old ram Colonel, 241 
lbs.; Duke of Wellington, 320 lbs.; yearling 
ram Duke of Arkell, 280 lbs. The rest aver
aged from 220 to 270 lbs. Mr. Privett has 
purchased all his show sheep from Mr. Arkell, 
for the last five years. He exhibits them at 
twelve different fairs throughout the U. S., the 
leading ones being St. Louis, Indiana State 
Fair, Toledo, Ohio, Illinois State Fair. He 
claims to have won for sheep alone at the vari
ous fairs the last four years the tidy sum of 
$2,000.

j;
•Î

ii
rs i ?!

i;jf
6 ■M t;

ii 1200i
SOLD IN

______ =_______ _ 8 SEASONS
ENDLESS THRESHING BELTS kept In stork—Gandy, The Best Hercules Extra and 

Standard qualities of Rubber.—Witfrous Engine Works Co., Brantford» Canada*
Branch Works—Winnipeg, Manitoba. Eastern Agent, W. H. Olive—154 St. James St., Montreal.

!
i

1
s ? AGRICULTURAL WORKSiiI

r
:

I 1:LI

••

...I t’ Established 1836.Established 1836.
i

ïi!

5
The Pioneer Threshing Machine Works of CanadaÜ i:•! BELLSh

i i ; Our Celebrated GRAIN SAVER la the Best and Most Perfect THRESHER and SEPARATOR made in the
Dominion, being first over all others for

Durability, Workmanship, Fast and Clean Work, Perfection oi 
Parts, Ease of Management, Simplicity of Construction, 

Lightness of Draft, Capacity for Work.

Si; H ! —FOR— ' )!l

FARMERS,
SCHOOL HOUSES, 

FACTORIES

IÜS

![■ - iI

jfl i
I1 >|

111

sfaction, when driven by eitherWe have Machines working In all parts of Canada, giving the very best
Steam or Horse Power.

J1»
Ask your Hardware Dealer for our Bells, celebrated 

for their tone and durability. All warranted. Catalogue 
furnished promptly on application to

.1. It. ARMSTRONG M’Pg. Co.
(Limited.)

GUELPH, CANADA.

It is a General Favorite with the Farmers, who prefer it for
Fast and Clean Work.

•,.1.
}li

232-fi fi

PETHIOK & MCDONALD,i

I'1'
team Power.Special fSiaso Matie for

ii h i
iH

I -II:

l tW Address us for Circular and Price List of THRESHERS, CLOVER MILLS, HORSE POWERS, REAPERS and 
LOWERS. A personal inspection is solicited.

233-leom

Cheapest Place In London for
0

ORDERED CLOTHING,L. D. SAWYER & Co., Hamilton, Ont., Can.I
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MACHUsTEKir.

DeLaval’s Cream Separatorn quaran- 
lerefords, 
tion. He 
ncial and 
se winner, 
with the 
lere until 
le heifers

3,000 IN USE IN EUROPE AND AMERICA.
Sunny Side Stock Farm, ^

__ Stanstead, P.Q., June 17, *84.
Mr. Frank Wilson 

Dear Sir—The Separator is run
ning very nicely, separating the 
cream from the milk as thorough
ly as ever was done by’cold water 
setting, and saving the labor of 
cleaning a large number of cans.
It is run part of the time by a boy 
of 16 years old and he has no 
trouble in managing it.

The cream is always sweet and 
clean. Yours truly,

Bloomfield,'Ont.,
Sept. 8rd, 1884.Frank Wilson, Esq.

Dear Sir,—I having bought and 
used the first Centrifugal Cream 
Separator in Ontario, take much 
pleasure in giving you the follow
ing facts.

I first bought a Burmeinster &
Wain Machine, which is the same 
as the Danish Weston. It did 
good work for a time, but before 
the end of the first year it had 
cost me over (8200.00) two hun
dred dollars for repairs and would 
not work satisfactorily, so I put 
in a De Laval and have given it a 
thorough trial, and find it does its 
work to perfection. I will recom
mend it to all, as any boy or girl 

it, and I must state that 
nothing short of a first-class ma
chinist can m inage the Burmein
ster & Wain. ..^*1

I have seen the DeLaval run- > ~ 
ning now the second year, and it 
has not cost (82.00) two dollars for |
repairs the whole time, and is |1||||§ 
doing as perfect work as ever.

I also find that the DeLaval will ib 
work at its best by setting it level ^ 
on any ordinary floor, and the 
Burmeinster & Wain requires a 
solid stone foundation. The foun
dation for my Burmeinster &
Wain cost me over (850 00) fifty 
dollars.

I do the largest cream trade in
Canada as well as manufacture ^ _ __ ____________ __ _ __ __
K^prto^rkfaLte, sample o« cream for a city trade than'JdYhe DeLaval working .id. 

All parties wishing to buy Separators are invited to come to my place in the .centre ol the City of Hamilton, W. G. WALTON.

“.zrrsr...^ _***... r.« «• •^gssrigsasr
and his opinion is well worth the careful consideration of all intending purchaser o Cream Separat . between the DE LAVAL and DANISH machine.

The Jml.ea o! the great English Dairy Fair, juet held in high™t KwnmeStatlnn lor euf.rto.lty In oooetrootlon, operation and
Siti SSl'rU J*. -d 0. thi. m«. o, .1 dairy W.Un-a

DE LAVAL CREAM SEPARATOR CO.VC. l-f\vru- Ns/lii-z^iw- w JOS. H. BBALL, President,
32 Park Row.

JlLx Mr. Frank Wilson 
MET, Dear Sir,—I am running 

the two DeLaval Cream Sep- 
■b arators purchased from you 

O' with perfect satisfaction, one 
V has been In operation fifty 
S and the other thirty day*.

The Separators set as oloss 
together as the bottoms will 
let them and one driving belt 
runs both machines.

One hand can attend them 
both and the engine easily. 
I would not attempt to make 
butter without them. Ths 
quality Is pronounced by all 
to be the best butter they 

' ever used. Yours truly,
L. V. BOWERMAN.

X !
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O. A. PIERCE.
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> ^ 
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I Stock well, Canada,
October 14th, 1884. 

Frank Wilson, Gen. Man.: 
S8Ü . Dear Sir—After a thorough 

: test of the De Laval Cream 
? Separator, I have 

,;,V: tion in saying it will do all 
you claim for it, and have 

Ky much pleasure In recommend*
ing It to the dairymen of Err—■' Canada.

a
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Yours very truly,
WM. SAUNDKR
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FRANK WILSON,
General Manager for Canada, NEW YORK232-a19 St. Peter Street, MONTREAL, Quebec.

THE CHATHAM ZIMMERMAN
FRUIT & VEGETABLEFANNING MILL sEVAPORATOR

Over 10,000 of these Mills 
are now in use !

FARMERS, BUY THE CAMPBELL AND HAVE 
NO OTHER, IT CANNOT BE SURPASSED 

IN AMERICA.

Made of Galvanized Iron. 6 SIZES.
ffiawwarBSftffs
Itself In 80 days use, out of sale of 
Its own products. _ .
FREE!
Address ZIMMERMAN M'F’O CO., 

BcRLiNaTON, Iowa.

/

,
f (si agents wanted.

i More Improvements for 1886:
Increased capacity. Shoe being 26 inehea wide 

(inside measure) giving a capacity of from 
80 to 90 bushels per hour.

A Screw Feed to raise and lower the Hopper 
Slide with ease.

Shoe can be given six different shakes - fast 
or slow, short or long—as desired.

Each Mill will be furnished with my Patent 
Riddle for Extracting Cockle and Wild 
Peas or Tare from grain. It will separate 
as much Cockle as ever grows in wheat 
with one running through the mill.

A first-class Gang Riddle and Grader goes 
with each mill for separating oats from 
wheat, which does a thorough y first-class 
job that any farmer or grain dealer will be 
pleased with.

In addition to the Cockle Riddle and Gang 
and Grader for separating oats from wheat, 
each mill will have Screens and Riddles for 
cleaning Chess and Whitecaps from wheat, 
also to clean Oats, Barley, Peas, Beans, 
Corn, Clover Seed, Timothy Seed, Max, 
and first-class for Chaffing.

Send for descriptive circular. Address
MANSON CAMPBELL, CHATHAM, ONT.

nmi« sold wholesale In lots to suit
agents, agents wanted. 231-a

HAMILTON COMMERCIAL COLLEGEwr' )

Cor. King and James Sts. (Opposite the Gore)
HAMILTON, ONT■J

Knock-down Miu.1 
For Shipment.

>ES,
A FIRST CLASS BUSINESS TRAINING COLLEGERIES

""Practical in every department, well qualified and en
ergetic Teachers, system new unsurpassed by that of any 
Other College of the kind, and endorsed by the leading 
business men of the city.

a, celebrated 
. Catalogue a
’rK. Co.
sited.)
ADA.

SHORTHAND AND TELEGRAPHY BY 
SKILLED INSTRUCTORS

Ladies admitted to full course. Terms reasonable. 
For further particulars address

A HI. L. RATTRAY,
Principal.

230-y

E. A. «EIGER,
Secretary. 

Mention PsauiB’s Advocati.for xING,

f

236-b
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v; j'--FRUIT EVAPORATOR FOR SALES O_A_LES I «SCALZEiS Is

.
The Plairorm of lhi* Seale 

Is 6 reel by 4 feet.
No Farmer, Sleek Kaiser 
or Produce Dealer should 

be «llboul one.
II weigh* Accurately from 
half pound to 4,000 pounds

' r First-Class article, quite new. Just the 
Machine for farmers’ use. Apply to

bSrROWSTEWART AMILWfc
1& PEARCE, WELD & CO., London, Ont.

:l VOTICE TO FARMERS.—Wanted at once, active push- 
J ing men, to wholesale my famous teas to consumers. 
A good man wanted in ever}' township. No peddling, no 
License to pay, no capital required. Commission or sal
ary. To good men we pay salaries of from $600 to $2,000 
per year. Write for particulars. JAMES LAUT, im
porter and jobber in pure teas. Head office 281 Yonge 
Si, Toronto. 232-y

. 4: ••

: DAIRY SCALES,
SPECIAL FAMILY SCALES, 

COUNTER SCALES,

•-
I A

: IE

. PLATFORM SCALES.
HAY SCALES,r-

! t Vi» ! &c., &c.
i Qua’ity, Accuracy and Beauty of 

Workmanship Unsurpassed.!
4 451 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

A new and special Department of the Bryant & 
Stratton Business College. Thorough and prac
tical instruction given to young and middle-aged men 
and ladies at home by means of personal correspond
ence.

Booi-Keehib, Business Forms, Peimmship, Arithmetic, 
Commercial Law, Letter Writiie arc Shorthand

successfully taught Distance no objection. Terms mod
erate. Circulars free bv mentioning Farmrr’b Advocate. 
Address—

BURROW, STEWARF & MILNE!

HAMILTON. ONTI 232-y

fc
! ! ORGANSI ORGANS!T
!

t
f-! «

» C. L. BRYANT, Secretary,
Buffalo, N. Y.

i-

II 231-y

Superior Design and Workmanship.
Every Instrument Warranted 7 Years.

Ill W. & I. P. 0TJRB.il & CO.■■ '
- :

' t '« 100 Brey Nun St., Montreal,!
MAKUPAOTCREM Of

«i V a SOFA, CHAIR AND BED SPRINGS.■

1
t.
■ A LABOK STOCK ALWAYS ON ELaNDJ

uiPORTua op

Drain Pipes, Vent Linings, Flue Covers, Fire 
Bricks, Fire Clay, Portland Cement, Bo- 

man Cement, Water Lime, Plaster 
of Paris, Borax, Whiting,

China, Clay, etc.

I I COMPETITION O: EN TO THE WORLD!
:

i Î29-J" NEW FACTORIES COMPLETED. CAPACITY 500 ORGANS PER MONTH.!t

Agricultural Savings & Loan Company;

Hi Awarded Silver Medal and First Prize Over all Competitors at the 
Dominion Exhibition, Held at St. John, N. B., 1883.

LONDON, ONTARIO.
!- ■

President—WM. GLASS, Sheriff Co. Middlesex.
Vice’President—ADAM MURRAY, Co. Treerorei

Subscribed Capital, - $600,000
575,000 

- 61,000 
1,339,000

■ Received the Only Medal Awarded Cabinet Organs, Toronto Industrial
Exhibition, 1882,

Awarded Silver Medal, Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1881.
Awarded Three Diplomas and Two First Prizes, Dominion Exhibition,

Montreal, 1882.

’ ?
■

,s Paid Up do. 
Reserve Fund, 
Total Assets,i

5 The Company issues debentures for two or more years 
In sums of $100 and upwards, bearing interest at highest 
current rates, payable half-yearly by coupons.

tST Executors and Trustees are authorised by law to 
Invest in debentures of this Company.

For information apply to

These, with many other Medals, Diplomas, Prizes, <fec , place the " EARN ORGAN ” ahead of all others. We 
call the attention of the public to the facts above. We manufacture Organs suitable in style for Churches, Parlors,

‘ 1 ' 234-vM Schools, Lodges, Ac. Send for Circulars and Prices to
1

D. W. KARN & Co., WOODSTOCK. ONT.!
JOHN A. ROB. Manager.'ll I;•!

Ontario Veterinary College*
■I In consequence ol the increased 

demand for my ENGINES. I have 
added to my shops and machinery, 
and shall largely increase the pro
duction of engines for 1885.

;! TEMPERANCE STREET, TOKO NT#.

ES The most successful Veterinary Institution in America 
All experienced Teachers. Fees. Fifty Dollars per Ses
sion. Session 1885-6 begins Oct. 21st. Apply to the 
Principal, PROF. SMITH, V. S., Edin., TORONTO, 
CANADA. 237-y

11 t

It Is licensed by all Insurance ( o's 
■fSt and has proved Itself to be the most 
; durable.

The Engine for the Northwest is 
made to burn either coal, wood or straw.
Farmers, procure a Genuine White 
ThreahingEngtne at the Forest City 
Machine works, London, Ont,, Can.
GEORGE WHITE, Proprietor and Manager
H B. WHITE, Supt. of Machinist Pepl 
A W. WHITE, Supt. of Erecting Dept.
HUB. J. WHITE, Secretary-Treasurer.
F. J. WHITE, Assistant-Secretary.

The engines may be seen at Van Taasai's 
foot bridge warehouse, Belleville.

: !•.
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